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ABSTRACT

of this research was to address the theory
(preoperational
or concrete operational) in .voung
that coqnitive levôl
recall the log'ical sequence found
abj'lity
to
children ìnfluences their
'logical
sequence was analyzed
with
difficulty
in stories. Thìs
generate,
dictate and wrjte
rete'll,
to
through the chìld's abi'lity
quantìtatjve and
purpose
the
to
examìne
Was
storjes. The secondary
qualitat'ive aspects of the language generated in the four modes.
The primar.y purpose

The subiects were 35 grade 2 children from four individual
classrooms of one Canad'ian suburban school in l^l'inn'ipeg, llanìtoba.
Through a prìor testing with the Goldschmid-Bentler Concept Assessment
Kit-Conservation - Form A, ìt was possible to classify the'll nonconservers, l2 transitional conservers and l2 conservers required for
the study" The four modes of language, story generatìon, retelling,
dictation and Writing were collected weekly for three consecutjve
weeks. Each of the stories was analyzed according to seven measures
of Iinguist'ic quantity (Loban, 1963,1976 and Hunt, 1965); and five
rhetorTca'ì quafity meâsures of story macrostructure (Rumelhart, 1975).
In addition to thìs twofold analysjs, the dictated stories were evaluated on an hol'ìstic scale (Cooper,1977) by four grade 2 teachers
teachjnq within the same school djvisjon jn which the study was performed.
Anaìy s is of variance of the two factors, developmental level
a nd s tory-'l a n g uage mode, indìcated a statjstical'ìy sìgnìficant djfference between c onservers and nonconservers, and between the four stor.v'language
mode s n for specìfic measures of I jnguist'ic quant'ity and

rhetorical

qu a
Number 0

lity. A stepwìse regression correlation jndicated that
f l,Jords and Total Number of T-un'its, measures of I in-

Total
guìst'ic ouantity, predicted the rhetorjcal quality of conservers
storjes whìle Total Number of T-units, a linguìstic quantìty measure,
was predìct'ive of the rhetorical qualìty of nonconservers' stories.
Furthermore, comparjson of the dìctated stories of the three deveìopmental levels by one-way Anaìysis of Variance 'indicated that both
conservers and transitional conservers were rated as statistìcaìly

different from nonconservers by classroom teachers. Stepw'ise Regression
Correlation indicated that the Total Number of htords used was pred'ictjve of the observed difference between the developmental levels.
The results of the study lead the researcher to conclude that:
there was a measurable djfference between conservers and nonconservers ìn the stories they generatedn retoìd, djctated and wrote;
(2) the use of pictures did affect the abìlity of nonconservers to
remember the storjes the¡r had generated; (3) the Total Number of l^Jords
used predicted the presence of g'iven macrostructures and the completeness of a story; and (4) teachers discriminated between conservers'
and nonconserversr dictated stories.

(l)
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CHAPTER I

PURPOST AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THT STUDY

Pu

The ourpose
amonq

and

two levels

rpo se

of this study was to

of coqnitive

examine

develooment and

the relationship

the'lingujstic fìuency

rhetorical quality of stories generated, retold, dictated

and

written by grade 2 children.
In grade Z,children general]y range'in

age from

six to

e'ight

years

oìd. In accordance wjth Piaget's theory (Piaget and Inhelder,

1969)

of cogn'itive development,many children of this

age are

eìther preoperatjonal or concrete operational in thejr level of

thought.

The

majorìty of children progress from one level to the

next during thìs three-year span. S'ince each level represents djstjnct

thjnking capabìl'ities (Piaget, 1969; Pìaget and Inhe'lder, 'l969;
Goìdschm'id, 1967),

jt

would be useful

cognitive development

for

js identifìable

educators

to

know

that

'in the lanouage fìuency

rehtorìcal qualìty of the stories chjldren of thjs age level

retell, djctate

and

tell,

and write.

Siqnificance of the
The primary

that it

such

Stud v

significance of the present study lay in the fact

addressed the controversy (Pjaget and Inhelder, 1969; Brown,

1975; Stein and Glenn, l97B) regarding the

ability of

preoperational

2

thinkinq children to

remember

stories in sequential order through

prìor testing of the cogn'itive level of the children.

a

Research whjch

generated the controvers.y (Brown, 1975; Stein and Glenn, 1978)

studjed preoperational aged chìldren (kindergarten and grade

fra¿

ì),

but

their level of cognìtjve functìonìng.
The present study did so. In additjon to the evaluat'ion of the
had not actualìy determined

children's cogn'itjve leve'l , the cognìtive dependence of the preopera-

tional child

upon observable

stimulì qas accommodated through use of

in the story generatìon task. The
pìctures were absent in the second task, story retell'ing. In other
words, the story generation task addressed the jssue of the preoperatjonal child's abil'ity to comprehend sequent'ia'l order jn stories and
the retellinq task measured the preoperational child's abjlity to
remember stories in sequentìa1 order.
0f secondary s'ignìficance was the investjgation of the effect
cogn'itive levels of funct'ionìnq had on four modes of story-language.
sequentia'lly ordered pìctures

Godwjn (1963) and K'ing (1978) indicated

the four facets of language
Throuqh the

-

a need to focus research

speaking, listening, wrìtìng and readìng.

four story-language modes,'it

the four'language

arts.

on

The bas'is

for

was possible

to

encompass

incorporat'ing the four

into the present study was derjved from the folìowing two

modes

sources.

First, the Brown (1975) study had utilized story generation and
retel'l'ing tasks in an ana'lysis of comprehension and memory for stories.
Second, Kìng and Rentel (l9Bl) na¿ used tasks of story retellìng,
dictation and ìndependent writing in their study of children's narrative

3

ab'ilìtìes.

The present study represented an expansjon from comparison

of two story-language

modes (Brown, 1975) and three story-language

modes (King and Rentel, l98l
modes

) to comparìson of four

story-language

- story generation, retellìng, dictation and writing.

thjrd source of signìfìcance in this study concerned the
examinatìon of the relationship between measures of linguìstic fluency
A

and

rhetorjcal quality. Crowhurst (1980, l9B3a and 1983b) noted that

the T-unìt, a measure of linguìstjc fìuency (Loban, 1963,1976; Hunt,
1965; 0'Donnell, 1976), dìd not predìct the rhetorical

written narratives.

The present study examined the

quality of

djctated stories of

grade 2 chìldren comparìnq linguistìc fluenc.y as measured b-v the T-unjt
.l965)
.l963,1976;
(Loban,
with two distinct measures of rhetorical
Hunt,

qualityo story
hol

jstìc

grammar macrostructure (Rumelhart, 1975) and teacher's

evaluatjon (Cooper., 1977).

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND

Statement
The primary purpose

of

of thjs

DEFINITION OF

TERMS

Problem

research was

to address the notjon

that the cognitjve level (preoperatjonal or concrete operational) of

thejr abi'lity to recall the logica'l sequence
.l969). The effect cognitive
(Pìaget and Inhe'lder,

young children influences

found

jn storìes

level exerted on the chjld's story-language behavjor
the child's abjl'ity to generate,

retell, djctate

The secondary purpose was

and

was analyzed through

write stories.

to examine the quantìtatjve

and

4

qualìtative aspects of the language generated in the four modes.

Thìs

purpose was accomplished by measuring the microstructure through use

of the T-unit

and dependent clause (Loban, 1963,1976; Hunt, 1965),

and the macrostructure through the use

of Rumelhart's (1975) story

grammar

The questjons asked

in relation to this

two-pronged inquÌry were

as fol I ows:

l.

Are children classified as conservers able to provide

more

in the four modes (story generat'ion, retellinq d'ictation and independent writjnq) than nonconservers?
language output

2.

Are children classified as conservers able to provjde

greater incidence of spec'ifjc macrostructures in the four

a

modes (story

generatìon, retelling, dìctation and independent wrjting) than nonconservers?

3. Is there a stat'istjcally sìgnificant relationshjp
languace output and

between

story structure qual'ity ìn the dictated stories of

conservers and nonconservers?

4.

What

is

the relatìonship

among

an

holistic evaluation of

the dictated story of a conserver, transitional conserver and nonconserver and measures

of

language output?

Definition of
The terms

utilized in this

Terms

studywere onerationa'lly defined jn

the followìng manner:

l.

A

CONSERVER

was

a grade 2 child who scored from

ll to l2 points

5

on the Goldschmid-Bentler Concept Assessment Kit-Conservation

2.

A

NONCONSERVER

was a grade

2 cht ld

-

Form A.

who scored from 0

to

6

poìnts on the Goldschmid-Bentler Concept Assessment Kìt-Conservation Form A.

3.

A

between 7 and

TRANSITIONAL CONSERVER was

of T-unìts

who scored

ì0 poìnts inclusive on the Goldschmid-Bentler

Assessment Kìt-Conservation

4.

a grade 2 child

LANGUAGE OUTPUT

-

Concept

Form A.

or linguistic fìuency

was measured

in

terms

and dependent clauses as defined by Loban (190S,1976), and

Hunt (l 965).

5.

STORY STRUCTURE

or I'4ACRO.STRUCTURE

Rumelhart's (1975) storv grammar categorìes

for narrative

setting,'initiatjng event, reaction, actìon

6.
rhetorical

HOLISTIC EVALUATI0N was defined

qual'it_v

for a sample of written

was defined

in terms of
dìscourse,

and consequence.

as the

sum

total of

the

discourse as described

by

Cooper (1977 ) .

7.

STORY-LANGUAGE MODES

tjon, retelf ing, dictation

referred to the tasks of story genera-

and writing.

Theoretical Foundations
The

theoretical origìns of this study

and psychological

ìn nature.

v{ere

The primary basis

cogn'itive, 1ìnguistic

of this study was the con-

ceptual framework of cognìtive deve'lopment evolved by Piaget and Inhelder

(1969).

The secondary

of story schema

structural basis of this study was the concept

as developed by psychoìinguìsts (Rumeìhart, 1975; ltlandler

and Johnson, 1977; Stein and Glenn,

l97B).

The

story

grammar

6

provided the study with an ideational framework and a means of measurement

of rhetorìcal qualìty. Lastly, thÌs study drew on the linguìstic

concept and measure of'language fluency developed by Loban (1963, 1976),

(1965). A further

of these sources w'ill c'larìfy
their relationship and the contribution they provide for the present

and Hunt

resea rc

rev'iew

h.

Through

a lifetime of study, Piaget has provided a wealth of

knowledge concerning

to cognitjve

the total development of the

deve'lopment, Pìaget proposes three

child. In reqards

levels in the

growth

from action, dìrect movement and contact with the environment to

operation, a mental manipuìat'ion of ideas. At the sensorj-motor level,
there ìs dìrect contact with realìty, while at the operational level

is a transformation of reality through the internaljzed act'ions
of logic and reversibjljty. Between these two levels ìs the preoperational level whìch involves action that is internalized by symbol'ic
representation, but which is limited. This limitatjon involves a djfficulty in forming a mental representation of experìences absorbed
there

through physicaì actjon, and of decentering this mental representatjon

of the world of objects and actions. "The decentering which js a prerequisite for the formation of the operations app'l ies not only to the
physicaì unjverse

..

but also necessarily to an interpersonal or

.l969:95).
social universe" (Piaget and Inhelder,

Preoperational thought

stimulus bound.

When

js characterized

by thìnking which is

the perceptual array conflicts with the chjld's

of physica'l experience, the result is a djfficulty in'logìca'l reasonìng. in other words, if what the child
symbolie representatjon

7

presently perceives does not match a previously formed mental representa-

tion of the relationship

between these

objects, the child

wjll

be

bound

their relationship. An example of preoperational thought ìs observed in the presentation to the child of two balls
of dough of equa'l si ze and we'ight. The preoperational chi l d wi l l state
that the balls of dough are no longer of equaì size and weight if one of
by present perceptions of

them

is transformed as the child watches to a pancake or sausage shape.

The preoperatjonal

child cannot abstract the concepts of size

and

weight and hold them constant when sÌze appears to chanqe through the

alteration of shape. Thìs cognìtive abilìty is referred to as "con-

servatjon." Mastery of the concept provides a strong indication that
the chjld has made a transition from preoperational to concrete operational thought.

The

transitjon ìs

marked by

the ability to

comÞrehend

another's perspective, to reason logical'ly backward from the present

to abstract attributes holding
stimu I i

and

them constant and separate from perceptual

.

Pìaget and Inhelder (.l969) have suogested that preoperatjonal
aged

chìldren are unable to recall a story ìn sequence.

stated that "there

is

The.y have

consìderable difference between the exposjtion of

expiajners between 7 and B and that of those between 6 and 7
absence

of order which we have described is

between 7 and

B.

Between

6 and 7,

and Glenn

(1978).

et al. (1979),

young children

and

(Piaget and Inhelder,

subsequentìy questioned by

Mandler and Johnson (1977)o and Stein

Brown (.l975) and Poulsen

to accompany the story telling

or less excentional

it is the rule"

1969:39). This observation has been
Brown (1975), Poulsen

more

The

et al. (1979) used pictures

recall in their research.

in thejr study, aided by picture stimulì,

The

were able to

B

recall .stories in the approprìate
gested

that the diffjculty Pjaget

stories by young children

was due

1ogìca1 sequence. Brown ('1975 sugobserved

wìth the sequential recall of

to their" difficulty wjth

memory tasksn

not their inabiìity to reason ìogìca1ìy. Mandler and Johnson (1977)
and Stein and Glenn (1978)

in

research with grade

I

and 2 chjldren

found that they were able to majntain the ìogìcal se-quence

In discussion of thìs fjndìng, Stein

of the story.

and Glenn (1978) suggested that

the stories Pìaget used lacked temporal markers, â Situation
resulted in the child experiencinq
sequence

accurately. It

agreement as

to whether

which

diffjculty in recalìing the story

was therefore

clear that there exjsted a djs-

young preoperational chìldren

fjnd story recall

difficult task (Pìaget and Inhelder, 1969; Brown, 1975; Mandler and
Johnson,1977; Stein and Glenn,1978), and if jt was difficulty, whether
a

thìs difficulty

was due

to the task (Brown, 1975; Stein

and Glenn,

l97B) or the thìnkjng abìlities of the child (Piaget and Inhelder,
I

969; Brown, I 975).
As has been ìndìcated,

psycholìnguists with a
cesses

of memory

vided the basis
used

med'ium

oral

and

written stories

have prov'ided

with whjch to study the thought pro-

and comprehensìon.

Bartlett's work (1932)

has pro-

for the more recent interest in the stor-v medìum. He

a story from the North American Indjan culture wh'ich he presented

to subjects from the l^lestern cul ture. l,lhen the subiects
to recall thìs story, Bartlett found their recollections

were asked
had compar-

able devìations from the original stor,v. He postulated the reason

for this difference was the thinkìng processes of the subiects, thejr
internalized pattern for stories or "schema." Thjs schema provìded a

9

framework wìth which

internal

to organize the incomjnc story.

framework matched

a high level of

l'Jhen

the structure of the stor-v' there would be

comprehension and subsequent

recall would

But when the subject's schema did not match the incoming

level of h'ìs comprehension diminished, and later
was asked

when

to recall the story, 'it would be changed jn

to the schema or oriq'inal
To

further

be accurate.

story,

the

the subiect
accordance

framework the subject possessed

anal_vze

the subiect's

for storjes.

the relationship between the story's struc-

ture and the individual's notion of story, Rumelhart (lgZS) and other
researchers (Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Stein and Glenn, l97B; Thorn-

dyke, 1977) have developed story qrammars. The Durpose of the story
cjrammar was

to capture the essence of the simple story at the con-

ceptual and textual level, and thereby represent the processor's

internal representation of story materjal as well as the print version.
A grammar anaìysìs

first

was

of stories

that a story

has an

was based upon three assumptions. The

internal structure which

corresponds to

sentences. The second was that storjes can be expressed in a canonical
network of categor jes which are 1ogìca'lly ordered. The th'ird assumpt'ion
was

that the network corresponded jn

some way

to the manner jn

which

processors organized story information.
The

story, as deljneated ìn Rumelhart's (1975) grammar¡ con-

sisted of a setting and an epìsode or ep'isodes. Thìs

grammar

incor-

of rules. According to Rumelhart
of the time and p'lace of a story

porated a syntactjc and semantic set

(1977)r "the settìng ìs a statement
as well as an introduction

to its

maìn characters" (Rume'lhart, 1977:

213), and "the episode consists merely of the occurrence of

some event

l0
followed by the reaction

of the hero of the epìsode to the event

(Rume'lhart, 1977t214). Therefore the episode jncluded the ìnìtìat'ing

event, the reaction of the main character to that event, an actìon
the main character due to the character's reaction and a
whìch was the

therefore

direct result of the action.

composed

by

consequence

The macrostructure was,

of the fìve categories of settìng, ìnìtiating

event, reaction, actìon and consequence.
Usìng

this

and

sìmjlar

grammars, psycholinguists have studìed

for oral and written narrative discourse
of both young children and adults. Such investìgation has indicated
djstinct dìfferences between the aqe grouns studjed jn terms of
the comprehensìon and

memory

the amount recalled (Mandler and Johnson,

1977

), and the categories

l97B). In sjmjlar
studìêsrwhen the structure of the text was examined in relation
recalled (Mandler and

'its effect

Johnson

,

1977; G1enn,

upon comprehension and memory,

jt

was found

to

that the 'length

of the epìsode influences what is recalled (Glenn, 1978), while
decrease in textual structure results in a similar decrease in understanding (Thorndyke, 1977). Short stories, jt has been found, require
the subject to

make more

inferences (Thorndyke, 1977). Furthermore,

stories presented in a scrambled, ìl1ogical

to

comprehend (Roulsen

et ai.,

sequence requìre more tjme

1979).

ljnquistic foundatjon for the present study was derived
from the work of Loban (1963, 1976) and Hunt (1965). Loban, as
The

of the structura'l grammar
was a "detailed descriptìon of the overt

described b-v llopkìns, was representative

era when the primar.y concern

ll
structure of language" (Hopkins, 198l:43). Hunt (1965), accord'ing

to

Hopk'ins

(lgAl), exempìifìed the transformational

grammar period.

Both have been concerned w'ith provìd'ing a means wjth which to quantify language in order to study 'it. Loban (1963, .l976) developed

a method of segmentatjon which he named the communjcation-unit.

Structuralìy this

measure

is

"each independent clause with

its

modi-

"it is what A. F. Watts described as the natural linguistic unìt . . a group of words whjch
fiers", and semantically he states that

cannot be

further divided without the loss of their essential

(Loban, .l976: 9 ) . Accordi ng
uses

this

same method

of

to

Loban (l

segmentation;

976 )

,

meaning"

"Kel I ogg l^.l. Hunt

in Hunt's research this unit

has been termed a T-un'it [minimal terminal] rather than a communication

unjt"

(Loban,1976:9).

In addìtion to the T-unit or communication-unìt,the investigators found

it

to label another ìinguistjc phenomenon,
1963,1976), or "garble" (Hunt, 1965). The maze was a

necessary

the "maze" (Loban,

tangle of words, false starts or unattached fragments whìch

seened

to indìcate that the speaker had momentarily lost the sequence of
thought. Use of measures enabled Loban (1963, 1976) to ana'lyze the
language of 338 children from kindergarten to qrade l2 over a span of
l3 years. Hunt (1965), using thìs method of segmentation,anaìyzed one
.l2. Each
thousand word compositions of 54 chìldren ìn grades 4, B and
found that the main clause p'lus

it

(Loban's communjcation

of

'language

unit

all

subordinate clauses attached to

and Hunt's

T-unjt) provjded an index

maturity which was superior to sentence length. This
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concept has been subsequently

verified as a valid index of linguist'ic

fluency in other research (0'Donnel1, Griffin and Norris, 1967;

Fox,

1972; Cjani, I 976).
To summarize,

thjs section

has discussed three theoretjcal

bases upon whjch the present research has been
have included the concepts

constructed.

They

of cognitive development at the preopera-

tjonal-concrete operationaì level as presented by Pìaget and Inhelder
(1969), the notion of story macrostructure as deljneated 'in story
grammar, exemplified

ìn the work of Rumelhart (1975) and I'inguìst'ic

fluency as measured by the T-unjt, an ìndex of syntactic mastery
developed by Loban (lgOg, 1976) and Hunt

(1965).

These form the

foundation from whìch the stories produced by the grade 2 chiidren

jn this study will

be anal.yzed.

Lìmitations of the

Stu dv

Thjs investìgation was lìmìted to a sample of 35 chjldren
drawn from four grade 2 classrooms 'in one suburban l'linnipeg schooì.
Therefore the generalìzation

of its findinqs are limited to thìs

context.

Assumptì ons

The f ol I ow'i ng assumptì ons were made.

l.

The

criteria set for

determination of the chjld's cogn'itive

levels as conserver, nonconserver or transitional conserver did, in

l3

fact,

d'iscriminate between these three classifications; and' that

the Goldschmid-Bentler Concept Assessment K'it-Conservation

is a valid

2,

and

-

Form

A

reliable test.

The

chìldren jn the study remained within the cogn'ìtive

classification to which they

were assìgned throughout the three-week

perìod in which the story language samp'les were obtajned.

3.

A representat'ive sampìe

of

each story-language mode (story

generatìon, retelling, dictation and ìndependent writing) was obtained
from each chìld during the three-week period of the study.

erview

of the Stu

This study examìned the relationshio

among

the level of cognì-

t'ive development (preoperatjonal-concrete ooeratjonal ) and language
output and stor,v macrostructure (measures

of

language fìuency and

rhetorical qualìty) of grade 2 children.

I

of the study, discussed
the sign'ificance of the probìem, specified the problem to be researched,
listed the questions asked ìn relation to the probìem, defined the
Chapter

has stated the purpose

terminoloqy pertìnent to the study, described the theoretical

basìs, and documented the limitatÍons of the study and its assumptjons.
Chapter 2

to this

wìll

review the literature and research pert'inent

wjll

describe the samp'le, the design

study
Chapter 3

of the study,

the research methods and the materials used in the study.
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Chapter 4

wjll

present an analysis

of the data.

of the findings, conclusions
drawn from the fìndings, ìmpf ications for educational pract'ice and
Chapter 5

sugqestions

wil'l

present a summary

for further research

CHAPTER 2

RTVTEl^J OF

THE LITERATURE

of thìs review of research and literature was to
consider the state of the art regardinq knowledge about ìanguage development. Since this study examjned the relationship among two levels of
The purpose

cognìtive development and the I'inguistic fluency and rhetorjcal qualit..v

of stories generated, retold, djctated, and written b¡¡ grade 2 children,
it was pertinent to examine what was known ìn regard to language development. To accomplish thìs task, it was necessary to draw from lìnguistic,
coqn'itìve, psychol ingu'istic and educational sources
Language develooment

is

based upon

the factors of experience,

thinkìng and reasoning, and readiness which are influenced by physica'l
maturation ancl socialization. For
each

this

reason research as

of these factors (experìence, thl'nking

to the effect

and reasoning, and readjness)

had upon'language development was reviewed. The study

of

development also consìdered language from the perspective

'language

of the role

arts, especially writing and reading and
their means of evaluation. Another form the study of lanquage growth
played by the four language

took was the examination of chjldren's abìl'ity to comprehend and utilize

narrative structure in discourse. As a whole, thìs review of the litera-

ture addressed'lanouage research
reasoni

ng

, and readi ness ,

language as

a quant'ifiable

and lanquage

jn narratìve

based upon experience,

'language i n
terms

of

and

deveJopmenta'l growth,

mediumo'language which

form.

thinkìng

is written

and reacl,

l6
I

ntroducti

Educators are concerned

on

with provid'ing the best possible instruc-

tion for children ìn the language arts" Such a task encompasses the
totality of the learner and begins at bjrth, a poÌnt four Or five years
prior to the chìld's formal education in
does begìno the

school

.

l^lhen

child possesses a language predicated

formal schoo'l'ing

upon experience,

thìnking and reasoning capacity, and culture" This language enables
the chjld to function adequate'ly or inadequately in the school

system

in the mastery of the other language skills of writing and reading"
The predìsposition toward success in the academic skills of wrjting and
readìng is frequently referred to as readiness, Thus the chjld can be
said to have varjous stages or levels of preparedness in speaking and
listening language, and thinking and reasoning abilities based upon
experiences whjch are due

to the effects of socialization.

The folìowing schematic drawing indicates the relationship which
appears

to exist

between

the concepts of experience, thinking and reason-

in terms of their hierarchical development
and jnteraction" In a revìew of the literature,'it was clear that the
ing,

and language development

existing relationship
the developmental

the interaction

was analyzed from many perspectives

sequencé, tlre factors v/nich promoted

between each concept, and

or

to

determine

impeded growth'

the educational strategies

which would be most effective.
To

clarify

F'igure

2..l, the relatjonship existing

concepts wì11 be explained. The sides

between these

of the triangìe represent

the

forces whjch act upon the chjld and affect total development. These are
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IAL I ZAT I ON

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

THINKING AND REASONING

ñ
EXPERIENCE

F'igure

2.'l :

A Conceptual ization

of

Language Development

physical maturation, socjalizatjon and readiness. These factors predetermine the experìences an indìvidual

will

have and those experiences

will be able to benefjt. Through many and
varied experìences, the child wjll begin to develop thinking and reasonfrom which the indjvjdual

ìng patterns and later develop the language necessary to express the
thought process. Language \^/jll

ìnitially

be receptìve, and

later

sive jn nature. The language capacity w'il'l continue to grow and
based upon

interact

further experiential ìnput and w'ill allow the chjld

and manipulate

expres-

expand

to

the environment in accordance with the indìv'i-

dual's thinkìng capac'ity.

hlhen

this

'language

capac'ity has maturedo

is perceived to be ready or Drepared to learn to write and
read. These tasks will be affected as are the other aspects of learnthe chìld

ing by the concepts upon which they are built as well as by those
factors

ìmp'ing'ing from

reading as valuable

without.

skills

The

child may or

may

not see wrjtìng

as a result of socioeconomjc background,

and

1B

experience with the language modeso and physica'l and emotional maturìty"

will

Evaluation

be

further influenced by the form writ'ing and reading

instruction takes. Whether ìnstruction reflects and accommodates the
level of development and pattern of learning wil'l be of major importance'

to successful mastery of the language abiljties.
Figure 2"1 can also be viewed from the perspect'ive
developed

individual

and read'ing" The

who has

of

the

a relative mastery or proficiency in writ'ing

child writes

and reads

for

many purposes, thereby

facility, thinking and reasoning capacity, and broadening experience" hlhile stjll bound by sociaì influences,the child is able
ìncreasing language

to

expand beyond

them" Physical maturation or aging promotes or l'imits

chjld is able to experjence. Readiness is still relevant jn
that understanding or preparedness to learn will still be based upon the
experiences had, but these may be of a v'icarious nature, growing out of

what the

l anguage experì ences i

n

Ii

sten'ing, speak'ing, wri t'ing and readi ng about

child's personal experience with jt.
Language begins at birth" Its development involves the totaìity
of the human being. It is a culmination and promótion of the indjvidual's
someth'ing, not necessarjly the

capacìties.Untilrecently(Parker,l9B3),languagedevelopmenthadbeen
considered as growth

or as

development

(listening

ìn the four

language

in the expressive

arts

each considered separateìy,

(speaking and

writjng)

and reading) language modes. Though much

and research discussed'in

this

and receptìve

of the ljterature

review was pred'icated on th'is perspective,

it is both useful and possible to consider the knowledge derived from
these sources as interact'ing forces within the communicative capacity of
1

anguage.

l9

This rev'iew focuses primarily upon language development,

the increasÌng knowledge of
ing and read'ing"

secondary focus

its four facets: listening, speak'ing, writ-

Two prom'inent sources

ment have been studies

and

of

knowledge concerning deve'lop-

of syntactic maturity

in thìs review wjll

and narrative

growth. 0f

be those factors which influence

language development; experience, thìnking and reasoning, and readiness.

It

should be noted that the prevíously mentjoned factors, while of

jn this review, are not of
the total language development of the child.
secondary importance

secondary importance to

Experi ence

What

role

does experience play

in

language development? Does the

child's dialect, use of'language, or interaction with parents affect the
'language? Examdevelopment of oral language and subsequently wrjtten
inatìon of research conducted with different socioeconomic and cultural
groups tended
To

to indicate that these experiences were relevant.

clarify the role

experìence p'lays 'in language development the

work reported by Milner (1951 ), Labov (1970), and Tough (1979)

sjdered. Milner

(195.l

)

studied l0B grade

I

children and their inter-

action patterns with their parents. Labov (l 970)

t'ic principles

which applied

to

v,/as con-

del ineated sociol

inguis-

spoken language and influenced the

to the school. Touqh (1979) neoortecl on
research carried out at the University of Leeds which found differences
in the ways in which children used language that were attributable to
language the ch'i'ld brought

djfferences in

home experience.

The three sources

(Mjlner, .ì950; Labov, 1970; Tough, 1979)
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jndicated that social class membershjp affected language development.

Milner (1950) indicated that low socíoeconomic status u,as correlated

with low reading performance" Labov (lgZO) pojnted out that while
was a

definite difference

was not

to

between standard and nonstandard

there

English,

be perceived as a superior-inferior relationship as each

its own dist'inct set of rules"

The

role

language played

jt
had

in the lives

of the different social classes was discussed by Tough (1g7g) who indjcated that the greatest difference to be perceived between groups of
chjldren from two social strata was the uses they made of language and
that,given the opportunity, lower class children could master the

rnany

appìications of language.
What

are the educational implications of

effective instruction

knowledge?

must vary both method and material

the learner's language by provìding
expand language usage

this

many and

to

First,

accommodate

varied opportunities to

especially in the beg'inning school years.

Second,

the attjtude of the school must be one of respect and understand'ing for
differences that do

exist.

Studies by Simpson-Tyson (.l978) and lllalker

of the differences education must bridge between
vernacular culture and that of the classroom, while the work of WatsonGegeo and Boggs (1977) indicated that, given an accepting setting within
the school, oral language behaviours learned in the community could be
fostered and dìrected toward the educational purposes set for the school.
The study of Watson-Gegeo and Boggs (1977 ) was of particular
(.l975) documented some

interest

as'it

ana'lyzed

oral narratives.

The study indicated

that oral

narrat'ives d jd not spontaneous'ly occur, but when g jven encouragement,

chjldren could produce stories of whìch two-thirds contained initial
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orientations, descriptions, summarizings and formal closìngs,
augmented by nonverbal

that were

gestures. Since the oral narratives of the chil-

of the more developed narrat'ive,
it was concluded to be worthwhile to encourage children in the use of
this form of expression" Use of the oral narrative enabled the chjldren
to use persona'l experience and expression to bridge the gap between

dren contained many of the attributes

their

comprehension and use

of the more formal narrative,

and the

orally

presented narrative.
The

role of the school jn fostering the

language

of the chìld

in the article "Languaoe
Learn'ing: A New Direction", When he stated that "the 'impl ication, perhaps

was the problem which Matison (1g74) addressed

the mandate,

is that teachers use educationally and 'l'inguistically

techniques and matenials

sound

to help students learn a standard djalect"

(Matìson, 1974:493), Accordîng to Matison, successful programs were
characterized as ones in which students used standard Engljsh ì'n

many

d'ifferent contexts in gradualo sequenced, indìvìdual instructjonal steps"
Goodman

and Sims (1974) also examined the issue

'its 'imp1ìcations for the school .
which teachers accept

reject'ion

They were concerned

of dialect

and

wjth the way 'in

or reiect a child's language. Such acceptance

or

is of great importance in enhanc'ing or destroyìng a posit'ive

self-concept which has a strong bearing on learning to read. This
concern, they

felt,

could be accommodated by using a language experìence

to reading and providing students wjth a need to expand thejr
ìanguage and communicate with speakers jn a dialect different from thejr

approach

own

Another proponent

of the

language experience approach was Rigg
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(1978) who supported the idea

that children learn to recognize

function in other dialects than theìr

own through exposure

classics and working with the reader's

own

and

to literary

dialect ìn a language experi-

ence approach"

literature which related reading performance, interests and language development of children in terms of the
experìence they have had ìn bejng read to by parents and teachers" Her
l4cCormick (1977) reviewed

conclusions were

that readìng aloud to children in elementary

grades from low ìncome homes and
seemed

to aid vocabulary

be factors related

ment and hearing

who were low achievers

development and readjng achievement. The regu-

larity of hearing stories
to

to children

school

read and the duration

of the treatment

to readjng growth. Furthermore,

seemed

language deve'lop-

stories read aloud were linked, as was the syntactic

of the storìes to the ch'iìd's stage of l'inEuistic development"
Younger children were affected most in terms of whether they were read
to or not. Therefore young children from low SES who were read to less

complexity

frequently were at the greatest disadvantage.
Thejmplication of the research

is that while the home pìays a

crucial role in preparing the child linguìstical'ly

and behaviouralìy

for learn'ìng,the school can enhance and accelerate the process or
impede progress through

In conclusìono

its attitude and curriculum

'language development has been examined

with

regard

to its socjal context, the dialect of the home and social class membership,
and its effect upon reading performance in the school. Next the approaches
the school can take'in terms of methods and materials to minimize the
negative effects a clash of cultures can precipitate were examined.
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Following

this,

methods

to

accommodate

dialect dìfferences in

instruct'ion were analyzed. And finally, the role of

fostering the readìng interests of the chìld

home and

reading

school in

was considered.

Thi nki nq and Reasoninq

Pertinent to the consjderation of the relatjonship which exjsts
among

thjnking, reasoning and language

is

Piaget's theory of cognìtive

development. Piaget and Inhelder ('l969) have presented three levels of
operationa'l functionìng, sensori-motor, concrete and

sori-motor level was marked by direct action upon

formal.

The sen-

reality. At thìs

stage, children were able to use words to represent obiects or experi-

to the present. The concrete operat'ional
by the abjlity to perform transformations of rea'lity

ences, but on'ly ìn relation
stage was marked

through internalized actions which were grouped into coherent reversible

systems; The child vlas no longer tied to the present in use of'language"
For the concrete operat'iona'l child, internalized action
upon

directly

vidual,

ìt

observed informatjoni

was possible

still

depended

for the formal operational indi-

to deal with proposjtions'and hypothesjs apart

from direct experience. This was an adult level of functioning ìn whjch
'language embod'ied thought and reason

wjthout direct reference to

imme-

dìate experience.

0f partìcular interest in this review was the transition

from

action to operatìon which occurred between the sensori-motor and concrete operat'ional

levels.

Piaget and Inhelder (1969) have positêd

three levels'in the transitjon--sensori-motor, preoperatjonal and concrete operational. Piaget and Inhelder stated that "between the ages of
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two or three and six or seven, there

ìs another level which is

not

transitional" Although it obvjously represents an advance over
dìrect action, in that actjons are internal'ized by means of the sem'iotjc
function, it ìs also characterized by new and serjous obstacles"
piaget and Inhe'lder, .l969:93). These obstacles included the difficulties

merely

of mentally representing what has a'lready been absorbed on the level of
action, and of decentering both on the level of representation and
affectjve

and

social spheres. An jndjcation of the preoperatory level

of functioning r^tas the inability of the child to demonstrate the notion
of conservat'ion. To exp'lain the notion of conservatjon,Piaget and'
Inhelder stated:
The operations consìst of reversible transformatjons.
The reversibility may be of two kinds: inversions,
where +A is reversed b.Y -4, and reciprocity, where A B
is rec'iprocated by B A. Now a reversible transformation doès not change everything at the same time,
otherwise it would be ìrreversible. An operatory
transformation therefore a'lways leaves some feature
of the system constant. The constant invarjant jn a
system of transformations is what up to now'we have
used to label a scheme of conservation. " . thus the
scheme of the permanent object js the constant feature
of the practical group of displacements since a disp'lacement does not change the propertjes of an obiect
that 'is moved. Notions of conservat'ion may therefore
serve as a psychological indication of the comp'letion
of an operatory structure. (Piaget and Inhe'lder,
I 969: 97 )

The not'ion

of conservation

has been the source

of much research

since the transìtion from preoperational to concrete operatjonal thought
occurred during the prjmary grades, Such a

transjtion has ramjfications

for instruction which wjll be explored :later in this review.
What ìs the relationshjp among thìnking, reasonìng and'ìanguage?
P'iaget and Inhelder (1969) stated

that

"language may increase the powers
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rapidity, but it js controversial whether logico'ly I i ngui st j c or nonmâthemati cal structures are themsel ves essenti a'l

of thought in

range and

1ìnguistjc in nature" (P'iaget and Inhelder, 1969:86). To understand
how language was

sider initialìy

related to logica'l reasoning,

how language was

it

was Recessary

related to thought. Pjaqet

to

con-

and

Inhelder (1969) observed that there were three djfferences between verbal
and sensorj-motor behav'iour. First was the difference of speed. Sensorjmotor behaviour can not exceed the speed

of actjon whjle

through'language

a'ìong chain of actions can be represented very quickly.
the difference of

time.

Sensori-motor adaptation

Second was

is bound to the pre-

sent while language enables thought to refer to the past, present

and

future times. Third was the difference resultìng from the interactjon
of the f i rst two di f ferences . Sensori -motor i ntel 'l 'igence 'i s ti ed to a
step-by-step sequence of act'ivjty whjle thought can encompass at

once

the whole structure of these elements. The basis of the differences

is the role of the semiot'ic
functjon which detaches thought from action and js the source of
between sensori-motor and language behaviour

representation. Over and above the semjotic functjon, which acts accordi ng to need and 'i di osyncrati c pred'i spos i ti on , I anguage has the va I ue of
being a soc'ia'lìy derived system embodying an ent'ire network of cogni-

tjve

jnstruments whjch are used

jn thjnk'ing.

Accord'ing

to Pìaget and

Inhelder (.|969),"the indivídual learns this system and then proceeds to
enrich

jt"

(Piaget and Inhelder,1969:87).

'language was related
To consider how

to logica'l

reasoning, Piaget

and Inhelcler (1969) recounted experìmental findjngs obta'ined from deaf-

mute, blind and normal children performing tasks requiring intellectual
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operations. Piaget and Inhelder reported that the deaf-mute chjldren
"the benefit of articulate languaqe but are in possession
sensori-motor schemes|' (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969:87). As

have not had

of

comp'lete

a result, the performance of deaf-mute chjldren on tasks of serjat'ion

spatial operatìons was de'layed only by a year or two as Çompared
wìth normal chjldren. 0n the other hand, the blind chjldren did have
and

the benefit of art'iculate language, but djd not possess complete
sensori-motor schemes. As such, blind children were found to be three
and

four years delayed when compared wjth normal children on tasks of

seriation and spatial operation" Therefore the sìgn'ificant factor in
logica'l reasoning was the development of sensorj-motor schemes.
be asked then, what part does language have

process? The role ìanguage plays
be observed

jn tasks of seriatjon

in the'logical

in the logical
and

It

may

reason'ing

reasoning process

can

spatìal operation. Pìaget and

Inhelder noted that preoperatory children were observed to respond to
expressions

of spat'ia'l relat jonshìps

such

as, "Pick un the shorter

penci'1", but would not use the express'ions of their own accord, nor

jf

taught them would they exh'ibit comprehension of the spatjal concepts ìn
tasks of conservation. Seriatjon tasks, wh'ich by the'ir nature were more

readjly t'ied to language,conversely dìd benefit from instruction" In
summatìon, concernìng

the relationship that existed between language

logical reasoning, P'iaget and Inhelder stated:
not constitute the source of logjc but
on the contrary, structured by 'it. The roots of
log'ic are to be sought in the general coordjnation of
aclions (including verbal behavior), beginning wìth
the sensori:motor level, whose schemes are of fundamental importance. Thjs schematism contjnues thereafter
Language does

is,

and
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and to structure thought, even verbal
thought, in terms of the progress of actions,
until the formation of the logico-mathematical
operations" (Piaget and Inhe'lder, 1969:90)

to develop

Therefore according to Piaget and Inhelder (1969),

that experience was the basis for logicaì reasoning

and

it

was clear

thought.

Sensori-

for logical operations.
Thought on the other hand relìed on'language which, due to the semiotjc
function, was able to circumvent the lìmitations of sensori-motor behav'iour
in terms of speed, time functions and magnitude.
To obtain the cognit'ive theoretical perspective of language deve'lopment,it was useful to rev'iew VJardhaugh (1971) who discussed the work of
motor experience provided the schematic basis

Slobin (1966) and Cromer (1968). Accorcling to

l^lardhaugh (.1971 ), Slobjn

regarded the human learner as an active part'icìpant

in learning with an

innate capacìty for cognitive development so that by age three the chjld
possessed

a1l the structures fundamental to s.vntactic competence.

These

fundamental structures were expanded through cognitive deveìopment as

the child jncreased in age. Cromer (1968)ron the other hand, as presented
b.y tdardaugh (197.l

abilìty

enab'led

mastered along
seemed

),

suggested

that the ìncrease in the child's cogn'itive

the child to express

new meaning which was jmmed'iateìy

with the necessary syntactìc apparatus to do so. This

to be in

agreement

language and language

with Piaget's theory that thought

precedes

builds upon thought.

Further evidence of the relationship between oral language

and

cogn'itive development was provided by McCabe (1977). Studying 45 pre-

operatìonal and 40 concrete operat'ional

first

grade chìldren, he examined

the types of case relationships produced in a creatjve oral

ìanguage
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context.

The subjects were

first

tested with three Piagetian tasks of

conservation to determine whether they v,tere preoperat'iona'l or concrete
operatìona1
were

thinkers.

The

results of the research indicated that there

significant differences at the.05 level in the'language of pre-

operationa'l and concrete operat'ional chìldren when state-patient

and

process-Datient relationships were examined. McCabe (1977 ) concluded

that "the
was

language produced by

all

the subiects'in thjs investigatìon

felt to be a functjon of the subjects'

'cognit'ive predisposìtion'.

Thìs means that the languace which was produced under the circumstances

of the study,

was a

were accustomed

direct reflection of the type of thought the subiects

to operating with"

(McCabe,1970:16).

Goldschmjd (1967) assessed the relationship

of different types of

conservation and nonconservation with aqe, sex, intelligence, mental
and vocabulary, and found

age

that emotjonal disturbance delayed acqu'isition

of the conservation schema, while intelliqence, mentaì abjlity and verbal
facjlity correlated moderately with measures of conservatjon. The
factors of age and sex were related to differences in conservation perfor older children. Boys consjstent'ly recejved higher scores
than gjrls ìn every area of conservation tested.
l^lallach and Sprott (1964) examined the effects of prov'iding grade I

formance

nonconservers

with experience in reversjbility of arrangements of objects,

and concluded

that "the train'ing

procedure was

effective ìn inducing

con-

servation, and thus supoort(s) tfre hypothesis that conservatìon may be
acquìred by experience with

reversìbility"

(Wallach and

Sprott, ì964:

r065).
Murray (1g72) reported two expeniments

in teachìng conservation

?9

for the experiment was
Piaget's suggestjon that a necessary cond'ition for the movement from the
stage of preoperational thought to more mature stages of thought was the
occurrence of repeated communicatjon conflicts between chjldren. The
chìldren were tested using the Goldschmid-Bentler Concept Assessment Kjt
through social interactjon" The rationale

A"

-

of zero to four were classed as nonconservers, while children scorìng'll to 12 points were considered to be
conservers. In both experiments I and II,one nonconserver was grouped
w1th two conservers. The group of three was then presented with the tasks
from Form A of the test. The children were told that they had to agree
Form

Children receiving scores

on the answers they gave to the experimenter's questions. Beginning wìth

the nonconserver, the experimenter began by asking the
When

a task

was reached upon whìch

first

question.

the three chjldren djd not agreeo they

five minutes to discuss and manjpuìate the materìal to arrive
at a consensus of op'inion. One week later each chìld was tested indìvidually on Forms B, C and A in that order. For ana'lysis of the results
of the posttest, Murray (1972) changed the crìteria for classjfjcation as

were given

a conserver and nonconserver. Conservers v,/ere those children scoring from

to l2 po'ints and nonconservers were those chjldren scoring between
zero and sìx po'ints. The results using this criteria indìcated that in
seven

both experìments there was a sìgn'ificant sh'ift from classification as

a

to that of a conserver fol'lowing the social conflict task.
Murray (1972) noted that of the l5 chjldren in both experiments who had
zero on the pretest, eight had scores of ll or 12 on the posttests.
nonconserver

Both the experiments (Murray, 1972) provìded evidence

servation was affected through the prov'is'ion of opportunìties

that

for

con-

children
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to observe,

man'ipulate and dìscuss what was occurrinq

in tasks

ìnvo'lving

this thinkinq task. Roberts (1g76) concluded that there was a relat'ionshìp between conservatjon and reading instructjon and suggested that
since conservation, a necessary prerequìsite

taught,

it

for

reading success, can be,

should be taught to those children who have not mastered

prìor to reading 'instruction. 0n the other hand, Furth

jt

and l^Jachs (1974)

of readìng in favour of prov'idìng
concrete operational thìnking. Others such as

suggested postponing the teachìng

opportunities to develop

MacGinìtie (1976), Durki n (1974-75) and l..irkland (1978) suggested a

more

natura:l and less formal approach to beginning reading such as language
experience method

of learnjng to

read.

hlhile research such as that reviewed by Roberts (1976) suggested

that there
thinking

was

a strong relatjonship between reading instruction and the

ability associated wìth conservation tasks, l-lagan (1976) and

Froese (1976) questioned whether there was a relatjonsh'ip between con-

servation and achievement, and conservatjon, learning and development.
Hagan (1976),studying

sition

and

fjrst

the relat'ionshjp between conservat'ion acquì-

grade reading achievement,found

fjcant relat'ionship between the numerical

total

fhat there

degrees

was

a sign'i-

of conservation and the

read'ing scores, but not between the former and the observed read-

ing achievement. These results indjcated that

'it

was inappropriate to

of primary grade reading achìevement.
Sìnce conservation did not seem to be a predictor of learning

use conservation as a pred'ictor

read,

it

was worthwhile

to

to determine what relatjonshjp ex'isted between

conservatjon and learning, and conservation and development. This was the

issue to which Froese (1976) addressed his study. He used 57 subjects

3l

from

first

grade classrooms

in lllinnipeg, Manitoba.

Conservation

operationally defined as the scores obtained from the Concept

Kjt,

learn'ing as scores ìn three subtests

of the Canadian

was

Assessment

Readìness Test,

and development as scores obtained on the Goodenough-Harris Drawjng test.
The

results 'indicated that there

was

learning and conservation, but there
between development and

a sign'ificant relatjonship
vùas

between

no sìgnìficant relatìonshìp

conservation. The author suggested that while

the results did not support Pìaget's concept of deveìopment and learninq,

it

was poss'ible

The

that the operationalìy defined concepts were in error.

tests might have actually

ones they were purported

To study the

to

been measuring otherr

variables than the

measure.

role thinking skills olay in reading instruct'ion,

MacGinitie (.ì976b) used ana'logue lessons to ascertain the degree of

ficulty ìn'logìcal reasoning

required

djf-

in phonic lessons. The analogue

sìtuatìon enabled the researcher to abstract the thinkjng process from
the audìtory and v'isua1 aspects of readjng thereby el'iminating

of memory, d'iscrimjnation, blend'ing,

segmenting soeech

units or ajd

from knowledge of a familiar word. He found that.primers
grade have extremeìy

djfficult

phonics lessons and

prob'lems

for fìrst

that the effectiveness

of a lesson often depended on a great deal of prior practìce in the indjv'idual steps in the process and well establjshed understandìngs of concepts such as "word" and "ends with" in the context of the read'ing lesson.
difficu'lty with rules that represented changes
from the reguìar pattern. It was also noted that chjldren had more difficulty wjth the phonìcs lessons than the analogue lessons. trlhat seemed
to be the basic source of difficulty in the phonics lesson was the comChildren tended to have

plex nature of the sound structure of

ìanguage.
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Does

social or cultural background influence the language con-

cepts the young learner brìngs to the reading situation?

0llìla

and

nonlìterate
from

0lìver (.l978),
homes had

literate

based upon

findìngs that Indian children from

less comprehens'ion of what a word was than children

homes, studied

concept development.

Downinq,

It

the relatjonship between social class

was concluded

and

that children from a h'igher social

class had sìgnìfìcantly superìor scores, but following one-half year's

instruction in kìndergarten the differences djsappeared on two cognitive

tests, but not on the third. Furthermore, correlations between the more
conventional perceptual tests of readiness and conceptual tests were
moderate, while

all

scores ìmproved following one-ha'lf year's instructjon.

Scott (1970)

examìned

intellectual ability, race,
relationship

between

the relationshjp

among

perceptual

and readinq achievement and found

skills,

that

the

the Seriation Test and the lowa Test of Basjc Skills

of kjndergarten
success, but not for Negro children. The con-

ìnd'icated that the Seriation Test was a good predictor

chìldren's later reading

clusìon derived from anal.ysis was that the Seriation Test had overall
more

relìabilìty wìth Caucasian

subiects.

To summanize, research supported the notion
language development. Piaget presented educators

process. His theories prov'ided the basis of

that thinking

precedes

wjth a model of this

much research

into the rela-

t'ionship of thìnkìng to ìanguage. Conservation was proven to be an indj-

cator of readiness to benefjt from tradit'ional reading instruction
1976., Roberts

, 1g76).

l,.lh

j le reading success was

related to conservation,

conservation djd not seem to function as a predictor
achìevement (Hagan,

(Hagan,

of

success

in

reading

.l976). Consequently, the relationship which was seen
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to exìst

between reading and conservation was

instruction and not the actual reading task

was

clear.

Perhaps readìng

the source of diffìcu'lty

logicaì operat'ions expected in phonic lessons m'iqht
.l976b). Lack of
the child's thinl<'ing capabilities (MacGìnitìe,

for children.
be beyond

not

The

to the child's d'ifficulty ìn understandìng
the abstract concepts of word and letter. Such diffìcult-v seemed to djs-

experìence may also contrÌbute

appear over time when children Were exposed

school (Downing,

It

01 I

i la and 0l

may be concluded

ìver,

I

basìs upon which language development

insight'into the process.

further

examined

the

978).

that thinking

prov'ide

to these concepts in

and reasoning have provided the

buìlds.

Theories such as Piaget's

They define constructs wh'ìch can

be

to clarìfy the learner's contribut'ion to the"learnìng

process and the form successful reading ìnstruction ..would take.
Readi ness

of readiness ìs complex. It is based upon observations
of physical maturat'ion and developmenta'l sequences of sensory motor activitjes which lead to more complex intellectual acfìvity, According to
The concept

Beller (1970),this educational notion has been held by such historìcal
theorjsts and educators as
A modern

Pestalozzi, and Montessori.

theorist, Piaget, extended the concept of readiness to

the levels of cognitive
ment

Rousseau,

development whìch began w'ith sensory motor develop-

of isolated reflexes of vision

actjon, behavjour

was

and prehensìon. Through

their inter-

directed so that the chìld began to seek and benefit

from experience. This experience provided the basjs

for

thoughts of

temporal sequence causality and the relat'ionship between obiects.
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it

to the ch'ild's egocentric view of
life. Beller stated that "most ìmportantly for meanings of readiness,
Pìaget makes explicìt the logic of developmentaì progression and shows
Furthermore,

provìded a challenge

how operatìons on one stage prepare

the child for operations on the

.I970:73).
next stage" (Beller,

Biological theonies of readjness emphasized that biologìcal
change

resulted in development and behavioural change. The envìronment

may have

influenced growth, but biologica'l factors predetermined

it.

This

theory was held by Iìg and Ames (1964), students of Gesell, founder of the
Gesell Institute of Child Development. Such theorists held that environ-

factors,

mental

such as ethnic background,

social class' or any other

of envìronmental influences, could not be given any systematjc
place in the determination of readjness.
Both educational and bioloqical theorists have stressed the develonmen.tal nature of readiness, the need for one stage to be compìeted
system

before the next begun. The difference between the theories appeared to

role of experience in the maturatjon process. Educators
strongly heìd that experience facil jtated developrient, while some bjolo-

be based upon the

g'ists held that development was predetermined. Readiness' whichever
theory was held, provjded the basjs for much valuable research.

Beller (1970) found that

matchìng cognitjve

styìe and language

learnìng method was a more effective teach'ing strategy than non-matchìng
and

that tl're I.Q. of a child

was not a function

the schoo'l system. These fìndings

ìed Beller (1970) to interÞret readi-

ness as a psychologìca'l pred'ispos'itíon

terms

of

of the time of entry'into

for learnjng to

be studied in

language and personal ìnteraction between children and teachers.
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The concept

of

readìness has provided the basis

of much contro-

versy ìn regards to readìng. The questions have varied from,

"When Should

l93l), and "The Necessary Mental Age for Beqinning Read'ing" (Gates, 1937) to "When Should I{e

Children Begin to Read?" (Morphette and Washburne,

Begin

to Teach Reading?" (MacGinjtje,

1976a).

The Morphette and Washburne (.l931) study determined

age

of 6.5 years

tion.

was the most successful

that a mental

point to beg'in readi¡g ìnstruc-

This assert'ion was questioned by Gates (1937) who determined that

other factors besides the jntellectual development of children affected

in learning to read. The factors included
pupìl-teacher ratioo methods of instruction, teacher expertise, the
amount of preparatory work and the frequency and treatment of snecial
their

readiness

difficulties

for

success

such as

vjsual defects, MacGinitie (1976a) focused atten-

t'ion on a definition of "beginning to teach reading".
there

of

vvere many

when

definitions of begìnnìng readìng

and

He

to

stated that

answer

a quest'ion

to begin, it would be necessary to clearly state what that

beginning is

In a rev'iew of readiness research, MacGjni'tie (1969) stated
researchers were ask'ing the wrong question rvhen they asked,

"Is

he ready

.l969:398). They should have been ask'ing,
to learn to read?" (MacGinitje,
"What and how ìs he ready to learn?" (MacGinjtìe,1969:398). As such,
the reviewed research looked for measures to predict future success ìn

reading. According to MacGinitie,there were four reasons that the readjness measures resembled

reading. Firstn to the

and predìctor task were

simjlar, they were lìkely to requjre the

abilitjes.

degree

Second, they measured past influences

of

that the criterion
same

envjronmental
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motivational factors that were likeì.y to contjnue to influence jn

and

further acqu'isition of reading

simìlar

way

initial

success confìrmed the teacher's

child

was ready

to read.

skil'ls. Third, the ch'ild's

attitudes and beliefs that the

Such teacher expectat'ion

affected the chjld's

motivatjOnrperseverance, independence, and feel jngs

Fourth, the child a'lready knew

hot^r

to

a

of

competence.

read.

of tests of readjinanpropriate use of read'iness

Carducci-Bolchazy (1978) reviewed the uses made
ness and determined

scores

for, if

that users were making

reading readiness tests were measures of reading abilit-v,

it

was inappropriate

to

read

to use them to measure general

or as a cut-off point for children

preparedness

who would

to

begin

not receive formal

readjng instruct'ion. Those children who performed well on the reading
readjness tests rn¡ould be those who had already begun reading while those
who

did not do well would not

have bequn

to read.

Carducc'i-Bolchazy

(1977) also surveyed the practices used'in teaching reading readìness
concluded

that readiness ìnstruction should contain perceptual

and

and/or

perceptual-motor componentS, and 'language development aS proposed

by

Spache and Spache (1973).

The tendency has been

the begìnn'ing of grade

I

to begin readjng 'instructjon earlier

than

(Durkin, 1974-75). Lesìak (.l978) examjned the

ljterature to determine what it revealed about readjng in kindergarten.
She concluded that what the research failed to reveal seemed more s'ignì-

ficant. It did not tell

which methods and materjals should be used,

how

'long jnstructjon should be, how ach'ievement should be measured, whether

the ear1.y start was beneficial in later grades, or the social and

tjonal effects of early reading ìnstructjon.

Accord'ing

to

emo-

Les'iak (1978),
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to prepare the kjndergarten curriculum in
order that actìvitjes provided diverse learning experiences to meet
each chi 1d's stage of deve'lopment "

what was most appropriate was

a thjrd perspective (other than
perceptual and language development, or djrect reading 'instruction)-Readiness was approached from

that of cognitive
A proponent

development through manipulatjon

of this

of the envjronment.

approach was Newport (1969).

for cognitìve development upon
the work of Piaget and that of the Gesell Instìtute of Child Development.
Newport (1969) based h'is support

If

children were to grow intellectually, they needed opportunìties to

manipulate symbo'ls, pose questìons and seek answers which must be recon-

ciled with previously understood information.
experìences, Newport suggested,was found

The curriculum

in elementar-v

for

such

science proiects

such as the Scjence Curriculum Improvement Study developed by the
Amerìcan National Science Foundation.

In conclusion, both bìologicaì and bio'logical-environmental
theories have espoused a developrnental sequence whjch was both physiologi-

cal and cognìtive (i1g

and Ames, 1964;

concerned w'ith growth due
preparedness

Beller, 1970).

to the effects jt

had on the general

or readiness to learn from the present academjc

currjcula (Morphette and l,lashburne, l93l; Gates,
Concern

Educators were

with readiness

may have

level of

educatjonal
.l976a).

1937; l'lacGinìtje,

led to a mjsuse of testjng materìals for

prediction and design of instruction (MacGinjtie, 1969; Carducci-Bolchazy,
.¡978).
focus was perhaps on the effects of environmental jnfluence,
The

and the

resultìng instruction,therefore,enhanced or accentuated the

differences rather than minimjzed them. MacGjnitie (1969) suggested

3B

that educators were ask'ing the

wrong questions regarding readiness by

to learn to read?" (MacGinitje,1969:398) when they
should have asked "What and how is he ready to learn?'I (MacGjnitìe, 1969:
398). Newport (1969) presented a valuable challenge to traditional
notions of readiness instruction through a currìculum of exploration,
asking

"Is

he ready

manipu'latjon, questioning, and verificatj'on of concepts.
La

nquaq e Development

l^lardhaugh (1971) reviewed

and delineated three theories

jstjc,

the literature on language acquisition

or schools of thought.

Cognitive, and Natjvjstjc in

origìn.

Al

I

They were Behaviour-

three theories aqreed

with the existence of given stages of deveìopment.

These stages included

babbling, holoohrastic utterances whjch preceded two and three

word

utterances, early telegraphic speech, controì of word order which followed the

control of inflections followed by comprehension which

preceded

product'ion. The point at which the three language theories djverged

was

the expìanations they proffered for language development.
The Behaviouristic School, as represented by B"F" Skinner jn

Verbal Behaviour, proposed that operant condjtioning and response general-

ization were the basjs of language acquisition and behaviour"

For

of imitat'ion, re'inforcement and condition'ing were the basis of the chjld's language learning. The child injtìa1'ly
heard words jn the environment, then imitated the lìngu'istic stimuli

behaviourists, the principles

in praise or reinforcement of the behaviour. Wardhaugh
(1971) reviewed the work of Staats and Staats (1962), Jenkins and Palmero
(1964), and Braine (1963) who explored language using this theoretjcal

whjch resulted
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basis.
'language
Natìvistjc theories proposed that the abif ity to learn
was jnnate and part of a biologjca] endowment. According to Dahl (l9Bl ),

the innate capacity for I'ingu'istic orocessing included sortjng data,
establishing structured rules and then using these structured rules to
generate an inf

chìldren

made

inite

var

jet.y of sentences. Any perce'ived m jstakes

from a natjvist viewnojnt were the result

t'ion of the rules they had established.
work

of

Wardhaugh (1971

overgenera'liza-

) djscussed the

of McNeill (1970), a proponent of thìs theory.

cognìtive theories as proposed by S'lob'in (1966) and Cromer
(l968) perceived the learner as an active partic'ipant in the process of
The

ìanguage

acqu'isition. Accordinq to Dahl (l98l

language proposed

that chìldren were innately

),

the cognitive"theory of

capabìe

of

processing cog-

njtjve informatìon; lherefore cognìtive theorists were concerned wjth
the mechanisms used to process incomjng and outgoìng iingu'istic jnformati on.

of the theorjes had a distinct perspective
and each made contrjbutions to the fund of knowledge concerning ìanguage
In conclusion,

each

) concluded, "No one theory can exp'laìn the
process fully. As theorìsts in each camp gather and analyze more data,
perhaps a more precise statement w'ill be made available to all those
concerned with how a child's language 'is acquired" (Dahl, 198.|:5).
Therefore, noting the confl ìcting theories of language acqu'isjtion
(speaking and listening),thjs rev'iew turned to what was understood of the
development. As Dahl (l9Bl

relationship between the four

ljstenìng, writing,

and

modes

reading.

of

language development--speaking,

Both Godwìn (1963) and K'ing (1978)
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contributed to an understanding of the four facets

of

language and the

research performed to study each facet.
Godwin (1963), reviewing studies
wri

tten

composi

tion, stated

relatìng to the teachinq of

:

l^lriting 'is probab'ly the latest of the six communîcation skills to be developed; a student's comoetency
jn written expression is dependent upon his prevìous1ydevel oped competenc..v i n l i steni ng , spea ki ng , observing, reading, handwriting and spel ì 'ing
It woul d
thus seem imperatìve that the
not as i sol ated enti ti es , but

cìplines.

(Godw'in, 1963:36)

1

ang uage

arts be taught,

asi nterrelated dis-

Godwin's (1963) survey hìShl'ighted the product based research whìch
beìng performed twenty or more years

that

Godwin

aqo. It

was

sìgnificant

was

though

herself was presentìng a g'lobal view of ìanguage as requir-

inq interdisciplinary teachìng" The article

shjft in attjtude

toward a globaì approach

b.y Kjng (1978) underlined

ìn

a

ìanguage research.

Kinq (1978) discussed the evolution of writing theory as reflected

jn the change in

of the National Councìl of Teachers of
Eng'lìsh. The change,occurrìng between l96l and l976,was found in statements that were made as to the dìrect'ion writ'ing research should take.
The earlier víewpoint held that the critjcal variable in writing to be
studied was the writer's abil'ity as opposed to writìng performance while
the more recent vìewpoìnt was that writing was part of a larger theoretical framework,

perspective

language development. Research 'in

writing

has drawn from

the discìpl ines of phi'losophy, psychology, I'iterature and I inquistics
whjch was evident

in the work of Britton et al" (1975). To emphasìze the

perspective of writjng w'ithin the whole-'language context, King stated:

l,lriting is simply one mode of representation within the
larger system of ìanguage, hav'ing its own conventionso
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admittedly; but most certa'in'ly subject to the constrajnts
that operate within the system as a whole. Vìewing
ìanguage this way, with rules and relationships that can
be exoected to apply to writíng as well as to speech,
should afford a useful basjs for predictions and theory

about

wrìtìng. (fing, l97B:.l94)

of the composing

As research focused toward examination
and the

writing context,

it

became process

process

not product oriented research,

at the "point of utterance." Examination of the work
of Graves (1973) and Britton et al. (.l975) provided educators and
researchers with insìght into the stages of the composing process. Proaddressing composing

cess entailed

all the behaviour which occumed

write, through the writing,and

duct.
jn

The stages

some

between

concludinq with the

of prewriting, articulat'ion

the intention to

final fin'ished pro-

and postwrit'ing were observed

detaiì by Graves (1973) via ethnographic research

and b.y Britton

et al. (1975) by means of a process oriented evaluation of written products. K'ing noted that more research was required especjally jn the area

of the'context of writing'for she concluded that "in the present state
of knowledge no taxonom-v for writ'ing strateg'ies can be suggested,' (Kjng,
l97B:199).
Godwìn (1963) indìcated

of

I

a need to focus on an integrated teaching

anguage wh'i I e Ki ng documented

research" Both presented

'language

and research which was cogn'izant
was examined

a change of

di

recti on ,in

l anguage

as a global entìty, requiring teaching

of the larger theoretical base.

Language

to determine whether there were measurable developmental

stages, to uncover means of evaluatino growth, and to develop teaching
methods which were

a reflection of current knowledge. Although much of

the examjnation was product based, more research began to draw information
from a Þrocess paradigm. The review

will

now focus upon deve'lopmental
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research followed by a revìew

of evaluatìon

measures, a considerat'ion of

research on wrìting and read'i19, â discussìon

of the study of

narrat'ive

discourse, and then present teachìng methodologies whjch have evolved
from research fìndings
Developmental Lanquaqe Research

The

fjrst

deve'lopmentaì study

Loban, who reported

to be presented was performed

findings at two junctures-

what had been learned from analysìs

of

1963 when he documented

seven years

'language development, and 1976 when he summarized

growth he observed
on the language
research

to

of

of elementary

the total

school

language

at the end of l3.years of study. Reporting in
237 elementary school

have made several valuable

by

chjldren,

1963

Loban considered the

contributions, the most sjqnifj-

cant of whjch was the establishment of an objective method of ìanouage

analysis" Thjs was accomplished by combinìng the concept of a meaningful
syntactìc unit with phonoìog'ica'l methods of segmentatjon, as welì as
ìdent'ifyìng and deal'ing w'ith uncommunicative

units.

b.y

The former element,

a communicatjon unit, was defined as each independent clause and jts
modifìers, while the latter element, a maze, consìsted of a series of
words

or unattached fragments which did not constitute a communicat'ion

nor were necessary to the communicatjon unjt.
Another

signìficant contribution

concernjng the 'language development
grade

6.

Loban (1963) concluded

was

the jnformation

of chìldren from kindergarten

that durÍng the fjrst

school'ingi children speak more words

uncovered

through

seven years of

with each successive year while

jncreasing the number of communication units and the average number of
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words spoken
grew

in

older, the

except

unìt.

each communicat'ion
number

of

mazes and

Furthermore, as the children

the words spoken in mazes decreased,

for the children in the ìow group for

whom

the average

number of

ìn a given maze increased. In kindergarten,there was an observed
relationshìp between vocabulary and language profic'iency. General

words

language

abìlìty

was

reflected in the performance levels of chÍldren'in

readìng, as those ch'ildren who were high jn general ìanguage abìlity
were also high

in reading abilìt.y,

of this

was also

ìn the h'ighest three socioeconomjc categorìes
average wrìters,and those jn the lowest four socio-

observed" Children
were rated above

and the converse

who were

econom'ic categories were

rated below average writers. Moreover, Loban's

(1963) findìngs indjcated a positìve relationsh'ip among the four
ìanguage

areas: speakìng, listenìn9, writing

The
development

.]976

and reading.

report concluded the ì3 year study of the l'inguistic

of 211 students

as they moved from kindergarten to grade 12.

distinct differences between the
effective and ineffective users of language in all aspects of language
abì1ity. Those chjldren who ranked high in use of oral language as

The

results indicated that there

measured by

on use

of

the average

mazes were

ing their jdeas
number

of

were more

number

were

of

words per communication

unìt and low

the ones who wrote with clarity, thereby

well.

communicat-

0n the other hand, those chjldren who had a fewer

words per communication

unit

and tended

l'ikely to be unaware of their

to

use mazes frequently

audìence as observed by the tone

of the content of what they said and wrote. In both
speaking and writing, the average number of words per communjcation unit

and the organ'ization

for the three

groups--High,

Random

and Low--increased throughout the l3
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years.

The primary difference between the groups was

the level of pro-

ficiency each achieved.
Analysis of the results in relation to developmental growth of

oral

language showed

that the steady growth

observed

or leveled off in qrades 7 to 9.

grades decreased

accelerated rapid'ly during or after grade

jn the elementary

The pace

of

l0 until the end of

growth

the

twelfth grade. In written language, the deceleration was observed in
grades B

ment.

to lì,

one year behind

Comparison

that

observed

in oral

language deve'lop-

of the High and Low groups in the twelfth grade through

of their compos'itions indicated that the High group subordìnated through use of phrases, gerunds, participìes, infinitjves, appos'iexamination

tìves

in

and nom'inative absolutes, while

ways

the Low group used dependent

the High croup had ìn the elementary

clauses

grades.

Additìonal research whìch emphasized deve'lopment in wrìtten
language profic'iency was conducted by Hunt
made by

this

research were

(1965).
t,

^^ê

further evidence of

determination of a valid measure

of syntact'ic

The two contributjons

language deve'lopment and

complexìty comparable to

the communication unit utìlized by Loban (.l963, 1976). Analyzing the

written

language

that use of
embedded

of

72 students'in grades

4, B and 'l2, Hunt (1965)

one main clause and subordìnate clauses attached

in ìt

was

younger and older

to or

a useful measure to djstingujsh between the syntax of

writers.

The value

of

such a measure was

unaffected b-v the younger child's tendency to use 'ands'
sentences, but

ìt

each clause, a

factor whìch increases with age.

rmjnimal termìnal

found

was

to

that'it

was

lengthen

sensjtive to growth of nonclausal structures within
The measure was named a

unìt,' or 'T-unit.' llunt (tS0S) concluded that T-unit
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length was an index of maturjty which grew in'length due to an increase

in subordinate clauses.
was

The sign'ificance

of the increase in

length

that:
Unless we suppose that there is less thought Per word
ìn the writing of olde r students, then we must suPpose that as students mature they learn to incorPorate
a 'larger and larger bo dJ, of thought into a single
related organìzation. 1Hunt,1965:143-144)
To recapitulate, both Loban (1963,1976) and Hunt (.|965) have pro-

vided a means
same

ut'ilizing essentially the
clause and those clauses subordinate to or

of detennining syntactic

unìt, an ìndependent

embedded

in it.

The former researcher

latter

munication unit and the
By using comparable

growth

referred to the measure as a

com-

researcher called the measure a T-unit.

unìts of syntactic comp'ìexity both oral and written

to increase in a developmental sequence" Additional oral language research (0'Donnelì, Griffin and Norris, 1967; Fox'
1972; Ciani, lg76) have verìfied the T-unit as a measure of syntactic
language have been proven

maturity.

Both the work

of

Loban (.l963,1976) and Hunt (1965) have been

product based research. The next research

be presented (Britton

al.

six pìeces of written discourse each, a total of

in all.

Two

of the six

the remainìng four
study according
study

2122 pieces

of writìng

p'ieces were obtajned from Engf ish classes, whì]e

came from

other subiect areas. The purpose of the

to Brìtton et a'l., (.l975)

of the processes

et al.,

written product, but from a process oerspect'ive.
(lgZS) drew on a sample of 500 boys and girls for

1975) also examined the

Brìtton et

to

by which the

"was

written

to undertake a developmentaì

language

of young children

d'ifferentiated, during the years eleven to e'ighteen, into the
kinds of wrìtten dìscourse approp¡iate to different purposes ."

becomes
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(Britton et

al., 1975:50). From a process oriented

posÌt'ions vüere analyzed according to

their

sense

of

perspectìve the

com-

audience and functjon.

Application of these theoretical constructs, 'sense of aud'ience'

to the writjngs provìded valuable insight. 0f the l0
possible categories of 'sense of audience', two categories, "teacherlearner diaìOgue['and "pupjl tO examiner", c'laimed 90 per cent of the

and 'functìon'

writìngs. 0f the functional categories, expressive wrjting was found in
s'ix per cent of the writing of the ll year olds and in two per cent of
writing by the lB year old students. In consideration of wrìting directed
toward a public audjêrlcê:jn the fifth year of the 35 publìc djrected writìngs, 22 were poetìc. The number of public directed poetic scrìpts
dropped dramatìcaìly

wrìt'ing

became

to l2 by the seventh year when the maiorjty of

the

transactional.

In dìscussion of the results reported, Britton et
jnd'icated that the reason that 90 per cent

al.

of the sense of

(1975)

audience cate-

gories were found in the two teacher related forms was a reflection of

of the educational system which focused upon examjnations
and failed to provide opportunities and incentjves to write for other
audiences. Considering their second findingo the authors suggested that
since wrjting was best adapted to exp'lorat'ion of thoughts and feel'ings,
the

demands

and was most

closely ljnked to oral language,it should be encouraged.

Through expressìve writ'ing,

the student would be enabled to draw

linguistic resources by tackfing a problem or

coming

on

to grips w'ith

an

experience. The third result, the dramatjc decrease in poet'ic writ'ing

jn favour of transactional discourse ìn the last year of school, Britton
et al. (1975) concluded was due to the:
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whole currìculum and its obiectives. The small amount
of speculative writing certaìn'l,v suggests that, for
whatever reason, curricular ajms did not include the
fostering of writjng that reflects independent th'inking;
rather altention was directed towards classificatory
writing which reflects information in the form ìn whìch
both tãacher and textbook traditjonally present it.
(Bnitton et a1. o 1975:197)
Comparing

the research performed by Loban (.|963, 1976) and

(1965) on the one hand, and Brritton

clear that

et al.

it is possible to consider

(1975) on the

other,

'it

Hunt

is

the composing process through

anaìysis of the product. The fundamental difference

is the type of ques-

tìon asked. Questions provìde the framework within which methods and
measures are defjned. Moreover, the methods and measures ìn thejr turn
influence the findingso and therefore the conclusions whjch can be drawn"
The next study

to be reviewed (Graves,1973, 1975) also considered

the

In his research,Graves' "prìncipa'l purpgse
was to qain a profile of behavioural patterns associated with the writ'ing
composing prOcesS.

in order to formulate jnstruct'ional hypotheses and merjted
.l973:l
). To this end, Graves
research directions 'in writing" (Graves'
(1973, 1gl5) used the methods of dìrect observatjon, personal interview

process,

and product

ana'lysis.

research and

The

difference between Graves' (1973, 1975)

that of Britton et

al.

(1975)

wjll

become more obvìous jn

reviewing Graves' (.l973, 1975) work.
Graves (1973, lg75) provjded
approach

results derived from an ethnographic

to the examinatjon of the writ'ing process.

of the study was to gather

The prìmary focus

case study information on two chjldren from

of four environments. These environments were four grade 2 classrooms, two of which were categorized as formal and two as jnformal. The
each

degree

of formaìity

was dependent upon whether

the children were able
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to functjon with few specific djrections from the teacher and make
choices

in

regard

to thejr learning act'ivity.

The secondary focus of

the study was to obtajn information from the larger group in the four
classrooms. The information gathered can be consjdered to belong to foutr

phases. Phase I consisted of the collection of writing samples of

94

children. Phase II was the naturalistic observat'ion and documentation of
l4 children as they wrote. Phase III consjsted of interviewing the e'ight
case study children. Phase IV was an indepth study of one subiect.
The conclusions Graves (1973, 1975) drew concerned learn'ing

environmentS, SeX djfferences, developmental

factors, the case study

and

the procedure used in the study. In relation to the learning env'iron.l975)
concluded that the jnformal learning environment, Graves (lgZ¡,
ment especial'ly favoured boys, but both boys and g'ir'ls tended

to write

in this environment ôs the-v were given the choice as to whether the-v
wrote or not. The fact that there was more wrjting'in the informal env'ironment demonstrated that children did not have to be assígned writ'ing"
In fact, unassìgned writjng was of greater length than assigned work
'Furthermore, jt
should
which tended to be limited in range and content.
be noted that writ'ing process behaviours were indicatjve of the writìng
more

developmental

level

and rose above the

effects of the learning environ-

ment. In addition to the jnfluence exerted by the learning
Graves (19i3,1975) observed differences

girls.

in the writing

envìronmento

process

for

boys

of the learning env'ironment, gì11s wrote longer
products than boys, while boys in either envjronment preferred unassigned
writing. Boys wrote in the first person about themes jn contexts away
and

Regardìess

from home and school, while only advanced g'i11s djd

so.

For boys, a

good
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writer

one who was concerned

WaS

while for

girls,

organized the

with spacing, print'ing and neatness'

a good writer was one who through prior thought

wrjtjng,

expressed feelìng and provided

had

illustratjons to

support judgments. The developmental factors ìnfluencing the writ'ing
process were derived from sources such as the

ity

and problem solving behaviours. Two

child's sex,

language

djstinct types of writer

facil-

evolved

interaction. Graves referred to these types as react'ive and
reflective. The reactive writer, frequently a boy, tended to use erratjc
prob'lem solvinq strategies, overt language jn the prewrit'ing and composing

from such an

of wrjtinq and lacked a sense of audience when writing. The po'lar
opposite to the reactjve wrìter was the reflective writer who was typica1ly a girl. This wrjter used ljttle rehearsal prior to wrjting with
stages

ljttle

overt speech to

acconrpany

the process and had a growing sense of

audjence. The case study confirmed Graves' observation that the writ'ing
process was
unì queness

distjnctly unique.

He

stated two observat'ions regarding th'is

:

l) At any given po'int in a writ'ing

episode, many.variof compos'ing,
time
ables, most-of them unknown at the
j
process.
contr bute to the wri t'ing
Chilclren write for unique reasons, emp'loy highly
indjvidual cop'ing strategies and vjew writing in ways
peculiar to thejr ovln person. In short, the wrìt'ing
unique as the indjvidual
process is as variable and
.l975:257)
personaììtY. (Graves,

2)

In discussjon of the procedure used in the study, Graves pointed
out that usìng a case study

combjned

with the large group data gathering

to observe variables affecting the wrjting process and then
to verify them by referral to the larger group. Intensive stud.y of a
few chjldren enabled him to make hypotheses and develop procedures whjch
enabled h'im
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could then be applied

to the larger group to

determine

To conclude the comparison between the

their feasibiljty.

Brìtton et

al.

(.l975)

and

of the composìng process, it js clear that
they d'iffer in methodology and,therefore, the type of conclusion which
may be drawn. The frame of reference for both was the observable
Graves (1973,1975) studies

of the writer, but for the Britton et al. (1975) tfrts was confined to analysjs of the written product while Graves (1973, 1975) referred to the observed and stated behaviour of the child at the time of combehavìour

posìng; therefore, the indjvidual differences of the wrjters involved
became even more

apparent. Observation of individual differences

to research behaviours which would not have
necessarily been consjdered, for example, the composite behavjours of
enabled Graves (1973,1975)

different types of writers.
The next research

to be reviewed (King and Rentel, lg8l) djrected

attentìon to the transition from oral to wrjtten language. Kìng

and

Rentel (l98l) reported on a two year study of 72 children jn the tasks of

oral

and

written composjt'ion.

The purpose

of the research was to deter-

mine how children's speaking comoetence interacted and merged wjth their

increasing know'ledge of written'language to enable them to develop similar
competence

in writ'ing.

and 36 grade

Two groups

of chjldren,36 kindergarten to grade

1

ì to grade 2 children, were requested to perform three tasks

every four months over a 16 month perìod. The three tasks consisted of

just heard, dìctating a story to a scribe
and wrìting a seìf-composed story. All three sources of ìanguage were
then analyzed into T-un'its whjch were also coded for the cohesive elements
retell'ing a story the child

had

of reference, substitution, e'll ìpsis and conjunct'ion"

5l

The

cated that
make

results of the ana'lysjs of the four cohesjve elements indj-

all

the children increased in their use of lexical ties to

their texts

cohesive and context

free.

Conversely' use of exophoric

reference decreased during the 16 months to the level where there was

no

statistical difference between urban and suburban children. This was particularly notable as urban children had had a very hjqh incjdence of
exophoric reference at the beginnìng of the research. Kinq and Rentel
(l9Bl) interpreted the results in two ways. First, children when given
purposeful exposure to oral and written texts were able to maximize thejr

intellectual and lìnguìstic abilities to master the tasks set for
whìch thereby closed the perceived gaps

in their

Second, the developmental chanç1es which occurred

of the two cohesive

elements were not due

them,

ìanguage performance.

Ín the chìldren's

to direct teachjng of

mastery

these

elements. Kincl and Rentel (1981) stipulated that teachìng had pìayed

influential role in
hear, djscuss and

an

language growth by providìng many opportunities to

retell well wrjtten stories,

and by focusing on mean-

'ing 'instead of form.
To summarizeo through

this revjew of

sible to trace a shìft in experìmental

research,

it

has been pos-

paradigm from a product

to a pro-

cess perspective. Research from each perspective has divulged a fund of

information concerning the development of language during the years in
which children attend
language as being

school.

The information described the nature of

global, involving speak'ing, Ijstening, writing

and

read'ing (Loban, 'l963, 1976), and developmental (Loban, 1963, 1976; Hunt,

.¡965). Furthermore, the relationshìp

between

oral

has been emphasized (Hunt,1965; King and Rentel'

and

written

l98l).

'language

The influence

5?

the educational setting exerts upon writing has been documented (Graves,
.|973,1975;
Britton et al.,.l975; Kìng and Rentel, lg$l). However, the
uniqueness

of the individual wrjter with the abil'ity to

transcend the

school settjng has also been noted (Graves,1973,1975). Each

studies presented to this point

similar

address

Quantìfication

the

representative of other studies which

concerns.

of

Language

To be able

ìt.

is

of

to

examine language,it was necessary

to be able to

of the ways and means by which'language could be
measured has been the basis of a vast quantìty of research. An overview
of the research was presented by Hopkins (.l98.l) who, in discussion of
oral language evaluatjon, described an historical framework of three
quant'ify

The study

approaches wh'ich she labeled

traditional

, structural

and transformational.

The 'traditional grammar' evaluation consisted of measurement of the
'length of the total response, sentence length, frequency counts of dif-

ferent kinds of

sentence tynes such as sìmpìe and imperatìve sentences,

the kinds of subordinate clauses, ìncìuding their'ratjo to

'independent

clauses, and frequency counts of the eight parts of speech and morpho-

logìcal and syntactical errors. The 'structural grammar' approach, while
beÍng concerned with the same elements as the

traditjonal

grammar,

directed evaluation toward determìning the pattern these elements formed.
The

focal issue in the'transformatjonal

grammar'approach was the deter-

of the ways speakers generated sentences and,therefore,enabled
the researchers to develop a system of rules which governed sentence generatjon. Each approach made its contribution to the fund of knowledge

mination
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concerning

oral 'language. Notable

examples were the work

of

Loban (1963,

1976), a structuralist, and Hunt (1965), a transformational grammarian.

In a discussion of evaluation of written language, Straw (1931)
concluded

that

measurement

of those factors

which

affect the quaìity

rating of composìtions, vocabulary, syntactjc complex'ity,
and sty'le must be considered. He suggested the most

evaluate
was

to

all

and organizat'ion

effective

way to

three aspects of written language for the classroom teacher

emp'loy

three methods of evaluation. The first was a measure of

vocabulary, nouns, verbs and adjectives. The second was a measure of

syntactìc maturity through use of the T-unit analys'is. The thjrd was an
examjnation

tìc

of style

and organization through use

of a holistic or

anaìy-

method.
Two sources, Odel1 (1977

) and McDonell and 0sburn (1980),des-

cribed methods of writÍng evaluation which were directl¡r related to the

role of the educator. 0dell's

(1977

) criteria were intended for

use in

evaluatjng and educatincl the senior hÌgh school and colìege student while
McDonell's and Osburn's (.l980) assessment instrument was directed toward

third source, Cooper
(1977 ), described seven methods of holistic evaluat'ion of written composit'ion which could be app'lied to any age level and used by educator
educators workìnq with the prìmary aged pupi'1" A

and researcher alìke

) provided criterìa to assess the intellectual processes students have in writing. Use of these criteria have satisfied
three purposes. First, it enabled the educator to make qualìtatjve dist'inctjons between compositions written in the same mode for the same
0dell

(1977

audience. Second,

it

provjded a means

for

d'iagnosìs

of wrítjng

problems.
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Third,

jt

allowed the educator to assess growth in writing proficìenc-v.

tr,lcDonell and 0sburn (1980) descrìbed

Beginning

l,lriting

Assessment,

a dìagnostic instrument whjch helped teachers

p'lan instructional strategìes
The basic premise upon which

the content and use of the

to facjl jtate wrjtten

'language development"

the instrument was designed was--1earnìng

to write is a developmental process

and

so 'it cannot

and should not

be

judged by adult standards.
Cooper (1977) d'iscussed the value

writ'ing.

He used

"the term

of the holistjc evaluation of

'holistic' to mean any procedure

which stops

short of enumerat'ing linguistic, rhetorjcal or informational features of
a piece of writ'ing"

(Cooper

,

1977:4)

Cooper (1977) described, two, the

" 0f the seven holistic

measures

analytic scale and the generaf

Sion score, have been used in the research

impres-

for the present thesis;

therefore these two forms of holistic evaluation

will

be described.

of a list of the particular
features or characteristics of writ'ing in a particular mode of discourse.
.l2. Each feature
The list of features were as few as four or as many as
was descrjbed jn detail w'ith high, medjum and low points identified and
'l'ine" Furthermore there were compìete p'ieces
descrjbed along a scoring
The 'Ana]ytic Scale' consisted

of work used to jdentjfy the high,
An advantage

medjum and low

of the analytic scale was that,jf it

poìnts on the scale.
was developed

for

one

writing,it could be subsequently appl'ied to many instances of
that mode of writing. The primary disadvantage of this scale was that
it was not sensitive to variations in purpose, speaker role or sense of
kìnd of

audjence which can and do occur

in wrjting w'ithin the

sing the uses of such scores' Cooper stated:

same

mode. Djscus-
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a reliable score is needed for a student - a
score represent'ing hìs or her wrjting performance at
one point in tjme, relative to the performance of
other students' writ'ing at the same tjme on the same
topic or topics - an analytic scale will guide and
focus rater's scorjng, insuring enough agreement to
permjt a reliable score to come from summed mult'iple

Where

This score can be used for any purpose
to whjch scores are ordinarìly put jn education:
pred'iction, placement, exemption, growth measuremento
program evaluation or experimentaì and correlational

ratings

research. (Cooper,

1977 l 5-l 6)

The 'General Impression Marking' requìred no detailed discussìon

of scores given to separate features. The rater
scored the paper by dec'iding where the paper fit ìn the range of papers
produced for that assignment. Cooper noted that James Brjtton and hjs

of features nor

associates
achíeved

summing

at the Universìty of

London

Institute of Education

"have

reljabjljties as high as .82 between teams of three raters

who

were experienced Eng'l'ish teachers but who were given only minimal instruc-

tions, no train'ing

and no chance

standards they could use
The

to dìscuss among themselves

for evaluating"

(Cooper, 1970:12).

'T-unjt' (Hunt, 'l965) or comparable

(Loban, 1963, 1976) has been subjected

the

'communication

to cop'ious'research.

unit'

As a measure

of oral and written syntactic compìex'ity,it has been questioned (0'Donnelì,
1976; Christensen, l968), related to the varjables of mechanical writÍng

skill

and teacher

rating (Stewart and Grobe, lgTg),

to d'iscriminate between argumentative

and narrative

and used as a

writing to

means

observe

the effect each has on teacher evaluation (Crowhurst, l9B0). The fo]ìowjng
representatjve overview has included the studies mentioned and addjtjonal
studjes wh'ich have considered oral and wrjtten language evaluation.
0'Donnell (1976) concìuded that the T-unit, though subject to

a
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lack of precision, was stìll the best oresentl-v

tic

known measure

of

syntac-

comp'lexity. Conversely, Christensen (1968) consjdered the T-unit to

be an inadequate measure

ledge

of those factors

of mature syntax not contrjbuting to the know-

which were indicative

of a mature style.

Hunt (1977) provided an alternatjve to the study

of syntactic

matunity through comparison of work obta'ined through tasks of rewritìng

rather than free
(1977) was able

writing.

Throuqh analysis

of rewriting tasks, Hunt

to determÌne that given syntactìc structures

were

util-

ized at an earlier age than others.
Stewart and Grobe (1g7g) presented a study which assessed the rela-

tjonship between s,vntactjc maturity and skill in the mechanics of writing

effect the variables have upon teachers'qualjtative rating of
student writinq" The New Brunswick provìncial writing evaìuation of

and the

grades

5,

B and

conclus'ions

ll

provided a basis

for the analysis.

in the study. First, syntactic maturity

There were three

improved deveìop-

mentally while mechanical mastery in writing only ìmproved'in a developmental progressìon

in regards to spel1ing.

Second,

levels,the qualìty ratìngs were correlated with the

ìn the three
number

grade

of words

wrjtten and the low frequency of spel'l'ing errors, though not wjth

the

syntactic development measures of words per T-unit, words per c'lause or

T-unit" Th'ird, 25 per cent of the qualìty rat'ings by
teachers were accounted for by the length of the compositjon and the
absence of spe'l I i ng errors.
The issue of what was being evaluated by teachers in rating comclauses per

positions as studied by Stewart and Grobe (1979) was also considered
Crowhurst (1980,1983a, l9B3b), and Harris (1977).

by
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Crowhurst (1980) studied the relatjonshjp between teachers'

qual'ity ratings and the syntactíc complexity of narratives and argumen-

tative writing" Six composítions, three in
obtained from 657 students

jn

grades B,

each mode of djscourse, were

l0 and 12.

Using mean T-unìt

length as a measure of syntactic complexity, the researcher scored the
compositions. The findings of the experiment jndjcated that,at grades

l0

and

l2

arguments

of high syntactìc

comp'ìexity received hìgher qualjty

rat'ings than arguments of low syntactjc complex'ity. Concerning the nar-

rative ratings, those of high syntact'ic compìexity did not receive hìgher
qua'l'it-v rating than narratives of 1ow syntact'ic complex'ity at all three
grade levels sampled

jn the experjrnent"

Cror^rhurst (l9B3a,1983b) dìscussed

tactic

f

the relationship between syn-

'luency and wri t'ing qual i ty. The author pointed

out that

nei ther

predjctor of writino quality
and that the teach'ing methods of sentence-combinìng and sentence jmjta-

T-unjt iength nor clause length was a

good

tion which both result in an'increase in T-unit'length, unfortunately dìd
not necessarì'ly lead to an ìmprovement in the writinq of all students.
l,lhen

writing quality

(lge¡U),

improvement was observed,ôccording

to

Crowhurst

ìt js 'ì'ikeìy due to factors other than increased T-unit and

cl ause 'l ength.

to student wrjting and
determined that Content and 0rganization,though beljeved to carry more
weight than Sentence Structure, and Mechanics and Usage, jn practice did
Harris (1977)

examined teacher response

that "the evidence was convincing that the teachers
seemed to think that Content and Organjzatjon were the most ìmportant
criteria, but thjnking and dojng, like two sjdes of the cojn, are not

not.

She stated
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necessarily the same" (Harris, 1977t179).

in conclusion, teacher ratìng of the rhetorjcal quaf ity of
written composition seemed to be influenced by the'length of the written
work and its freedom from spelling errors (Stewart and Grobe,1979), but
not by syntactìc complexity (Stewart and Grobe, lgTg; Crowhurst,
1983a, l9B3b) except

ìn the argumentative

mode

1980,

of djscourse where s¡rn-

tactìc compìex'ity pos'itìve'ly correlated with teacher ratings. Furthermore, there appeared to be a d'iscrepancy between what teachers thought

their evaluation standards were and how they actual]y evaluated composìtjons (Harrìs,.l977)"
Research

ìn

'lrit lnq

and Readinq

for process oriented research has been expressed by
Petty (1977 ) and Barritt and Kroll ('l978)" Petty (1977 ) suggested that
research which focused upon the wrjting process was fundamental to our
The need

of the struggle that chjldren undergo in their transition
from oral to written language. Barritt and Kroll (.1978) stated that a

understanding

cognìtìve-deve'lopmentaì perspective necessitated research based upon the

observation

of

processes not

products. Furthermore, accordinq to Barritt

Kroll (lg7B). a cognitive-developmental perspective provided not only
a basìs to consider issues but also a basis from which to generate
and

research. Petty (1977) 'indicated that while
research was highìy important, there was still a role to

hypotheses and formulate

process based

be pìayed by product based research" Pett-v cited the product
research
Graves

of Melas (1974) whjch

(1973). Petty

based

had evolved from the process based work of

suggested

that process and product

based research
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functioned as comp'lements of one another. In essence,this was the

in which

Graves (1973,

.l975)

used

hìs observation-oriented

manner

parad'igm,

to the identjfication of variables,
ìn the larger group gatherìng actìvities large group data provjded a
means for addjtjonal testing of the suitabjlity of certaìn research
"ljhereas the case study contributed

hypotheses and directions" (Graves, 1975:339). As Graves continued to
.|979a,
1979b, l9Bl, 1982)o he and his students, Giacobbe,
work (Graves,
Kamler and Calkins provìded more

insight ìnto the factors involved jn

the writ'ing process. An overview of theìr findìngs
Graves (lgZga) reported on
engaged

in the revjsion process.

is

presented below.

his observation of three children

The

l3 findings

addressed

all

the

of the writing process, such as speìl'ing, rereading activity,
handwriting, choÌce of theme, concern with neatness, and the jnfluence
of the teacher in the process. The title of one article (Graves,1979b)'
aspects

"Andrea Learns

to l4ake l,'irìting

Hard", pinpointed an experìence whjch

some

children have encountered whjle learnìng to wrjte.

of Calkins in charting the transjtion from the play aspect of writing to wrìting as a craft, a process
covered between grades I and 4. He considered the mastery of conventjons
of written language and the development of both a sense of audience
Graves (.l980) related the work

a pride in the fìnìshed product to be important in the transition
toward writing as a craft. According to Graves (l9Bl),the evolutjon

and

was

only tru'ly complete, reachìng the professjonal writer's level,

when

the chìld rediscovered the pìayful aspects of writing.

of revision, Cal kins (lggO) focused
on the rewritìng strategies of third grade chjldren. From Calkjnsl
l,'jnitìng concerning her study
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(1980) v'iewooint, the s'ignificance

of the case study

approach was that:

children continuaìly remind us that constructìng a
pì ece of wri ti ng i s a prob'lem-f i ndi ng probl em-so'lv'ing
activity. As we document the wrjting ' process of children, we also document their thinkìng process. Writing
is hands-on thinkÍng. Rewriting is manjpulating thinking, it is thinking about thinking. (Calkins, l9B0:331 )
As there were no studies documenting the rewriting process,

Calkins was requ'ired to develop procedures to

tion about the
chosen

composing

for this task:

elicit

and record informa-

process. Five sources of information were

case study observatjons, observations

of

other

chjldren, intervìews, simulated rewriting exercjses and collections of

writings. Drawing from these sources, Calkins noted four distinct types
of rewritìng strategy: Refinjng, Transition, Interacting and Random
Draf t'ing

.

Graves

researchers

-

(l9Bl) presented a ratjonale for the role of teachers as

teachers need

to

be

actively involved jn research to'improve

the qua'lìty of the information gathered and through thejr knowledge of the

writing process to'improve the qua'ìity of teaching w'ithin the classroom.
Graves

(l9Bl) provided two exampìes of this dual role in the work of

Mary Ellen Gjacobbe and the team

In addition to the

of Judy Egan and Barbara Kamler.

'importance

of diìigent data gatherìng

and

reflecting on ìt, Graves (1982) considered the questjons.teachers
be

crucjal in their research

work

of

and teaching

Giacobbe, Graves (lgAZ) noted

asked to

of writ'ing. Reporting on the

that she asked questions of

children before and after they completed a pìece of

writìng.

the

The ques-

tions asked focused on concerns of content, process and standard.

Accord-

ing to Graves (1982), the value of the quest'ions for the teacher lay in
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the answers they provoked, for answers were an indicat'ion of the chjld's
thinking and reasoning.

wrjtjng process in grades ì to 4
(1982) analyzed the process at an earl'ier

Graves (1973, 1982) studied the

whìle Harste, Burke and

l,Joodward

stage, in chìldren of four years of age. One source of informatjon concernjng the writing process selected by Harste, Burke and l¡Joodward (1982)
the unjnterrupted writìng samples obtained from four year old chjldren. It was found that the fact that the children were from different

was

israeli, was reflected in the
graphìc representation they made when asked to "wrjte everything you can
jdence that:
wri te.', Harste, Burke and l¡loodward considered this to be ev
cultural

backgrounds, Eng'lish, Arabic and

a)writtenìanguagelikeoralìanguace,is.learned
encounters wjth p.int
natural'ly from óngóing natural
jnstructjon;
b) children in
p.ior to formal lánguãge
iiterate societies are active'ly involved, at a very
young age, in understanding and controllíng.their^
worlãs öt-print; and c) children's perceÞtions of.prìnt
are not oniy organjzed, but systematic and identifiable.
(llar.ste, Buike ãnd lloodward, l982:108)

of the three tasks
utjlized in the.study of the strateg'ies

The research reviewed above represents one

Harste, Burke and Woodward (.l982)

used by preschooì children aoproachìng

written language'

The

other

two

tasks were Environmental Print, and Language Experience Story Dictation
and Reading" The three tasks were used wjth 20 children aged three to sjx

years. gbservation of the tasks provided information of four underìy'ing
strategies: semantic Intent, Negotjabjljty, Hypothesis Testing and Fine
jn discussion
Tunìng Language with Language. Harste, Burke and Woodward,
of these strategies,

concluded:

semantjc jntent,
and fjne tunjng

First, we beljeve the strategies of
negotiability, hypothesis testing,
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'language are not separately emp'loyed but rather
are complementary and synergistic. Second, we
believe these strategìes are universal and under-

of

g'ird all writing activities for every wrjter.
(Harste, Burke, Inloodward, 1982:123-124)
Woodward

(l98l) reported'information derjved from the Language

Experience Story D'ictation and Reading Task

utjl'ized w'ith one child

at six month intervals between the ages of three years one month,
and five years one month. The dual purpose of the research was to determine the child's understand'ing of story concept jn the writer/reader role
and to observe the strategies the child used in this role. Woodward
sampled

(lggl

)

perceived that,in writing, the indjvidual experienced how the other

person thought whjch provided the basìs

for

comprehension, while

in read-

ìng the individual learnt the process of editjng which was necessary 'in
wri

ti

ng.

Another study (Pappas,

lg8l)

project of Kìng and Rentel (l9Bl)

ll first

which was part

examjned

of the larger research

the narratjve capabìljtjes of

in the three contexts of retelljng, dictat'ing
and writing stories. The retélling 'involved the child in telìing a
recentìy heard story. The dictating required the child to tell the
grade children

researcher a story which the child composed as the researcher transcribed

it.
The

The

writing of a story

was the

child's independently

produced story.

children's narrative capabilities were measured by means of a

Harmony Index which tapped both

sive propertìes of the

text.

Cohesive

the structure of the story and the cohe-

Results

of the analysjs indicated that

the

narrative capabilities of the children studied progressed simu'ltaneous'ly

in the three

components

of

language, form, content and

use.

Furthermore,

the chì1d's capability varied depending upon the circumstances in which
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the storjes were created. That'is, the chjldren in the Pappas (l98l)
study showed greater competence in rete'lling the story than dictating one'

ability in dictating a story than'in story writing.

and greater

To summarize, the work
Cal ki

of

b, l9Bl,

Graves (1979a, and

l9B2),

ns (l 980 ) . Harste, Burke and l¡Joodward (l 981 ) and Pappas (l 98l )

have

wrìtíng process. Harste, Burke and Woodward (.l98.l) have
prov'ided evidence that preschool chjldren have a knowledge of the form

examined the

print should take and the meaning'it camies. In addjtion to this knowledge, preschooì chjldren drew on thejr experience as communicators to
make sense of the world of print whenever they read. Graves (lgZga, and
b, l9Bl, l9B2) and Calkins (1980) have descrjbed the multjplicjty of
aspects in wh'ich ch'ìldren were engaged when
upon

their

experience with

oral

and

written

ideas, the expressjon of which required

r^ritÍng.
language

much

The

chiìdren

to express the'ir

thinking and rethinking. In

the process,the children interacted wjth their ideas in print,

ing

them down and then reading and

drew

first writ-

revising them. Both Graves (l979a,lg7g

b, lgB2) and Harste, Burke and Woodward (lg8l) have taken a process-based
approach, while Pappas (1981 ) has taken a product-based study. Pappas
that the three aspects of'language, form, content and
use progress sìmultaneous'ly in chìldren's language, although their level
(l9Bl)

has found

w'il'l vary depending upon the language task at hand. In
other words, the children jn her study performed at a more proficjent
level on the story retelling, than on the story dictatjon or story writ-

of

prof iciency

ìng tasks"

All

three sources have examined language development from

g1obal perspective

of the jnteractjon of listen'ing,

reading. A rev jew of past research wjl I

jnd

speakìng,

writing

a

and

jcate that a globa'l perspect'ive
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evolved over the

last

or two.

decade

Reading had been

the primary focus

of research, though gradually the focus changed as will
'language and read j ng research.
samp'l i ng of oral

be observed

in

a

Several researchers examined the relationsh'ip between oral language
and learning, and

oral

language and

elementary school curriculum
such

growth.

He

reading.

in terms of its

Loban (1969) consìdered the

adequacy

to contribute to

felt that teachers generaìly ìacked the knowledge of

to provide effect'ive oral 'language instruction and that currjculum guides failed to pr^ovide much support in this area" Class size tended
'language

to ìmpede such work while standardìzed tests generally disregarded and
fajled to test oral ìanguage. As such, ora'l 'language development was the
source of ljttle interest in 1969, as'ide from the Joint Committee work in
1964 and the study Loban conducted

titled

"Children and 0ral Language."

Loban's (1969) work tended to support the idea that pupì'ls who tended to
use longer verbal utterances and demonstrate syntactjcal
spoken language also ranked

hjghly in sjlent reading

flexìb'ility

in

comprehension and

oral readjng ìnterpretatìon. Therefore children who were less verbal
required many more oral 'language experiences prior to readìng and writ'ing"
Chomsky (1972) examined

the reading experiences of 36 subiects to

determìne whether there was a relatjonship between

the'ir language acquì-

to consider the relation of the amount
and complexíty of what children read to rate of finguistic development
along with other factors such as I.Q. and SES" (Chomsky,1972:22).
sition

and

reading.

Chomsky compared

"hle w'ished

five linguistic

stages as measures

of linguistìc

deve'lop-

with information obtained on reading and 1ìstening. The study found
a positive relationship between I.Q" at all stages of'language acquìsition.

ment
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It

was

also detenmjned that

with age or

SES

was highly correlated

with I.Q. but not

grade.

important differences have been descrjbed between language acqui-

sition

and

reading.

l^lardaugh (1971) noted

that jn

language there was

no

for the child, little or no anxiety in the proto be informal drawing on a wide range of stimuli and was

conscious begìnn'ìng point

cess;

it

tended

generaì'ly reinforced. Reading on the other hand within the school set'

ting

had a

tended

to

learner.

definite perÌod of onset'

be delìberate and appeared

was frequent'ly anxiety produc'ing,

to

have obscure benefjts

for

the

To these differences between language and reading deveìopment,

followìng: the blame which was la'id upon the
chìld for fa'ilure to learn to read, the djfferences ìn surface features
Lundsteen (1977) added the

between

oral

and

wrìtten language, the social jnteraction inherent in

for correction of errors, the grasp of the language
concepts, and the amount of control required to break language ìnto parts.
speakìng, the method

It

was determined

that while oral language developecl informally and uncon-

scìous1y from a wide variety

formalr

of stjmuli, reading instruction

tended

to

be

programmed and contained unwelcome and 'inappropriate abstractions

concerning language.
Ryan and Semmel (lgOg) considered reading

language

process.

involve the
was

The authors believed

same basìc

to

be a constructive

that begìnning reading must

strategies as mature readjng ìn that

comprehensìon

a prerequisite for identificatjon. Therefore effective reading was

based upon

the reader's sampling strategÍes which

v\,ere

a result of experi-

of the language. Research indicated that the
reader djd not process print sequentially but in a way whjch reflected

ence

with and

knowledge

a
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use

of language,

Therefore expectancìes about the syntax and semantìcs

wjthìn context led to hypotheses which were confirmed or reiected with
minimal cues from t,he text. In this manner, not al'l the information the
reader needed came from the printed page, since

it

also

came

from the

reader.
These studies emphasize

tualjzation of

the change which occurred in the

language development and

its

concep-

relationsh'ip to reading over

of Harste, Burke and woodward
(l9gl) suggested that reading was not tied to school instructjon a1one,
but that children have developed a knowledge and set of strategies for

the last l5 years.

reading prìor

to

The more recent work

begìnning the formal process

Furthermoreo children also had

form.

The success a

a

knot^tledge

of reading 'instructjon"

of writing,

child had with both writing

its purposes and

and readjng was,there-

fore,a reflectìon of an overall capabil'ity as a communicator, a user of
I anguage

of the ìmpljcatjons of the research for language
jnstruction? At the college level, Kroll (lgll ) suggested a reading method
which utiljzed James Brjtton's model of writing ìn order to'improve stul^lhat are some

dent's wrìt'ing competence. Graves (l9Bl

(l9gl)

have suggested

),

0de11 (1977

that teachers become involved in

)

and Applebee

educational

research, testing the val idity of the theory and 'improvi.ng the'ir teachjnq.
Fr.oese (lgZA) indjcated that teacher knowledge of the stages involved'in
writ.ing wi1'l

facjlitate their ability to help the child'in the writ'ing

process. The interrelationship 'inherent ìn language development prompted
Brown (ig77) to note that students who have djfficulty in writing stoflies

will also have djffjcu'lty

reading them and, therefore,writing may be

used
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ìn diagnosis of reading

comprehensìon.

of the literature has considered
withìn the context of the whole childn through consì-

To recapitulate,
ìanguage development

this

revìew

deration of the individúal's experience, thinking and reasoning process'
physical maturation, readìness and socialization. Theory and research
concerning each factor have been revjewed. Prjmary emphasjs has
placed upon'language development as a g'loba'l

entìty, though it has not

always been reflected by the form and findings
source
upon

of

knowledqe concernìng

the child's demonstrated

been

of research.

An addjtional

the chjld was derived from research

ability to retell

and

based

tell stories which is

anotherindì cation of the chi l d's l anguage devel opment" A vast amount of
research representìng two distÍnct perspectjves
Study

o

f

Languag

will

be reviewed below.

e throuqh Narrative Discourse

of the literature indicated that there were two distinct
approaches to the study of children's knowledge and ability to utilize the
narrative mode of expression" One used transcrjbed collectìons of stories
A review

chìldren have told which were analyzed accordjng to a predetermined cri-

terja"

The other

told chìldren stories of specified degrees of

complexìty

their ability to recall the stories. The fjrst approach
began with the story as told by the immature child, while the second
approach started with the mature text of the adult. The primary concern

and analyzed

of the former was to chart the growing fac'ility of chjldren to tell
storìes, while the latter was concerned with those factors which effect
comprehens'ion and memory for stories" The first approach provided a continuum

of story complexity to whjch indjvjdual narratives

were compared.
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The second approach provided a macrostructure which delìneated the neces-

sary structural elements for a well formed

first
Pre'l ì nger (l 963 ) and Appl ebee (1 978 ) .
plified

methodology based on the

story.

Research which exem-

approach was
Exampì

es

that of Pitcher

and

of the second methodo'l og i -

in the work of Kintsch (1g74) and Rumelhart (1975).
will present pertinent aspects of each methodology

cal

approach were found

The

following review

and the research findings derived from each.
Research

of Story Collections

of Pitcher has played a signìficant role in the collection and analysis of chìldren's stories. In collaboration wjth Prelinger
(1963), she pub'lished Children Tell Stories, An Anal.ysis of Fantas.v. The
The work

work was based upon 360 stories she collected from 137 nursery and kinder-

garten aged chìldren between 1955 and 1958, The collection has subse-

quently been analyzed by Applebee (1978) and Pradl (1979). Ames (1966)

also utilìzed a collection

of 240 stories

Pitcher collected between

1955

and I 957,
The Pjtcher and Prelìnger (.l963) study analyzed

a

samp]e

of

140

of the 360 storìes collected. The stories were analyzed on two bases: a
continuum of ego deveìopment and thematic content. The results of the
analysis indicated that,by the age of five years,there had been a movement away from home happenìngs

ha'lf-imagìnery spaces

to

"expansion

like forests"

into foreign

and frequently

(P'itcher and Prelinger, 1963:155).

Fìve year old children tended to'increase the number

of characters jn

their stories wh'ile their maìn character became vague. Similarly the
internal processes of the main character were more marked jn the storjes
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of the five year olds than in those of the younger ch'ildren studied" The
imaginative qua'lity of the stories ìncreased with age, as dìd the attribut.ion of thinkìng and feelìng to the characters" Concern'ing the choice
of characters, both boys and girls of four and five years of age tended to
and other obiects.
clllllllcr
rather trflclfl
than animals
aÌn cnaraclers
characters ralrler
use persons as maln

Anaìysìs

of the thematic content indicated that,d'isregarding

age,

the most prevalent themes were hurt and misfortune' aggression, mora'lity
and

nutriance" For both

boys and girìs,aggression themes occurred most

frequent'ly while a secondary

for girls 'it

was

f requent ì n

boys

'izati

on

nutriance"
whi 1e

theme

for

boys was

Furthermore themes

hurt and misfortune,

reflecting se'lf were

and

more

g'irl s tended to favour themes ref I ect j ng soc'ial-

"

Ames (1966) gathered

a similar collection of 270 stories from pre-

school chjldren aged two to five

years.

These were compared

storjes collected by Pìtcher. The thematic analysis

with

240

Ames undertook

jndj-

of story collections at every age level there
was a strikìng similarity of themes and thejr regularity of occurrence.
The topics chosen were violence, sibling rìvalry,'crying, food and eat'ing'
persona'lizatìon of animals, goodness and badness, and castratjon" Parents
cated that

for

both sets

were seen from two perspectives: mothers were genera'lly

all the same,

while fathers were dist'inct indjviduals. The author suggested that the
storjes were a reflectjon of the age and sex of the story teller rather
than daily'incidents ìn the

life of the child.
of the Pitcher story collecof 6,9, ì1, and 17 year

Applebee (lg7B) expanded the age base

tjon by including work gathered from samples
olds. In addition to expanding the age range, Applebee altered

the
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perspective by which the data was analyzed. Influenced by work

nitive

psychology and

'linguistic research

Appìebee analyzed

in

cog-

the collec-

tion'in the context of work done by Vygotsky, Piaget and Britton.
Considered from the perspectjve of cognìtjve development'
Applebee (,l978) found

tinuum comparable
formed the basìs

that the complexity of the stories

ranged on a con-

to concept development as pos.tulated by Vygotsky.

of six stages of narrative

development which evolved

from the heap, a collection of events related to one another only
an¿l

space, to the narrative, a

was ljnked

ìng

Thìs

in time

tightly structured story in which each event

structualìy to the therne and the events preceding and follow-

it.
In addition, the

360

story collection

three formal convent'ions of story

tellìng: l)

was analyzed according to

beginning with a formal

beginning,2) ending w'ith a formal closing, and 3) us'ino the past tense.
Appìebee found

that chìldren of

two years

of

age tended

to use at least

of these conventions 70 per cent of the time and five year old children tended to use all three conventìons 47 per cent of the time.

one

When

asked "l^Jhat is

Little

Red R.iding Hood

about?", s'ix year o]ds

to list the characters in the story rather than tell the story"
Analysis of the information collected jndicated that only 50 per cent of
the six year old children were able to recall a favourite story, and 27
tended

per cent made no response at

all"

in terms of Piaget's preoperational

Appìebee (1978) explaìned the results

stage

of

development when he stated:

is highly concrete
taki ng th e form of "an isomorphìc step-by-step mental
repì ica o f concrete actions and events" . There
is I ittle reorgan'ization of events into superordjnate
cate gorìe s or more genera'l schematjzations; the child
Duri ng th ìs stage representatjon

has

great

diffjculty in integrating'indjvjdual

elements
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from the story into any sort of genera'l framework'
(Applebee, l97B:93)

their favourite story and the tale of Little
Red Rìding Hood,the nine year oìds responded by means of a summary and at
Questioned concern'ing

times a synopsis rather than a

retelling.

The phrase

"tell

about"

seemed

this form of response, 0f the two age groups' .S per cent of
the six year olds and 27"3 per cent of the njne-year-olds tended to summarjze. synopsis was used by'13.6 per cent of the six-year-o'lds and 40"9
per cent of the nine-year-olds. Applebee attríbuted the results to the
to

prompt

cognitive development of the nine year old chjldren who he explained
were

in the concrete operationa'l
The chì1d's cognitive

stage

of

development.

level also explained the types of

Aoplebee received when he asked why

a particular story

Was

or

responses

was not

ljked. 0f the six year olds,68"2 pei cent provjded uninteqrated

responses;

36.4 per cent of these responses expressed centratjon on a specific jncjdent and 50 per cent expressed cjrcular responses. According to App'lebee,

the behaviours were typical of what was to be expected of preoperational
aged

and

children who showed "little awareness of the.demands of

lìttle

communjcation

orìentation toward the needs of the listener" (Applebee, l97B:

99), and had a "tendency to focus attention on a single, strìkìng detaì'1"
(Applebee, l97B:99). This behavjour was less evjdent among the nine-yearolds studjed as the percentages of unìntegrated responses, centration
circularìty were 27.3, 18"2, and 13.6 per cent, respectiveìy.
Both age groups, s'ix and nine year

olds, preoperational

and

and con-

crete operationa'l as indicated by App'lebee, tended toward ljteral jnterpretat'ion of figuratìve sayings such as "You got out of the !ùrong sjde of
the bed"" The older group, though,

showed

a better comprehension than
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the younger group.
¡ne of the conclusions Applebee drew from his analysis of these
variables was that there v{as a relatìve1y early appearance of the spec-

tator roìe, or story telling abi'lity in children. Furthermore,
ledge

of story

know-

conventions developed rap'id'ly expanding the ì inguìstic

abjljty of children ìn

terms

of syntax,

vocabulary and use

of story

structures, characters, settìngs and events.
Review

of

who considered

two sources

of research, Pitcher and Prelinger

(1963)

the stories from a psychoanalyt'ic petspectjve and Apolebee

(1978) who took a cognitive and

lìnguistic

aporoach,have provided

infor-

to understanding the developmentaì progress of the child ìn learning to undenstand and tell storìes", The same
data base has supported the notion of a developmental evolution of story

mation whjch has contrìbuted

tell'inq abì'lity whi'le prov'id'ing

new and

djfferent information as seen in

the work of Pradl (1979)"
The 360

stories collected by Pìtcher and analyzed by Pradl

(1979)

ìndicated that there was a decrease in the use of immediate action end-

in age (0S per cent jn two-year-olds and l2 per
cent in the five year olds)" 0n the other hand, primit'ive settings
ìncreased in use with an increase ìn age (¡5 per cent in the stories of
ings wìth an increase

to BB per cent in the stories of five-year-olds) as did
conventionalized 'once-upon-a-time' (20 per cent for two-year-olds to
two year olds

olds).

the
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of logìca'l and chronoloqical
development in the stories was evident in comparing the two and five-yearper cent for fìve year

old's storjes.
37 per cent

to

The lack

The increase'in

57 per

cent.

ìogically

Random

concìuded

exits

was

small, from

conclusions diminished from 63 per
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for the two year olds to 43 per cent for the fjve year olds. The
use of conventional endings and tag endings jncreased in occurrence in
'the stories of the five year old group. Conventional endings rose from
cent

'lÍt per cent for two year olds to 48 per cent for five year olds wh'i'le tag
endings increased from 0 per cent

to

28 per cent, respectively,

for

each

group.

Another approach

found

in the work of

to the examinatìon of a story collection

was

Sutton-Smìth, Botvin and Mahony (tSZ0), who reported

the results of using three djfferent structural paradigms to analyze

a

of narratìves collected from 60 children aged five to 10 years"
The results of each analysis were limited by the conceptual framework.
corpus

The

first

paradigm, the Levi-Strauss-Miranda-Miranda analysis indicated

that older chjldren

tell

higher level storjes (p<.01), and there was a

difference between boys and gir'ls in the manner in which a solut'ion was
sought, as boys tended to have the hero overcome the
sought an alliance

to reach a resolution"

villain while girls

The second paradìgm, the

Propp'ian analysis which the authors expanded

to a seven step structural

system, indicated a difference between boys and gjrls ìn regard
chojce

of

theme, Boys used

'liquidated"

villainy nullified

and

to the'ir

girls chose lack

Furthermore there was a dìfference between the age

levels ìn

their use of secondary functions (concrete ways to overcome maior diffìcultìes, as by threat, chase or torture). Five and sìx-year-olds
to use three such elements, Seven and eight-year-o1ds, four elements,and nine and ì0 year olds, sjx or more elements (p<.001). The
tended

thìrd paradigm, a three staged analytic

system based upon Piaget's cogni-

t'ive development theory, indjcated "that there is a significant shift with
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of these stages and, in addition, they constitute an invariant sequence of structures" (Sutton-Smjth, Botv'in and Mahony, 1g76:ll ).
Each of the parad'igms enabled the researcher to clarify the fact that
there were age and sex differences in the stories children told as well
age

in

each

as verjfy

their

developmental mastery

of this

commun'icatìon medjum. The

poìnt was expanded in two experìments reported by Botvjn and SuttonSmi

th (1e77 ) .
Us'ing Sutton-Smìth, Botvin and Mahony's (1976) adaptation of

Proop's (1968) function anaìysjs of a story character's actions, Botvin
and Sutton-Sm'ith (1977 ) anaìyzed two bodies

results of the analysis of the first

body

of collected stories.

The

of stories ìndìcated that struc-

tural complexity correlated wjth aqe (p (.00])

and

(p (.001).

of the narratjve corre-

Furthermore even though the length

lated with age (p (.001), the

number

wjth narrative length

of plot units correlated sign'ific-

ant'ly hìgher wjth structura'l complexìty than w'ith age (p

(

.01

).

Using

the second corpus of storjes the researchers corroborated thejr prev'ious

findings.

Ther.e was

a more sign'ifìcant correlation between narrative

length and structural comp'lexity than between narrative lenqth and
(p

(

.00.l) and the mean number of plot units increased with age (p

Therefore both experiments indicated that the number

of

age

(

.00.l).

elements used by

chjldren in their fantasy narratjves graduaììy increased with age,

and

furthermore, that the narrative length was not simpìy a result of age but
was

a result of acquisition of increasingly

more complex narrative

structures.
Leondar (1977) discussed the

results of her ana'ìysis of 300 stories

collected from children aged two to l5 years.
noted that most chìldren by the age

From

the study

ìt

was

of fìve or six years were able to
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I a 'primary narrat'ive' consistìng ma jnly of p'lot, the structure of
which moved through four pred'ictable phases. Phase I ìntroduced the state
of affairs or the ordìnary conditjon of things. Phase II presented a misfortune, which disrupted the existing state of affairs, In Phase III was
an occurrence whìch reversed the misfortune of Phase II and led to Phase
tel

IV whjch reported an event that restored a normal state

of affairs.

Therefore the primary narratjve consisted of one stat'ive and three active
phases

in whìch each active

phase consisted

The events were temporal'ly and

second event and

observable event.

spatially sequential. In addition

events were log'ically related such

of the

of a single

that the third event

was

the

the jnverse

the fourth event was the consequent of the third

event" This relationship

meant

that

all

events were

integralìy linked

to a single actjon"
According to Leondar (1977 ), another aspect of the story teller's
art was the use of the frame, the beginning and the ending of the story.
The formula begìnn'ings and endings played

story teller ìn thjs

art"

a significant role for the young

As Leondar po'inted

out,

"The capacity

to dis-

tinguish fictìon from experience and playfu'l from purposeful dìscourse is
a substantial 'intel lectual atta'inment which the frame both records and

protects" (Leondar, 1977 :186).
A summary

of the findìngs of

researchers using a story collectìon

to study of children's narrat'ive development stresses the fact
that there was a distinct developmental progression in mastery of th'is

approach

communication medìum (Pitcher" and

Prelinger, 1963; Applebee, l97B; Pradl'

1979; Sutton-Smith, Botvin and Mahony, 1976; Botvin and Sutton-Smjth'

lg77).

Another

fact derived from this analysis

was

that there were some
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djfferences in the themes boys and girls chose (Pitcher and Prelìnger,
1963; Ames, 1966; Sutton-Smìth, Botvin and Mahony,1976) as well as thejr
resolution of themes (Sutton-Smìth, Botvìn and Mahony, 1976). As chjldren increased ìn age,they used the frames of openings and c'losings
(Pradl

,

1g7g), beginnìngs and endìngs (Leondar,

confidence

Story

1977

) with ìncreasìng

to create the context in which a story can be told"

Grammar Research

of perspective occurred as psycholìnguists began to use
stories as a means of analyzìng the processes of comprehension and memory.
Rather than gather storjes from their subjects and then analyze them'they
told their subjects stories and then analyzed their abjlity to retell the
A change

stories.

The basis

to Bartlett

for this

methodologìca1 approach can be traced back

(1932) who found a consistent but

definitive shift in

the

stories recalled by students after hearing a tale of Indian origìn. He
postulated the reason for the d'ifference between the story told and the

retold version was the students'schema for stories, that is'their concept of story structure" Since the students were'members of Western cul-

their concept of storìes djd not comp'lete'ly match the story from a
different culture; therefore,the students altered the story to understand
ìt and later recalled ìt ìn that form"
ture,

To study the effects
memory,

of story structure

on comprehension

Rumelhart (1975) developed a story grammar. He stated

approach

and

that "the

developed is to some degree designed to be a systematiza-

tion of Propp's (1968) analysis of Russìan folk tales" (Rumeìhart,1975:
235). The grammar attempted to capture the syntactjc and semantic
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structure of the

story.

There

were l1 rules in all which defined a story

as consisting of a Settìng and an Episode. The Setting was a statement

of tìme and place and introduced the main characters. The Episode was
Event,
composed of an Event and a Reaction" The Event h,as an Initiatìng
that is, a motivatjon or goal,and the Reaction was the character's internal
response and overt action toward achievÌng the goal which was then folresolution. Therefore, the main categoflies of
Rumelhart's grammar consisted of a Settjng, an Initiating Event, a Reaclowed by a consequence or

tion,

an Action and a Consequence" The grammar provided Rumelhart with

a basis for study of understanding and

memory

of stories. Several other

researchers (Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Thorndyke, 1977; Stein and Glenn'
lgTB) have used modifjed versìons of Rumelhart's (1975) grammar in their
study

of

comprehension and memory

of stories'

of story grammar was developed by Kintsch (1974) who
took a d,ifferent approach to Rumelhart. Rather than the top-down perspective of Rumelhart (1975), Kjntsch took prìmarily a bottom-up approach.
Another form

He based

tactic

his

grammar on

idea units or proposjtions which were both syn-

and semantìc'in nature and were referred

tó as the microstructure.

overall organization of the mìcrostructure formed the macrostructure'
Each type of text had jts own distjnct macrostructure. According to

The

Kintsch (1977) who cjted vanDijk, "Smple storjes are formed of a sequence
of ep.isodes, each epjsode consisting of an exposition, a compìication and

a resolution" (t<intsch, 1977:38).
Both grammars addressed the semantic and syntactic levels

of

the

story, Rumelhart (1975) ìn a system of rules and Kintsch (1974) through
use of a proposìtjonal base. Rumelhart's (lgZ5) grammar was primarily an

7B

attempt to analyze stories from a globa1 level while Kintsch (1974)
concerned

wÍth the constituent

level.

Both grammars provided a means for

further study of the relationship between story text
used
revi

in

comprehensìon and memory which

was

wjll

and the processes

be evjdent

in the studies

ewed

Mandler and Johnson credited Rumelhart wjth provìd'ing "semjnal
work because

of its

emphasis on

globaì structures which specify supra-

sentential relatjonships and because

it

suggested useful ways

to

charac-

terize . ¡tire) higher-order structure" (Mandìer and Johnson, 19772
ll3). They found app'lication of Rumelhart's grammar dìfficult as ìt
seemed

to

accommodate

a very narrow range of stories while addressing

both the semantjc and syntactic structures simultaneous'ly. To overcome
these

djfficulties,

composed

they proposed their own grammar in which a story

of a Sett'ing

and an Event

structure"

The most

was

salient difference

that the Mandler and Johnson grammar did
not accommodate the syntact'ic level through an expficit set of rules;
between

the two

grammars was

of the semantic rules.
the effect of story structure on recall,

ìnstead the syntax Was'implicìtly part
To determjne
Johnson (1977),using

theìr

.l,4

grammar studìed

Mandler and

the recal'l protocols of 63 sub-

university" Analysis of the protocols ìndìcated that the'immedìate and de'layed recall conditions were sim'ilar for
all three age groups. The average number of propositjons recalled for

jects from grades

and

the immedjate condition was .56 and for the delayed condition.6l regardless of age or sex" Analysis to determine the degree of retention of
the six

grammar

categories (Settings, Beginnings, Reacùions, Attempts,

Qutcomes, and Endings) ìndicated

that adults recalled more than grade 4
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children

who

recalled more than grade

there was a variation

I children (p (.001 ).

in the categorÍes recalled

Furthermore,

by adults and the cate-

gorìes recalled by chjldren (p <.001 ). First grade children tended to

recall Settings, Beginnings and 0utcomes more often than Attempts,
Endings and Reactions. Fourth grade children had recall protocols sjmilar
to those of the grade I subjects with the exception that Attempts and 0utcomes were recalled equall-v as often. Adults in the study recalled
Attemptsr 0utcomes, Settings and Begìnnings equally as

often and,ljke

the chiìdren, tended to eliminate Reactìons and End'ings.
Mandler and De Forest (1979) examined the relationship between

the story's structure and the recall

task. In thejr study, subiects from

3, 6 and un'ivers'ity (36 at each leveì ) were presented wjth one of
two kinds of story and one of three recall tasks" The story structures
cons'isted of a story which had two ep'isodes which were canonically organized and a story in which the epìsodes were interleaved. The canonically structured story consjsted of a Setting followed by epìsode onqthen

grades

epjsode two, where each episode had a Begìnnih9, â Reaction' an Attempt,
an 3utcome and an Ending. The interleaved story Consisted

of a Sett'ing,

a Beginning from episode one and so on to the Ending of episode two" The
three recall tasks were canonicalìy ordered for the canonically ordered
story group as well as for a group hearing the interleaved story, and an
ìnterleaved recall for a group of those hearing the interleaved story"

It

was found

that the canonical story

the 'interleaved version in either of

its

recal

was

I

better recalled

cond

jt'ions.

than

To explain

this l'landler and De Forest stated that "the most important characteristic
that they have a particular
of stories jn determjning reca'l1 is

BO

kind of schematic structure. Experience w'ith this kind of structure leads

to the development of specifiable sets of cognitive operations contro'l'ling
both comprehension and memory" (Mandler and De Forest,1979:888). Peopìe
tended

to use a particular format to structure their

memory

and,

if

asked

to attempt another form, found it very dìfficult.
Thorndyke stated

that his

grammar was

"similar to

one suggested

by Rumelhart (lgZS) having been simplified, by the delet'ion

of a few

structural components" (Thorndyke, 1977:79), According to Thorndyke's
grammar,

this

a story consisted of a Settìng, Theme, Plot and Resolution"

granrmar, Thorndyke (1977 ) reported

performed

with university students"

Using

the results of two experiments

The

first

was

to

assess the effect

of varying the degree of p'lot structure of a story on a person's

memory

for the story while the second was to determine the degree of interaction
between the structure and the content of stories. The results obtained
from the

first

experiment indicated

that welì organized plot structures

were better remembered than poorìy organìzed

well

ones. In addition to th'is,

organ'ized p'lot structures correlated best

with high comprehension

in the second study (p<.005)" The
ìmagery rat'ings were a function of the character type (abstract or con-

rat'ings which was corroborated

crete) as the stories with concrete descriptìons of the character
received hjgher ratings (p <.00.l ) than those using abstract character

types.

The meaningfu'lness

ratings on the other

hand were

not affected

by

either structure or character type
The Stein and Glenn (1978) study

vation of the Rumelhart

verify the

gnammar's

first

specified a particular deri-

grammar and then provided research evidence to

validity

and

usefulness. The basjc changes SteÌn

BI

in the Rumelhart (1975) grammar were to combine
the semantic and syntact'ic levels of the story into one structure and to

and Glenn (1g78) made

spec'ify the structural variat'ions occurrìng within an episode ìncìud'ing

the causal links between epìsodes. In addition to these changes, Stein
and Glenn (lg7B) ¿eleted some

of Rumelhart's (.l975)

grammar categonies

and added new ones.
Us1ng

jects,

four stories well

known

to thejr first

Ste'in and Glenn (1978) had the chjldren

backward

to a specìfied

number and

and

fifth

grade sub-

listen to a story,

recall the stor-v.

Then

count

the children

ljstened to the second story and recalled this story a week later" The
results of the jnvestjgation ind'icated that both age and time factors
affected the proportion of statements recalled" The fifth grade children
recalled more than the

first

supe¡ior to recall one week

grade children and immediate

Response, Attempt

was

later. 0f the proportìon of statements

each grammar category (Uaior

Internal

recall

Settjng, Mìnor Setting, Inìtiating

Direct

Consequence and Reaction),

it

in

Event,

was found

fifth graders recalled Internal Response sìgnificantly more often
than did fjrst graders (p(.05). This category was also recalled more
that

frequently ìn the ìmmediate recall condition than in the delayed condjtion (n("OS)" Analysis of the grammar categories from all four stories
indicated that the categories were best remembered
Major Setting,

that of the

Reaction"

grammar categories

first

It

was concluded from

defining a story,

were recalled more often than others,
more than

order:

Initjating Event, Direct Consequence, Attempt, Internal

Response, Minor Settings and

ment

in the followjng

that

fifth

the experì-

some categorìes

graders tended to recall

graders, but that each grade level recalled the story in

B2

temporal sequence and best immediately following presentation.
The second experiment Stein and Glenn (1978) reported assessed

first

and

fifth

grade children's judgments as

to which categories

were

in a story and the role causal relations ,played in comprehension
of stories. The results showed that neither recall nolimportant: judgments alone indicated the structural signifìcance of a grammar category
ìmportant

in the organization of a story and that the task demands affected the
type of information remembered.
G'lenn (1978) examined the relationsh'ip between the length of the
story and the number of statements recalled and variations of the eo'isodic structure (changìng the number of ep'isodes and their temporaì
sequence) and the amount recalled. The results of the experiment usìng
second grade

children indicated that story length did affect recall

length (p <.0001 ) although there was an inverse relatjonship between the
length of the orig'ina'l versjon and the accuracy of what was remembered.

Story'length ìncreased the length of the ìnformation
decreased

ìts accuracy"

remembered

but also

Accuracy also decreased when the sequential

order of the grammar categories was altered within each epìsode.
Yussen

et al. (1980)

conducted two experiments

to

examine

chil-

dren's understanding of what parts of a story were essential to the
prehension

of it.

The subjects from grades

com-

2,4 and 6 and university

in being
able to retell to a friend a story they had been told. The results of the
task indìcated that as age increased the subject was most I'ike'ly to choose

were required

to state which three categories

the categoríes

of Initiating

major elements

of a story (p<.001).

were most important

Event, Actjon and Consequence as being the
The same format was used

in the
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second experiment

with the exception that

each subject had

to

choose

a

of categories from each of the ejght stories presented"
The results of the second expeniment suggested that older chjldren
recalled moderate'ly more than younger ones with key categories beÌng
g'iven number

recalled sjgn'ificantly better than others

In

summary,

this review of

and Johnson, 1977', Thorndyke,

work

of

(p ("001

).

research using story grammars (Mandler

lg77; Stejn and Glenn,1978)

Rumelhart (1975) indicated

based on the

that there has been consìderable inter-

est and effort generated in attempting to develop a set of rules
adequateìy represented the structure and information found
Furthermore, once a grammar had been fOrmulated,

it

which

jn storjes"

was necessary to

verìfy it as a measure of what was understood and remembered of a story"
For this reason, experiments were conducted to determine which parts of
a story were

remembered (Mandler and Johnson,1977; Yussen

et al., l9B0),

the kjnd of plot structure which was remembered best (Mandìer and De
Forest, lgTg; Thorndyke, 1977; Glenn, 1978), the effect of story length
on the quant'ity of what was remembered and the degree of accuracy (Glenn,

results of delay'ing the recall task (Mandler and Johnson,
1977), the ability of the lìstener/reader to decjde which parts of the
story were'important in being able to retell it to someone else (Stein
1978)o the

and Glenn,1978; Yussen

et al",.l980),

and the

effect of the

age

listener/reader on what and how much was remembered from a story
and Johnson, 1977; Yussen

et al.,

of

the

(Mand]er

l9B0)

While story grammar research has prov'ided a significant amount of

informatjon concerning the relatjonship between the text of stories
what was understood and remembered by people

of varjous ages, it

and

should
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be noted

that the concept of a story

ticism. Black and I,Jììensky
on the basis

that

grammar has been

(1979) questioned the use

such grammars

the subiect of cri-

of story grammars

did not dìstinguÍsh stories from non-

stories, nor were they models for either comprehensjon or memory of

storìes.

Black and llilensky (1979) found

that story

grammars

did not

predict which stor-v statements would be remembered. The authors jn

ining the four

grammars

of

exam-

Rumelhart (1975) and the three derived from

it

(Mandler and Johnson,1977; Thorndyke, 1977:, Stejn and Gìenn, l97B) found

that none of the grammars were capable of distinguìshing a story from
that which was not a story,

and

grammar was termed adequate as

that

onì-v the Mandler and Johnson (1977)

a formal transformational grammar" Further-

more, Black and l^l'iìensky (1979) argued that a grammar was tradit'ional]y

not a model of comorehens'ion sìnce syntactjc rules did not help a reader

read. Black and Wilensky (1979) proposed that content,
not structure, be studìed for they stated that "a better research orientatjon would be to focus on the kìnds of knowledge needed to understand
story content and on how that knowledge is used durìng understand'ing"
understand what was

(Black and l^lilensky, 1979:227) and theri-.fore "the ìmportant issue for

jnvestigation

is the nature of understanding

not grammaticality" (Alack

and l,lilensky, 1979:228). Both Rumelhart (1980) and Mandler and Johnson

of story grammar. This statement
Mandler and Johnson (lggO) adequate'ly summed their stance:
(.l980) have defended

their

use

from

of us is under th el I I usion that a story grammar w'i1l
be the ultimate descri pri on of a story structure. Nevertheless, to explore an du nderstand just what that structure is, requires a theoretical framework wjthin which to
probe and test. To deny structure altogether is inapproprÌate. What is appropriate and interesting is to frame
a theory of story structure and systematically to test its
implications. (Mandler and Johnson, 1980:3ll )
none

B5

Other Appro aches
tr^Jhile

to Narrative

Study

the story grammarìans (Rumelhart, 1975; l4andler and

Johnson,

1977; Thorndyker lgTT; Stein and Glenn,1978) have specÌfied the nature

of the text in the study of

comprehension and memory,

Lichtensteìn, 1980; Bruce, l97B; Mosenthal

,

others (Brewer

and

1979) have specified the

of the learner. Due to the focus of study,the results derived from
investigation of the text as compared to the learner will be djfferent.
Story grammar study indicated that aspects of text such as structure
nature

(Mandler and Johnson, 1977; l.landler and De Forest, 1979) and length

(Thorndyke, 1977), condìtions

of presentation

and

recall

and the age of

the listener or reader (l'1andler and Johnson" 1977; Stein and Glenn, l97B)

wjll

determìne the degree

of

understanding and memory. Study

of

the

learner indicated that the learner determined whether passages of prìnt
were perceived as

stories

expectatìons

of text

text (Bruce,

.l978;

To account

(Brewer and Lichtenstein, l9S0) and the learner's

played a s'ignificant

role jn the ìnterpretatjon of

Mosenthal, 1979)" These studies

will

now be reviewed.

for the ps-vchologicaì processes whìch enabled indivi-

duals to distìnguish between narratives that were stories and those that
were

not,

Brewer and Lichtenstein (1980) proposed a theory which examined

fundamental aspects

of an individual's

schema

for stories"

The authors

d'istinguìshed between event schemas, story schemas and story grammars.
The

results of experimentation app'ly'ing this distinction indicated that

the differences observed ìn the affective responses of the 103 university

of the differing arrangements of the events
ìn the discourse structure and not a function of the event structure

undergraduates were a function

ì

tsel

f.
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Another story grammar inadequacy was suggested by Bruce (1978)
who

criticized the stor-v

grammar method

for

ignoning "the internal struc-

ture of the olans of the characters in the story and

hence

of the beljefs

of characters about actions that occur" (Bruce, 1978:463). To overcome
this limjtation Bruce proposed a compìementary approach to story analysìs.
Bruce's (lgi8) approach explicitly ìncorporated a structure of plans and
beliefs by considering both the story and the model a reader might
struct for the events in the

stor.y.

Mosenthal (1979) also focused on the

the reader's interpretation of
the chjldren's schemata for
t.vpe

of

naraoraphs (p d.0l

The

results of the study indicated
structure and the

significantly jnfluenced their recall of

)" In other words, 'if

the ch'ild's expectation

matched

structure,the child would have a signìficantly
for the jnformation than if there was a mismatch between

the paragraph's
h'igher memory

text"

role expectatjons play in

Theme pìacement and Theme

paragraph beìng read

con-

expectation and

Theme

text.

expectat'ions were able
theme expectancies

Another finding was

to

remember more

at all (p<.01 )

when

that those children with Theme

than those ch'ildren who had No-

they read thematicalìy structured

paragraphs" 0n the other hand, when the paragraph had no thematjc struc-

ture, those children with
children lackjng

Theme

Theme

expectations remembered no more than those

expectation

(p.,.Ol).

ttlosenthal (1979) suggested

that the study indicated that the children's recall of

paragraphs

was

not

only a function of paragraph structure, but also of schemata structure.
Therefore, story grammars were psychologically valid descrjptions
common schemata

of

the

structure adults shared for storìes, but they were not

necessarily valid descriptions of chjldren's schemata structures.
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Another means by which researchers have been able

to

determine

to the process of comprehension and
has been thrOugh the use of pìctures. The next three sources

what the learner has contrjbuted
memory

(pouìsen
examples

et al., 1979; Brown, 1975,1976; and tlendelin, 1979) provide
of research us'ing pìctures. The subjects in the studies,with

exception of part'icular instances

to generate thejr

own

jn the Brown (1975) study,were

stories from a

sequence

of pictures which

the

required
provided

to the research revjewed to this poìnt which relied on
oral or written text for story presentation. Use of visual media enabled
the experimenter to stimulate the subjects and probe their knowledqe of
narrative structure in an other than verbal manner which seemed particu-

a marked contrast

'lar1y appropriate and useful with younger subiects who

it

was known have

a greater reljance on perceptual stimul'i to support their thinking pro-

cesses.

Qn'ly

the Poulsen et

al.

(1979) study used a story grammar which,

in thìs case, was one derjved by Kintsch (1974), The studies by Brown
(1975,1976) and llendelin (1979) used other criteria whjch were more comparable to those studies previously revjewed which studied story colI

ecti

ons .

Poulsen

et al. (lgZg), using textless picture

books

of l5 to

lB

p'ictures with four and six year old chj'ldren, had them describe the p'ic-

tures'in

story.

sequence and

Followjng the

then, wjthout the ajd of the p'ictures,

teìling, the pictures

tell

were then presented

the

jn

one of

two sequent'ial orders,'logicaì temporal order or scrambled order, and the

ch'ild was requ'ired to

retell the orig'ina1 story.

The

stories were tape-

recorded, transcribed and ana'lyzed'into propositions" The results indjcated that the chjldren gave as many responses'in the scrambled order

sjtuations as jn the normal one, but that the number of spurious

8B

in the scrambled cond'ition. hlhile the four year
subjects produced as many statements as the s'ix year olds in the story

propositons increased

telljng sìtuation, more of

these statements were spurious. As might

expected, the normal temporal sequentia'l order

least

number

of

spupious statements

of pictures

be

produced the

in both age groups with the six year

old subjects producing more correct statements than the four year

in thìs situation.

oìd

o'lds

The authors concluded:

children describe a sequence of pic tures it makes a
profound difference whether or not th ep ictures tell a
story" If they do, the chìldren's de scr i ptì on st end to
emphasize those elements of the pictu res that are ìmportant to the story. Their knowledge ab out the n atu re of
the stories - the story schema - is u sed to or gan ize
their descrjptions so that they come clo se to tellinqjna
story. The chjldren not only descrjb ew hat they see
the pictures, but tell what it means in terms of the
story as well, thus provìding clear e vid ence of their
abjlity to comprehend storjes, and in dir ectly of having
acquired an adult-like story schema u pon rohi ch comprehensìon is based. (Pou'lsen et al., I 979 :317)

When

Brown (1975) performed

four experiments to

assess the

effect of

different acquisition and retention tasks on children's memory for storìes.
Sets of three to six pìctures were used in all four studjes. l,Jith the
exception

of the first

experiment which included grade 2 children,

experìments focused on kindergarten
when p'ictures were presented

story heard or the child

ch'ildren.

in a logical

was allowed

sequence, the story was remembered

to

The

results

showed

all

the

that

temporal order which matched the

make up

(p("001).

a story to match a p'icture

Grade

2 chlldren performed

equal'ly we'll on memory tasks whether they were allowed to manipu'late the

pictures during recall or were presented with the pictures in

order (p("001). Kinderqarten children, on the other hand,

level of

memory when

scrambled

showed

a better

they were allowed to man'ipu'late the pictures as they
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retold the story (p(.00'l)"

of the pìc-

Ordered sequential presentatjon

tures in both acquisition and retention tasks resulted in the highest

level of recall

(p (.001

) for

kindergarten

children.

Reconstructjon of

the story was easjer for kìndergarten children than free recall (p(.00.l),
but of the three tasks (recall, reconstruction and recognition), recognt'-

tìon

was

the easiest (p (,OS).

In summatjon, Brown found for preoperationally
oral recall tasks ended in stories being toìd w'ithout

aged

children that

sequence, an effect

not observed when the task was one of reconstructjon or recognìtion.
was

also noted that children were capable of producing their

if

presented

of

such se'ìf produced meanìngful sequences and

own

stories

with pjctures in a logicaì sequence. Furthermore, retention

sequence was

stories with a logical

for arbitrary sequences.
studied the degree of semantic ìntegration

superior to

Brown (1976)

memory

jn children's reconstruction of narrative sequences.

present

The subjects were

frorn k'indergarten and grades 2 and 4 but the results were reported on

of the 70 ch'ildren as many of the younger children were unable to
the

task.

It

Brown (lgZ0) found

49

perform

that the older children were better able to

distjnguìsh between the 0ld (actua'lly seen) pictures and the New-Consistent

to reject the Inconsistent jtems than
the younger children (p(.001), whjle children of the three aoe groups in
the study had d'ifficulty dìst'ingu'ish'ing between 0ld, Middle, and New(compatìble but unseen) pìctures and

Consìstent items when the beg'innìng and endìng pìctures were removed.
l,'Jendel

comprehension

in (1979) reported on an investigat'ion of the role p'icture
skills play in the chjld's abjlìty to tell a story. The

ki nderqarten chi I dren who, hav'i ng ì nì

tì

a1

ly viewed the book Bubble

Bubble
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by Mercer Meyer,

told a stôry jn a revjewing of the pictures. Analysis
.l0,

the mean
of the results ind'icated that, out of the possible score of
was 4.37. Less than half the aspects of story content were present in

the kìndergarten story tellers'

tales. It

was

also noted that the literary

content score was affected by the language sty'ìe used'in
(p

telling the story

(.00.l). In fact, approx'imately 32 per cent of the varìation

'in story

content could be explained by knowìng the style of'language the children
used

to tell the story.

The group whose

sìfied as "book ìanguage"

had

oral language score

significantly h'igher ìiterary content

than those classified as either "conversational"
Furthermore

was classcores

or "labell'ing" (p (.Ol ).

the "conversational" categorized group had a sign'ificant'ly

"labelling". Therefore, jt
appears that children who have mastered the language of the story w'il1
have also acquired the sense of content necessarì'ly present in a story.
higher mean than the group classified as

Application of the Findinqs

of Narrative

Based Research

in chjldren's ab'ifity to tell and retell stories as seen
jn the two basic t.vpes of study, story collect'ion and story grammar, has
provided educators and psychologists with a great amount of information.
This review wil I now discuss direct app'licat'ion of the research.
Research

Foster and Cunningham (1978) indicated that sixth grade students

could learn to use a story grammar structure, whìle Gordon (.l980) ìndi-

of story grammar had been learned, the number of
macrostructures that were remembered in written summaries increased while
the ability to respond to open-ended questjons djd not jncrease. Dreher
and S'inger (1980) questioned the usefulness of teaching elementary school
cated that once the use

9l

children to use a story

grammar

as they found

it

made no

significant dìfference in the amount of information
order in which

it

v{as remembered. Perhaps

statist'ica'lìy

remembered

nor in the

the critical factor in

whether

it is worthwhjle to teach the use of a story grammar structure to students was the degree to which the opportunit-v
was

provìded.

for transfer of

Gordon and Braun (1982, l9B3) have h'igh'lighted

learning

the

need

for transfer traininq and found that, when such opportunitìes were provided there were statistjcally sìgnìficant differences between those students taught to use a story grammar and those who were not.
Smi

th and Bean (l 983 )

suggested the app'l 'icati on

of four

strateg

i es

to help primary aged chìldren develop a sense of story and subsequentìy
predict events and outcomes in storìes read and written. The first three
strategi'es (story pattern, c'ircle story, and story p'ictures) capjtal'ized
on the younger

child's

need and

ability to use visual

representations for

of story grammar macrostructures. The fourth strategy
(Story Maker) a complex tree-ljke structure used in story writing, wouìd

comprehension

be used
s

after the chìldren

trateg'ies

had developed proficiency

wjth the

fìrst

three

.

0ther app'l'ications of story grammar research to teaching methodology v\rere presented by Sadow (1982) and McConnaughy (1980' 1982).

Sadow

that a story grammar provided a cohesìve framework wjthin

which

suggested

teachers could formulate quest'ions.
between

a

McConnaugh-v made

a dist'inctjon

the types of story schemata learners possessed

literal level schema, older children

-

the young child

informat'ion processÌng schema,

adults social jnference schema. Through use of these distjnctions,
McConnaughy

(.l980, 1gB2) suggested teachers could decide upon the

most

and
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approprìate strategies

for instruction in story structure,

summarizing

and developing comPrehension.
Research shows

that the knowledge derived by psycho'l'ingu'ists

(Rumelhart, 1975; Thorndyke, lgTT; Stein and Glenn,1978)

in the study

of story comprehensjon and memory has been adapted and applied to educational settings to determine its value in jmprovìng children's understandjng and memory of storjes (Dreher and Sjnger' 1980; Gordon and Braun,
lg}2, l9B3; Sadow, 1982; McConnaugh.y" 1980, 1982) and thejr abilìty to
write stories

(Gordon and Braun,

of the research
'in story

emphas'izes

grammar

l9B3; Smjth and Bean, l9B3). The result

that for children to benefjt from ìnstruction

there must be direct instruction

in how the structure

js to be used in each jnstance (short story, nove1, and w¡iting).
Conclusion

The three

theoretical bases upon which the present research

was

constructed were cognìtive deveìopment (Piaget and Inhelder, 1969), story
macrostructure (Rume'lhart, 1975) and I'inguistic fluency (Loban, 1963,

1965). In this review of the literature,these three theoretjcal constructs were discussed v,lithin the context of languaqe develooment.
Language, oral and written, was considered to evolve from the bases of
1976; Hunt,

experìence and thinkjng and reasonjng whìch were influenced by factors of

readiness, physi'cal maturatjon and social izatjon.
Cogn'itive deve'lopment as defjned by Piaget and Inhelder (1969)
prov'ided the foundation

transitjon

for

much research

partìcularly with regard to the

between preoperatjonal and concrete operational

transjtion typical'ly occurs between the

ages

thought.

This

of sìx and nine years when
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chìldren are

in the prìmary

grades

of school. It

was marked by children's

abìljty to'conserve', that is, hold constant one facet of an ob.ject such
as wejght when another facet of the obiect changed vìsib'ly before their
eyes. For examp'le, one of two equal-sized clay ba'lls was rolled into a
sausage shape and

If

the chìldren were asked'if the balls weighed the

the children sajd the balls were of the

had changed,they were saìd

same

we'ight, as only the

to be able to conserve.

experience played a fundamental

same.

Research found that

role in the evolution of chjldren

from

the preoperational level to the concrete operational level (ltlallach

Sprott,

1964; Goldschmjd,

.l967;

poned

tìonal

ìn

spoken ìanguage (McCabe' 1970).

related tasks such as reading,

until children

had completed the

jt

was suggested, should be post-

transjtion

between

the preooera-

and concrete operat'ional stages (Furth and l'Jallachs, 1974; Roberts'

1976). ¡ther researchers determined that while the abi'lity to
was

and

l4urray,1972). The level at whjch chil-

dren were functioning was observed
Language

shape

.l976),
affected by learning (Froese,

it

was

conserve

not an accurate pred'ictor

.l976). Stories retold by preoperatìona1 thjnking chìldren were suggested by Piaget and Inhelder (1969) to lack sequen-

of readìng success (Hagan,

t.ial order. Other researchers

(Mandler and Johnson, 1977; Stejn and Glenn,

lg78) dìd not observe an absence of order in the stories retold by theìr
grade I subjects. It must be noted though that l4andler and dohnson (1977)
excluded man.v of

their

k'indergarten and grade

I

subiects from their study

to their ìnabj'lity to retell a story. Brown (19i5) suqgested that
the djfficulty wjth sequent'ia'l order in story telling observed by Piaget
and Inhelder (lgOg) was a result of problems wjth memory and not sequen-

due

tial reasoning. The method Brown (lgZS) used to c'ircumvent young
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children's difficulty with

memory tasks was through

the use of pictures,

a practice wh'ich has been used by other researchers studying young children (Pouìsen et

al., lgTg)"

As none

of the researchers

(Mandler

and

Johnson,1977; Stein and Glenn, l97B; Brown, 1975; Poulsen et a'|,.l979)

for stories measured the
cognitive level of their subjects,it was decided to do so in the present
studying children's comprehension and memory

research" This study sought to determ'ine whether there was a stat'istica1ly signìficant dìfference between grade 2 children classjf'ìed as preoperationa'l and concrete operat'ional with regard to

their

abi I

ity

to

generate storjes us'ing p'ictures,

reteìl stories without the aid of pic-

tures, dictate stories and write

them.

Language has been examined as

ing

to, telling, wrjting

a quant'ifjable

medium through

listen-

and reading narrative discourse. One form the

quantìfication of language, oral and written has taken, has been the

un'it (Loban, 1963,1976; Hunt, 1965).

The

T-unit has

T-

been considered as

ab'ilìty (Cfrr'¡stensen, l968; Fox, 19721'
0'Donnell et al., 1976; Cianì, 1976). It was determined that the T-unit
functioned as a more accurate measure of the maturity and complexity of
argumentative writr'ng than narratjve writing (Crowhurst, 1980, l9B3a,1983
b). Writing eva'luation, ìt was suggested, should include jn addìtion to
a measure of mature language

the T-unit, measures of vocabuiary and style and organization (Straw,

lg8l).

Research

further indicated that teachers did not always attend to

the syntactic complexities of wrjtten'language evaluation, but
attuned to aspects
Grobe,

of

usage and mechanjcs

1982). For the

purposes

\^/ere more

(Harris, 1977; Stewart and

of the present study,jt

was decided that

while the T-unit provided a relatjvely simple and accurate measure of
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oral

and

inherent

written

language growth,

in effectìve

language

it djd not measure all

evaluatìon.

The

the aspects

T-unit provided a measure

of syntactic facjlìty, but not rhetorìcal quality" To obtajn a measure
of rhetorical quaìity,it uJas necessary to review the study of narrative
di scourse

Narrative research was obtained primarì1y through either a story

or use of a story grammar. The story collection method
(Pitcrrer and Prel'inger, 1963; Ames, I966; Appl ebee, l978; Pradl , 19791,

collection

method

Sutton-Smith, Botvjn and Mahony, 1976; Botvin and Sutton-Smith, 1977;
Leondar,1977) obtained stories orally told by children of varìous ages
and then ana'lyzed the corpus

of stories"

The

story

grammar method

(Rumelhart, 1975; Kìntsch, 1974; Thorndyke, 1977; Mandler and Johnson,
1977; Mandler and De Forest,1979; Stein and Glenn, l97B; Glenn' l97B;

et al., l9B0) involved tell'ing children stories of a specified
macrostructure" The retold story was then analyzed accordìng to the
Yussen

particular macrostructure to determjne what was remembered. From narra-

tive

based

research,it was determ'ined that the 'concept of story'waS

developmentaì (Applebee, l97B;

Pradl,l979).

lJnderstanding and memory

for

storìes ìncreased with age (Mandler and Johnson,1977; Stejn and Glenn,
lgTB) which was observed jn the
(K'ing and Rentel

ability to retell

, lg8l; Pappas, 198:l )"

and compose storjes

hlhile the compìeteness and

plexity of the narrat'ive were influenced by age,it

was possible

to

com-

teach

children to recognize the required aspects of the story through use of

story grammar" ldith instruction,chìldren could then use the story
structure in readjng

and

upon the above findjngs,

wrìting

it

(Gordon and Braun, 1982,

was determined

macro-

l9B3). Based

that for the present

a

research
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a story

grammar macrostructure could

function as a measure of rhetorjcal

qualìty for the stories told in the four

retelììng, dictation,
The

modes

of story generation,

and writ'ing"

four facets of language--speaking, ljstening, wrjting

and

reading--should be studied not as separate entities but as each relates

to the whole (Godwìn, 1963; Kìng, 1978; Parker, l9B3). Much of the
'language either as
research reviewed stud'ied the individual facets of
entities (Hunt,1965; Britton et a'I.,1975) or as related to

separate

reading (Ryan and Semmel, 1969; Goodman and Sims,1974; Rigg, 1978).
Except'ions

to the tendency to focus on one or two aspects of

were the work

of

language

Loban (1963,1976), Graves (1973), 1975), King and Rentel

(.|981) and Pappas

(l9Bl).

The present study sought to'incorporate the

four aspects of language--speaking, listening, wrìting and reading--into
the tasks set for the gatherìng of ora'l and written language from the
children studied. The first three oral tasks requìred speak'ingo but
inherent in each speak'ing task was the facet of

task, writing, requìred reading in
Need was expressed

for

its

listenìng.

The fourth

accomp'lishment.

more process-based research

(Petty,

1977;

Barritt and Kroll, 1978). The chalìenge has been met jn ways that were
.l980)
and jndirect (Britton et al .,
djrect (Graves, 1973, 1975; Calkins,
1975). One role suggested for product-based research was to exam'ine
further what has been learned from process-based research (petty,1977).
The present research,though product-basedo sought
paradigm

of

to

expand

King and Rentel (1981) which compared stories

the research

retold, dic-

tated and written by prìmary aged children. The expansjon in this study
was

the introduct'ion of specifìed levels of cogn'itÌve deveìopment, the
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of a fourth mode of language, story generation, through use of pìctures and the applìcatìon of two forms of anaìysis which were utjljzed
to the four story-language modes' one syntactjc (T-unit) and the other

use

rhetorical (story grammar). Another form of analysis which was appìied
to one story-language mode, dictation, was hol'istjc evaluation by classroom teachers.

In

summatìon, Chapter ? has provided

experimental desìgn

of the present

study.

the research bases for

the

CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND

PROCEDURES

of this study t^tas to exam'ine the relationshjp among
two levels of cognitive development and the linguistic fluency and
rhetorica'l quaìity of stories generated, retold, djctated and written
The purpose

b.y grade

2 children.

The quest'ions asked concern'ing

this two-pronged'inquiry are as

fol I ows:

classified as conservers able io provide more
'language output jn the four modes (story generat'ion, retell'ing, djctaI

)

Are ch'ildren

tion and 'independent writing) than

2)
more

nonconservers?

Are children classìfied as conservers able

to

prov'ide

specific macrostructures in the four modes (story generation,

retel'l ing, djctat'ion and independent wrjtjng

) than nonconservers?

3) Is there a statístìcal'ly signìficant
language output and

of conservers

4)

relat'ionshíp

between

story structure qual'ity jn the dictated storjes

and nonconservers?

What

is

the relatjonshjp

among an

holistic evaluation of

the

dictated story of a conserver, transitional conserver and a nonconserver
and measures

of

languaQe outPut.

These questìons

later in thís

chapter.

in the form of null

hypotheses

wjl'l be presented
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Sâmpl e

The subiects

in this

study were 35 grade 2 children attending

a suburban IrJìnnipeg public school. The samp'le was drawn from four
2 classrooms which had a combined popu'lation of 92 chjldren"

grade

Through

administration of the Goldschmjd-Bentler Concept Assessment Kit-Conser-

vatjon

-

to 5l of the 92 children, the researcher identi'fied ll
l4 conservers and 26 transjtional conservers. The crj-

Form A

nonconservers,

terìon for classification as a nonconserver, a preoperational thinker,
was

a score on the test of sìx poìnts or less out of a possìble l2

poìnts.

To be

the criterjon

classified as a conserver, a concrete operational thjnker,

r.tas

ll or 12 points out of a possible l2
test" Those children scoring between seven

a score of

points on the administered
and

l0

po'ints on

thjs test

were

classified as being transitjonal

servers (Murray, 1g72). Therefore, three groups consisting

girls

and

The rationale

for

con-

of ll

non-

five boys), l2 transitjonal conservers (six
g'ir'ls and six boys), and l2 conservers (six gìrls and sìx boys) were
drawn accordjng to the criteria described from the 5l subiects tested.
conservers (six

draw'ing chìldren who were

either

preopera-

tjonal or concrete operational jn their levels of cognit'ive development
from the same grade was that these children are chronolog'ica'ì'ly similar

in

age related variables such as the number

of years in school and

physical maturation whjle djffering in their measured level of cogni-

tive development"
the measures

of any differences

upon

ty (ì anguage output ) and rhetorical
macrostructures) wjll be related wjth greater probab'ilìty

of

quaììty (story

Furthermore, determjnation

1

i ngu'istì

c

quant'i

to the ìndependent variabie cognitive

development.
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Collection of

Data

This study sought to measure the performance of children of
two cognitjve levels on four story-'language tasks--story generation,

retelling, dictation and independent writing--whjch were operationally
defi ned as fol

I ows

:

l) In the story generation task,the chìld was requested to
tell

a Story in response to a sequence of l5 logjcally ordered black

and whìte

pìctures. To perform thjs task, the chjld first silently

vjewed each pìcture one-by-one

jn thejr

reviewed the p'ictures from the beg'inning

1og'ical Sequence. The chjld

to the end whjle ora'lìy tell-

ing a story derived from the Sequence. Each chjld was permitted to

of tjme was required to perform thjs task. A taoerecordinq was made of the generated story.
?) In the story retellìng task,the chjld was requjred to retell

take whatever length

(w'ithout the aid

of p'ictures) tfre story originaìly

aid of pìctures to a
was no

The

tjme

limit

retold story

second person who had

p'laced upon the

child in

generated

not heard the
performance

with the

story.

of this

task"

was tape-recorded"

3) In the story djctation task,the child was encouraged
compose

There

to

a story which was transcribed as told.

4) In the 'independent writìng task (also referred to as story
wrjtjng), the child was requ'ired to

compose and

transcribe a story

during a classroom writing lesson.

of each of the four story-language tasks was collected each week for three weeks from those children classified as
One sample

l0l
conservers and nonconservers' and one Sample jn each

of two modes,
story dictation and wrjtjng, was gathered each week for three weeks from
the transìtional conservers. Consequently, at the end of the three week
perìod,there were three samples in each of the four modes from two cog-

n'itively dìfferent groups of ch'ildren, and in addjtion to these samp'les
there were three samples in each of the two modes, story dictation and
wrìting for a thjrd cogn'itive grouo.
collected in the
mode

mode

As a

result, there were 69 stories

of story generation, another 69 storíes from the

of story retel'l'ing,

105

stories obtained from the dictation

and 105 storìes which were written'independently, a

of narrative

total of

mode

348 p'ieces

discourse.

Du¡ing the story generat'ion and retelling sessjons, three adult
women

(a quafifjed teacher and tlvo parent volunteers) helped the researcher

to collect the required story

'language samples" Both parent volunteers

of children attending the school though their chjldren
were not in the classes used in the study. The qua'l'ifjed teacher was
studying at the university and workjng haìf tjme as a resource teacher.
The four people formed two teams of two people each. One person was in

were parents

charge

of the story generation task while the other person l'istened to

and tape-recorded the

retold story.

enclosed rooms which were adjacent
generated a story w'ith the
sequenced

aid of

The tasks were performed 'in small

to one another. After the child

one

had

of three specìfied sets of

pìctures (the source of which

is

discussed

later in thjs

in the presence of one of the two teachers, the chjld was taken
to the parent volunteer to retell the story iust told. Wjth the four
people workjng in teams of two' one to collect the picture generated

chapter)
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Story and the other to tape the retold versjon,
week

jt

took one morning

for three weeks to obtajn the 69 required storjes jn

two modes. These

storjes

v\rere

each

of

a

the

transcribed from the tape-recordings

by

the researcher and the qualified teacher who assisted in the collect'ion

of the generated stories.
The

dictated stories were collected weekly from the 35 chjldren

by the researcher. Each child was asked to

up'story.

These

from classroom

transcribed

it

tell

the researcher a'mâde-

stories were collected in a small enclosed

distractions.

As the

chjld told the

room away

stor¡r, the researcher

usìng carbon paper so that the carbon copy could

be

for the study while the orìginal copy of the story could be
given to the child. At the end of the three week period, l05"dictated
retajned

stories had been collected.
The independently

written stories

were obtained from weekly

writing lessons taught by the researcher in each of the four classrooms"
All the chìldren in the class part'icipated. The four classroom teachers
had generous'ly

for the writof a prewritjng activity of l5 to 20

allotted an hour per week in

ìng lessons. The lessons consisted
minutes duratjon followed by the

each classroom

writing period which took the rest of

the hour. The prewnitìng activity

was

a discussion of a vjsual or

auditory st'imulus. The purpose of the stimulus was to generate thoughts
and feelìngs

within the children

based upon

the'ir

own

experiences.

The

d'iscussjon was directed by the researcher who asked the children

questions developed by Sadow (1982) based upon the macrostructure

categories of Rumelhart's (1975) grammar. The questions were as follows:
I

is

)

ì,lhere and when

did the events in the story take p'lace

involved in them? (Sett'ing)

and

who
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started the chaìn of events jn the story? (tnitiating

Z)

What

3)

What was

Event )

the main character's reactjon to thìs event?

(React'ion )

4)
5)

I^lhat

did the main character do about

it?

(Actjon)

l'lhat happened as a result of what the maìn character did?

(Consequence )

These

children.

five questions were modified to suit the vocabulary of

The anst^ters

the

to questions one and two were recorded on the

in short phrases. It was thought that these words might
as spelìing aids. The third question was discussed ora'l1y with the
chalkboard

chjldren while the fourth

and

fifth

act

questions were asked but were not

discussed. By not allowing the children to respond orally to the last

to motjvate the chjldren to write
their stories so that they would tell her jn writing what happened in
their stories. Furthermore, the researcher told the chjldren that, if
two questions, the researcher hoped

they wrote

their storìes,she

I^Jhile

would be able

to read

them

later,

the children were writing,they were qiven help with spelì-

ing words through use of their writing dìctionariés; a notebook with
alphabet'ized pages. tach classroom teacher had her own way

these booklets; however,

thejr overall

use was a book

of

using

into which words

the child wanted or needed could be written by the teacher for the chjld's
'immediate and

future reference.

þJhen

the chÍldren fjnjshed thejr storjes,

they were collected from all the chjldren

the stories the ch'ildren

in the classroom. Though all
wrote were saved, of particular interest in this

study were the storjes written by the 35 chjldren who had been identjfjed
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as belonging to the three cogn'itive group'ings. Follow'ing the
room

writing ìessons,the required

.l05

l2 class-

independently wrìtten stories were

col I ected.
Analys is

of the Data

criteria for ana'lysis were measures of linguistic quantity
and rhetorjcal qualjty. Linguistic quantity referred to measures of the
The

of T-unjts, total number of words,
total number of mazes, tota'l number of words in

mean

dependent clauses and mean dependent clause per

T-unit as del'ineated by

total

number

Loban (1963,1976) and Hunt

quaìity.

mazes,

total

number of

(1965)" There were two measures of rhetorical

The primary measure used

language was

T-unit length,

to analyze all four modes of story-

the fjve story macrostructure categories of Rumelhart's

(1975) grammar using the questions deve'loped by Sadow (1982)"

The

of rhetorjcal qualìty was an holistic evaluation
(Cooper,1977) by grade 2 teachers of the dictated stories. The format
utilized in the holistic evaluation was a modified version of the
secondary measure

for analyzing the wrjtten narratives of grade 3 children. The reason for modify'ing the evaluation

Manitoba l^lrjting Assessment (1982) guide

guide was that the storjes to be evaluated had been dictated and, there-

to spell'ing and punctuation errors wh'ich were
incorporated into the guide. To accommodate the djfference between wrjtìng and djctation, the modified guìde lacked three categories of evalua-

fore,were not subject

tion which were tied to

Mechanjcs and Usage.

The primary measures

defined as follows:

of I inguist'ic quantity were operationa'lly
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l)

The

T-unit,

to a communication unit

comparable

was defìned

as "eAch independent clause and its modifiers" (Loban, 1976:9).
2) "The Maze is a series of words (or jnitial parts of words),

or unattached fragments which do not constitute a communication un'it

to the communication unit" (Loban,1g76:10).
3) The dependent clause was a clause embedded in or attached to

and are not necessary

the main clause which "makes possible a more coherent organization of

related statements"
The

five

(Loban

measures

,

1g76:12)'

of rhetorjcal Auality (tfre t'¡ve

macrostructures

of Rumelhart's (.l975) grammar) were operatìonally defined in the form of
the five questìons developed by Sadow (1982) which were quantified in
T-units. These five questÍons were as follows:
I ) l,Jhere and when did the events in the story take place and
who was

involved in them? (Setting)

started the chajn of events in the story? (Inìtiating

Z)

l^lhat

3)
4)
5)

What was

Event )

l,lhat

the main character's reaction to this event? (Reaction)

did the

main character do about

ì^lhat happened as

it?

(Action)

a result of what the main character

dìd?

(Consequence )

The

tion

used

additional rhetorical quality

with the dictated stories

measures

were operatìona'lly defined

pamphìet provided by the researcher and used by

for the evaluation

(Appendix

B)"

of the holistic

The

withjn

the teachers as a

definitions of the

a

guÌde

seven measures

of the Manitoba Wrjting Assessment Program l9B2
criteria" A summarized definjt'ion of each aspect was as follows:

!,rere an adaptation

evalua-
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l)

The General Impression Mark was

quality of a student's discourse.

2)

a quick, impressìonistic score.

clear pattern of sequential events which

occurred

the beginnìng and end of the story;

3)
made as

was

Qrganization and Sequence entailed the story's introduction

and conclusion plus the
between

It

a judgment about the overall

Word Choìce

referred to the choice of vocabulary the chjld

the story was told.

4)

Theme

indicated that the storyteller had a central idea in

mind as the story was told.

thoug

5)

The ldeas the

6)

Choice

child used reflected a sense of creativity of

ht.

of Detail

and Elaboration made the djfference between

an exciting engag'ing paper and a

7)

Sentence Structure

tences found

ture

ìn a story.

was supportive

I

istless I'ifeless

one.

referred to the use and variety of

Whether

of the story

a part'icular form of sentence struc-

beìng

told

depended upon how

story. In other words, Sentence
dependent upon the story being told and its reader.

reader recejved the

well

structure

Before the stories Were ana'lyzed, the tape-recordings

story generation and retelf ing modes were transcribed.
from

sen-

Then

the

WaS

of

the

the stories

all four modes were djvided into T-units and typed ìn that form.

The exceptìons were the dictated
and paragraph

stories which were typed in both T'unit

format" The type-written storìes became the master copìes

whjch were subsequently photocopied twice, each time with the appropriate

for either the lìngu'ist'ic quantìty or rhetorica'l quaì'ity
analysis. The seven 'linguistic quantity head'ings used in the analysis
headings
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were the

Total

Number

of T-units, Total

Number

words'in mazes), Mean T-unjt Length, Total

of

lrjords

in

Mazes,

Total

Number

of

of

Number

Words (exc'luding the

of Mazes, Total

Number

Dependent Clauses, and Mean Dependent

five rhetorical quality headìngs: Settjng,
Initiating Event, Reaction, Action and Consequence were measured in the
number of T-units each contained, and this score was recorded under the
Clause per

T-unìt.

The

appropriate macrostructure head'ìng.
The secondary form

of rhetorical quality, the holistic

evaluation

of the dictated storÌes had two parts, a General Impress'ion Mark and an
Anaìytic Scale" Each of the parts was defined first in a general manner
and then

specifically ìnto Hìgh, Medìum

Impression Mark was the

story was High,
The

Medium

and Low

qualitjes.

The General

raterrs determination of whether a particular

or

Low

in

comparìson

wjth the other stories read.

Analytic Scale was a ratìng of six aspects of discourse whìch did

not involve the skills inherent in transcriptíon--0rganizatjon
Sequence, Word Choice, Theme, Ideas,

and

Detail and Elaboration, and Sen-

tence Structure.
The

linguistìc quantìty ratings

were performed

jointly by the

researcher and the teacher who had assjsted'in the story generat'ion

and

transcnipt'ion tasks" The rhetorical quality rating based upon the macro-

structure of the story was performed by the researcher while the addi-

tional rhetorical quality evaluation of the dictated stories was performed by four grade 2 teachers who taught jn four schools within the
same school

divjsion from which the subiects studìed

The teacher who ass'isted

were drawn.

in the quantitative rating had collabor-

ated with the reseatcher on a previous project using T-unit analysis,

so

t0B

that both evaluators
held whenever there
aspects

\¡||ere

WaS

practiced in this task" consultation

a concern over the classification of given

of a particular piece of discourse.

sensus was reached between

To perform the

was

l^Jhen

this occurred,a

con-

the two evaluators

rhetorical quality analysis, the researcher

fjrst

sets of
collected sampìes of adult storìes generated from the three
pìctures
black and whìte pictures used jn the study. The source of the

is explained late|in this chapter. The purpose of gathering these
each
stories was twofold, First, the researcher had to be certain that
picture sequence could generate a story which had all fjve story macrowritten
structure categorìes. Second, through analysis of the stories
by adults ìn response to the three sets of pìcture sequences,the
researcher gained practice

in categoriz'ing the fjve

macrostructures"

the researcher was assured Of the presence of each macrostructure
the children's
category in the pìcture sequences,she was able to analyze

lrjhen

storìes to determine wh'ich of the five categories were present in the
four modes of story generatìon, rete'l1ing, dìctat'ion and writing'
additional rhetorical quality analysis of the dictated
who
storìes was obtained through teacher evaluation' The four teachers
B ) which desperformed thìs task were each given a pamphlet (Appendix
The

cpibed the seven

ratìngs"

The researcher met

prior to the evaluation

task
wjth each teacher to d'iscuss each rat'ing category and the overall
approxìmately
which was ìnvolved in the evaluation. Each teacher rece'ived

stories in paragraph form which were numerìcalìy coded' 55
were not
scoring sheets and one criterja pamphlet' Though these teachers
jnstrument' nor had
trained extensjvely in the use of this evaluatjon
55 dictated
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they been involved ìn

jts development,the researcher

considered their

ratings to be reasonably reliable" The rationale for this assertion was
derived from two sources, both cjted by Cooper (1977). The first was
noted by Cooper (1977)

in a study "at the Univers'ity of

London

Inst'itute

of Education (Britton, Martin, and Roseno 1966)" (Cooper and Odell, 1977
l2) in whìch the evaluators were teachers who taught children of the
same age

as those being evaluated, and though they were not trained'in

the task "achieved reliabilities as high as.B2 between teams of three

raters

.,,

(cooper and odel I , 1977:12). The second reason WaS al sO

presented by Cooper (1977) when he stated

scales

is that

they can be developed

for

that

"one advantage

one kind

of writing

of analytìc

and then put

to use thenceforth with all 'instances of that kind of writing o"
(Cooper and ¡del 1, 1977:14)" The teachers performing the holistjc evaluation in this study were experienced grade 2 teachers. Moreover, the
analytìc scale they were using had been deveìoped for analysis of the
narrative writing of grade 3 children in the Manitoba þJritjng Assessment
Program (1982)" As a result, with qualìfied evaluators and a scale

for the ana'lysis of narratives,it was assumed that the holistic
evaluat'ion was relatively reliable" The scores obtained from two
separate raters on each of the three dictated stories for each subiect on

developed

the seven aspects evaluated'in each story
When

vJere averaged and recorded"

the three stories each obtained ìn a d'ifferent week from the

subject were submitted

for analysis,they

were combined so

that

same

even

though there were only two raters per story there were actua'l'ly a total

of six evaluations of the representatìve samp'le of the chjld's dictated
story.

ll0
Dês i gn

The basic experìmental design was a two-way analysis
(Developmentaì

level

X Mode)

of

varjance

wìth repeated measures in each of the four

of story generation, retelling, dictatjon and writing. 0ther
statistical procedures used to analyze the data were one-way analysis

modes

of variance, multip'le t tests

and stepwìse regressjon correlations.

The hypotheses derived from the

four research questions

are

in null form as follows:
Hl.l There is no statistically signìficant difference between
(Tota'l
conservers and nonconservers ìn the quantìty of language output

presented

of T-units, Total l,lumber of lrJords, Mean T-unit Length, Total
Total Number of DependNumber of Mazes, Total Number of hlords ìn Mazes,
ent Clauses and Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-unit) ìn the

Number

four

modes

(story generat'ion, retelling, dictation and wrjtjng)'

statistical'ìy sìgnificant dìfference between
the four modes (story generation, reteliing, dictatjon and writing) in
the quantìty of'language output (Total Number of T-unjts, Total Number

Hl,Z

There

ìs

no

of Wordso Mean T-unit Length, Total Number of Mazes, Tota'l Number of
of
l,lords ìn Mazes, Total Number of Dependent Clauses and Mean Number
Dependent Clauses Per T-unìt)"

statistically significant difference between
(Setting'
conservers and nonconservers in the number of macrostructures
Inìtiating Event, React'ion, Action, and consequence)'used in the four
HZ"l

modes

There

ìs

no

(story generat'ion, retelling, dictation and writing).
HZ.Z There is no statjstjcalìy sign'ificant difference

between

in
the four modes (story generation, retelling, dictation and wrìting)

lil
the

number

of specifÍc macrostructures (Setting' Initiating

Event,

Reaction, Actiono and Consequence)"

H¡.1
'language

is no statistically significant relationshin between

There

output (Total

T-unit Length, Totaì

Number

Number

of T-units, Total

of

Mazes,

Total

Number

of

Number

of

l^Jords, Mean

l¡Jords 'in Mazes,

of Dependent Clauses
per T-unit), and story structure qua'lity (Sett'ing' Initiating Event,
Reaction, Act'ion and Consequence) for conservers in dictation.

Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses and Mean Number

H¡"2 There is no statjstically significant relationshin between
language output (Total Number of T-units, Total Number of trrlords, Mean
T-unit Length, Total Number of Mazes' Total Number of Words in Mazes,
Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses and Mean Numbdr

of

Dependent Clauses

per T-unit), and story structure qua'lity (Sett'ing' Initiating Event,
Reactìon, Action and Consequence)

for

nonconservers

in dictation"

H+"1 There ìs no statist'ically significant djfference between
'in their overall
conserversn trans'itional conservers and nonconservers
ratìngs on an holistic evaluation (General Impression Mark, 0rganìzation
and Sequence, l,lord Choice, Theme, Ideas,
Sentence

Detajl and Elaboration,

and

Structure) of their dictated stonies.

statistically sign'ifìcant relationship between
conservers, transitional conservers and nonconservers in thejr General
H+"2 There

Impressìon Mark as

is

no

related to

measures of'language

output (Total

Number

of Words, Mean T-unit Length, Tota'ì Number of
Mazes, Total Number of Words in Mazes, Total Number of Dependent Clauses'
and Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-un'it) in thejr dìctated
of T-units, Total

stori

es .

Number
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Materials Dèveloped and Utìljzed
To conduct

was necessary

to develop story

genera-

for collection of the story
and retellìng tasks (Appendìx A), and another for the holistjc

tion materjal
generati'on

this study,it

and

to adapt two guides -

one

of the dictated stories (Appendix B)"
The materjal utilized for the story generation task was obtained

evaluat'ion

from three textless or r¡ordless picture books by Fernando Krahn,
o

Adventu re

and

His

Jour

D

,

Abando

and

Pres

,

How Santa

Arthur's

Apfìl Fools. lnlith permission of

the pub'lìshers, 15 pictures from each book were photocopied onto
B 1/4'x ll" sized sheets" These standard sized black and white p'ictures were then lamìnated. Care had been taken to choose pictures
which mainta'ined a sequence, thereby enabling the vjewer

log'ical'ly ordered

story. To determ'ine that a ìogically

to generate

a

ordered story

could'in fact be generated from the p'ictures,25 graduate students
in Education were asked to write stories using the picture sets.
Analysis of these stories indjcated that they were both sequential

and

five macrostructure categorjes of the Rumelhart (19i5)
story grammar" The rationale for choosing l5 pictures was twofold"
First the study by Pou'lsen et al" (1979) had used a similar technique
for story generat'ion in which they had used from l5 to lB pictures.

contajned the

Second, Mandler and Johnson (1977) had found

that the fewer propositìons

there were jn a story the more inferences were required in understanding

it.

Since young children have djfficulty making inferences and infer-

ential ability

was not

of ìnterest in this study, it

limit the amount of inferences

whjch were necessary

was decided to

to a minjmum"

ll3
to standardize the procedures of
story generation and retellìng was an adaptat'ion of the gu'ide utjlized
in the K'ìng and Rentel (1981) study for the gathering of the retold
stories. The guide (Appendix B) for the holistic evaluatìon of the djcThe guide (Appendìx A) used

tated stories was a modifjcation of the Manitoba Department of Educat'ion
l,lrjting Assessment Program l9B2 crjteria for evaluation of written nar-

ratives of grade 3 children. Sìnce the lrJrìting Assessment guide had been
developed for the purpose of ratinq composìtions and the purpose for which
the researcher w'ished to use
was necessary

to

it

was evaluation

of dictated stories, it

remove those aspects which pertained

to writ'ing a'lone.

The removed categories were Usage, Punctuation and Cap'italjzation, and

Spelljng.

The seven categorìes retained were General Impression Mark,

6rganizatjon and sequence,

ì,.lord

choice, Theme, Ideas, choice of Detail

and ¡aboratjon and Sentence Structure, and these were further modified

to address the task of evaluation of a dictatedo as opposed to a written,
story.

In Chapter 3,the

of thìs study were prethe sources of data and means of thejr

Desìgn and Procedure

sentedo the sample was describedo

analysjs were operationally defined, the hypotheses were stated

and

the sources of the materials used were recognized'
In Chapter 4 the analysjs and its findings wi'11 be djscussed"

CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

The purpose

of this study was to

examine

the relatjonsh'ip

two levels of cogn'itive development and the linguistic fluency

rhetorical

quaf

ity of stories generated, retold,

amonc

and

d'ictated and wrjtten

children. Four research questions and their null hypotheses
were presented in chapter 3. In this chapteq the hypotheses wjll be
restated together w'ith a dìscussion of the findings relevant to each
by qrade 2

hypothes'i

s.

The subjects

popuìation

of

jn thìs

study were 35 second graders drawn from

92 children 'in four classrooms

of

one suburban l,J'innipeg

prior testjng with the Goldschmjd-Bentler Concept
Assessment Kjt-Conservatjon - Form A, it was found that there were ll
school.

a

Through

conservers,

transìtjonal conservers within a group
admìnistered the test. From these djstinct groups,

l4 conservers

of 5l chjldren who were

non-

and 26

the experimental subjects were designated so that there were I I nonconservers, l2 transit'ional conservers and l2 conservers. The children'in
the conserver and nonconserver groups produced three qenerated storjes,
three retold stories, three dictated stories and three wrìtten storjes

l2 story-language samp'ìes provided a
representative sample of the four modes of story generatìon, retellìng'
djctation and writing. The chjldren in the transit'ional conserver group

over a three week

period.

produced three dictated
week

These

stories and three wrìtten stories over the three

perìod, a total of six story-'language samp]es

story dictation

and

jn the two modes of

writjnq.

In presentìng the data, the majn effects w'ill be d'iscussed first.

ll5
Next, the four research questions are presented together w'ith the specìfic hypothesis which they generated. For each hypothesjs,a descriptìon

of the data analysis is

presented together

hypothes'is. Lastly, there

of thìs

wjll

with the find'ings of

be a discussion

each

of the general fìndìngs

research.

Main Effects
The data were analyzed by apply'ing a two-way analysis

(developmental

level

dependent variables
program

X mode)

with repeated measures of

story structure and languaqe output.

was the B.M.D.P.2Vl0 Analysjs

utjlized

each

ance Includìng Repeated Measures (Dixon,

of

variance

of the two

The computer

of Varìance and Covarj-

.l982) In add'ition to thìs

form

of statistìcal analysis,there was a Stepwise Regression correlation of
measures of rhetorical quality (story structure or holjstjc evaluation)
and linguìstic quant'ity (languaqe output). rrle computer orogram used
to analyze this ìnformation was B.M.D.P. 2R. Stepwìse Regressjon Correlatjon Including

Repeated Measures (D'ixon,

.l982).

The 'incidence of

trials was co1'lapsed in all measures of language output and story structure as the purpose of three samples, one per week for three consecutive
to obtain a representative sampìe not to observe developmental
change. The .0.] level of sjgn'ificance was selected for the acceptance or

weeks,was

reject'ion of al I stat'istical tests.
General Questjon

l:

Are chjldren classified aS conservers able to provide

more

language output

in the four modes (story generationo retelììng, djctation

and independent

wrjting) than

nonconservers?

ll6
referral to the
results of the two-way analysis of variance (g.l'4.0.p. 2V ) found in Tables
4.1 to 4..]4. The seven measures of language output (Total Number of TThe answer

quest'ion was derìved from

to this

units, Total Number of Injords, Mean T-unjt Length, Total Number of Mazes'
Total Number of hlords ìn Mazes, Totaì Number of Dependent Clauses and
'indìvidually
Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-unit) were submitted
for analysis with regard to the factors of developmental level and storylanguage mode. Two measures
and the

Total

Number

of

of

language output, the

Dependent Clauses were

Total

Number

of

l^lords

statistically sjgnificant.

statistically sìgnìficant difference between conservers and
nonconservers in the Total Number of I'lords and the Total Number of Dependent Clauses used jn the four modes of story generatjon, rete'l'l'ing, dictat.ion and wrìting comb'ìned. Furthermore, f ive of the seven ìanguage output measures, Total Number of T-units, Total Number of I'Jords, Mean T-unit
Length, Total Number of Mazes and Total Number of words in Mazes' were

There was a

statistically significant
levels were
Hyp othesis

between

the four

modes when

the developmental

combined.

l.l

no statìstically significant difference between
.òns..u..s and nonconservers in the quant'ity of language
ouiput (lotal Number of T-units, Total Number of l,lords'
¡lããñ f-unit Length, Total Number of Mazes, Total Number
of Words .in Mazés, Total Number of Dependent Clauses'
jn the
and Mean Number of Dependent clauses per T-unìt)
There

is

mo¿es (story generation,
i ndependent writ'ing ) .

iôur

For the

retel'lìng, dìctation

first of the seven measures of'language

and

output, Total

of T-units (ra¡les 4..| and 4.2),1t was found that there was no
statjstically sìgnificant effect due to developmental level (F(1,21) =

Number

4.69, p(.042), nor was there an interaction between Developmental level

ll7
and Mode (F(3,63)

= 1.54, P (.zza).

For the second measure

'language

of

output, Total

Number

of

I'lords

(Tables 4.3 and

4.4),it was found there was no statistically sìgn'ific-

ant jnteract'ion

between Developmental

and Mode (F(3'63) = 1.04,

level

statistically sìgnìfjcant effect was found for Developmenta'l
.l0.05, p <
.005). Analysìs of the lleans and standard
level (F(1,21) -DeviatjOnS,Table 4.4,indicated that conservers Were superjor to noncon-

p

(.3g0).

A

servers in the Total

of

Number

For the thìrd measure

words used

of

in the four modes combined.

language output, Mean

T-unjt

Length

statjstjcally sìgnìficant effect due
level (F(1,21) = 4.96, p (.osz), nor was there a sign'ifìc-

(Tables 4.5 and 4.6) there was no
Developmental

ant ìnteraction

between Developmental

and llode (F(3,63)"= 0.46,

level

p(.osz).
The

fourth

'language output measure,

Total

Number

of

Mazes (Tab'les

4.7 and 4.8) analyzed by the two-way anaìysis of variance indicated that
there was no

statistically

sìgn'if icant effect due to Developmental level

= 0.35, p (.SAZ), nor was there a statisticalìy s'ign'ificant
ìnteractìon between Developmental level and Mode (F(3,63) = 0.71, p(.+09).
(F(1,21

)

The f jfth language output measure,

Total

l'lumber

of

Words

in

Mazes

(Tables 4.9 and 4.10) provìded find'ings from the two-way analys'is of

variance whjch indjcated that there was no

statjstically signìficant

level (F(1,21) = 0.06, p(.eOZ) nor a statistically sìgnifìcant interactjon between Developmenta'l level and Mode

effect due to

Developmenta'l

(F(3,63) = 0.24, V(.lZS¡"
The

sixth

Clauses (faUes

language output measure,

4.ll

Total

Number

of

Dependent

and 4.'I2) analyzed by a two-way ana'lysis

of variance

llB
indjcated that there was a statistically signifjcant effect due Developmental level (F(1,2.¡) = 7.61,
Standard Deviations

for

p(,OtZ¡"

Developmental

Examination

of the Means and

levels (conservers

and noncon-

servers) in Table 4.12 indìcated that conservers have a significantly
greater Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses than nonconservers

in all four

stat'istically significant interaction
between Developmental level and l4ode for the Total Number of Dependent
Clauses (F(3,63) = 0.57, p (.638).

modes combined" There was no

The seventh language output measure, Mean Dependent C'lauses per

T-unjt (Tables 4..l3 and 4.14) anaìyzed by means of a two-way analysis of
variance ìnd'icated that there was no statistically signìficant effects

level (F(1,21) = 6.07, p( "022) nor was there an
interaction between Developmental level and Mode of statistical signifìcance (F(3,63) = 0"'l5, p (.gzg).

due

to

Developmental

Therefore the

null

hypothesis was rejected as there was a

statis-

tically signifìcant dìfference between conservers and nonconservers
the Total

of

Number

of

Words (F(1,21)

Dependent Clauses (F(1,21) --

Hypothesis

1.2

:

For the

There

js

no

= 10.05, p <.005) and the Total

7.61, p(,0.l2) in

in

Number

all four modes combined"

statistical'ly signìficant difference

between

djctatjon
the f our modes (story generatìon, rete'l'ling,'language
quantity
outìn
of
the
and i ndependent writing)
put ( Total Number of T-unjts, Total Number of l^lords,
Mean T-unit Length, Total Number of Mazes, Total Number
of l,lo rds in Mazes, Total Number of Dependent Clauses and
Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-unit).

first of the seven'language

of T-units (Table 4.1 and 4.2)

output measures, Total

analyzed by the two-way ana'lysis

Number

of vari-

ance,ìt was found that there was a statistically signìficant effect due to
mode

(F(3,63) = 5.51,

p(.Oll).

Analysjs

of thjs effect through multiple

ll9
comparison

t tests (4=.01) indicated that story generation was statjs-

tically sìgnìficant

when compared

to story retelling (t(1,22) = 6.43,

story retelling was statistjcally significant when compared to
story wrìting (t (1,22) = 4.43, p(.000) and story djctation was statis-

p (.OOO);

tjcally signìfìcant
p

when compared

to story writing (t(l'22) = 4,21"

( .oo4).
The second ìanguage output measure,

Total

Number

of

Words (Tables

4"3 and 4.4) anal-vzed by a two-way analysis of varianceofound that there
was a statjstical]y signìficant effect due to Mode (F(3,63) = 7 "07,
p(.003). This effeet was probed by means of mult'iple comparison t tests

(4= .01) which ìndicated that there were statjstically signìficant effects
for the modes of stor-v generation (t(1,22) = 7.61, p(.OOO), retelling
(t(1,22) = 4,88, p(.000)
compared

and

dictation (t(1,??) = 5.53,

p ("OOO) when

'independent writ'i ng.

to

The

third

language output measure, Mean

T-unìt Length (Tables 4.5

and

4.6) analyzed by a two-way analys'is of variärcêrindicated that there

was

a statjstically significant effect due to

p( "003). This effect
(4=01

). It

was found

Mode

(F(3,63) = 6.29,

was probed through multip'ìe comparison

that the

Mean

t

tests

T-unìt Length was statist'ical'ly sig-

of jndependent writjng (t(1,22) = 3.64, p(.OOl), story generation (t(l'22) =
4.13, p (.000) and story reteìì'ing (t(1,22) = 4.78, p ( .OOO).

nificant in the story d'ictation

The

fourth

mode

as compared with the modes

'language output measure,

Totaì

Number

of Mazes (Tab'les

4.7 and 4.8) analyzed by a two-way ana'lysis of variance,indicated that
there was a statìstically significant effect due to Mode (F(3'63) = 11.20,
p ("OOl

)"

Ana'lys

js of thjs effect by means of multjple comparison

120

t tests

(d =

.01

) indjcated that the story dictatjon

mode had

statistjc-

ally s'ign'ificant fewer Number of Mazes when compared with the modes of
story generation (t(1,22) = 5.92, p (.000) and rete'lling (t(l,22) = 6.36,

(.000).

of story writjng had statistical.ly sign'ificant fewer Number of l.lazes when compared to story generatìon (t(l,22)
5.65, p (.Ooo) and retelling (t(1,22) = 6"22, p( .ooo).
p

Furthermore, the mode

The

fifth

(Tables 4.9 and 4.10) analyzed by a two-way analysìs

that there

was

ldhen probed by

that there

multìp]e comparison

were fewer l,lords

nìficant level for the story dictatjon

in

Mazes

!^Jords

'in

of varìance,

a statistically sígnificant effect due to

l0"lB, p< .001 ).
was found

of

language output measure, Total l\lumber

Mode

Mazes

ìnd'icated

(F(3'63)

t tests (d=

.01

=

),'it

at a statistically sig-

mode when compared

with the modes

of story generat'ion (t(1,22) = 5.04, p (.000) and reteì1ìng (t(1,22) =
5.69, p (.000)" Furthermore, there were statjstjcal'ly fewer lrJords in
Mazes for the story writjng mode when compared with the modes of story
= 5'66,
generation (t(1,22) = 4.91, p (.000) and retellìng (t(l
'22)

p

( "ooo).
The s'ixth language output measure, Total Number

Clauses (Tables

4.ll

of

Dependent

and 4.12) analyzed by a two-way analysis

of variance,

indicated that there was no statjstical'ly sìgnificant effect due to
(F(3,63) = 2.73,

p

Mode

(.ost ).

The seventh language output measure, Mean Dependent Cìauses per

T-unit (Tables 4.13

and 4.14) analyzed by

a

two-way analysis

of

variance,

indjcated that there was no statjstically signìficant effect due to

Mode

(F(3,63) = 0".l5, p(.gzg)"
Therefore the

null

hypothesjs was

rejected. Fjve

=

measures of

TABLE

Ana'lysis

of Variance by Developmenta'l Level

Story Mode

Source

of Variation

Dev

Error

SS

6541 .63
29321 .61

for the Total

df

MS

r

6541.63

21

1369"27

Mode

7849 "16

3

IqD

2195 "29

3

Error

4.I

29888.95 63

ltlumber

and

of T-units

F

Tai I
Prob

Greenhouse"

Geìsser prob.

4.69

0

6.39

5. 5t

0.002

0"01.l

731"76

I "54

0.212

0

261

47

"042

"228

4.43

N)
J

TABLE 4"2

Table of Means and Standard Deviations for

the Total

Number

of T-units
Nonconserver

Conserver
Mode

-X

S.D"

X

S. D.

Margi na'l

(dìc)

67.58

32.59

66"36

4t "48

67.00

2 (ind.

49 "17

19.51

33.09

t6.Bl

41.48

3 (tell)

90. 83

?6.51

65"00

10"07

78.48

4 (retel I )

Bl .67

32.47

57.27

17

70.00

Marg ì nal

7?"31

I

wrtg )

55 43

"22

64.24

"

¿
N)
l\)

TABLE 4.3

Analysis of Variance by Developmental Level

for the Total

Story Mode

Source

of Variation

Dev

Error

Mode

MD

Error

df

SS

779241

"88

1669971.78

62991

9.00

92848.86
I 871 580.1

9

1
?1

3

Number

of

799241.88

7

t^lords

F

MS

I

and

Tai I
Prob.

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

0"05

0.005

.07

0.000

0"003

I .04

0.380

0.358

9522 "47

?09973.00

3

30949 "62

63

29707 "62

7

J

N)

û)

TABLE 4.4

Table

of

Means and Standard Deviations

the Total
Conserver
Y

Mode

I

(dic)

Number

of

for

Words

Nonconserver
S. D.

S. D.

Maro i na I

631.08

291 "69

533.64

295. 59

584.48

378. 9t

I 16.03

222"91

117"80

304 " 30

3 (telr)

732 "67

I 90.97

494 "27

128 "49

6l 8. 65

4 (retel I )

666.42

243 "71

4l I "9r

150"13

544.70

2( ì nd.
wrtg

Marg ì

)

nal

60?.27

4l 5.68

5l 3.03

J

N)

Þ

TABLE 4.5

Ana'lys'is

of Varìance by Developmental Level

Story Mode

and

for the Mean T-un'it Length
GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

Tail
Source of Vari ati

SS

on

df

MS

I 89. 53

89. 53

F

4"96

Prob.

0.037

Dev

1

Error

B0l

197 .34

J

65.78

6"29

0"001

0.003

Mode

14"37

J

4.79

0.46

0.7'l

0.652

MD

Error

"93

659.06

38.19

21

63

I

3

0.46

¿
l\)

(-'r

TABLE

Table

of

4.6

Means and Standard Deviations

the

Mean

T-unjt

for

Length
Nonconserver

Conserver

nal

S. D.

X

S.D"

Marq i

X

28.58

4.32

26.45

6. 58

27

25.08

3.71

21.08

3.69

23.17

3 (tell)

24.54

3.09

?2.42

3"56

23 "53

4 (retel I )

4.05

21 "54

3"50

23"22

24 "77

Marg i na ì

25.75

Mode

I

(dic

)

2 (ìnd
wrtg

.56

)

2?.87

24.37

¿
N)
Ol

TABLE

4.7

Analysis of Variance by Deve'lopmental Level

Story Mode

Source

of Variation

SS

for the Total

df

82. 5l

Dev

MS

82. 5l

Number

and

of Mazes

F

0"35

Tai I
Prob.

0

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

"562

Error

4985 " 73

21

237.42

Mode

286l . 55

3

953.85

11.20

0.000

0"001

"71

0.548

0"463

MD

Error

8l .96

3

60"65

5365.98

63

85"17

I

J

1\)
.{

TABLE

Table

of

4.8

Means and Standard Deviations

the Total

Number

of Mazes
Nonconserver

Conserver
Mode

X

S. D.

I (djc)

"67

I "50

I .91

2( ind

B3

I "94

.91

3 (tell)

2l "25

13.67

t8"lB

4 (retel I )

22.83

r4"63

Marg i na 1

11.40

wrtg

for

S"D.

X

3

Marq i na I

.65

1

"26

1.26

0.91

8.84

19"78

14"86

20.00

)

.I6"91

9.50

I

I

0.49

J

N)
@

TABLE

Ana'lysis

of Variance by Developmental Level

for the Total
Source

of Var'ìation

Dev

4.9

SS

df

Number

of

MS

76.68

76.68

Error

24882"27

21

I lB4.B7

Mode

I 3951 " 00

3

4650.33

355 "?2

3

111 .74

63

456"64

MD

Error

28768.52

l^lords

in

and Story

Mode

Mazes

F

0.06

.l0.18

0.24

Tail
-frgL"

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

0.802

0"000

0.001

0.865

0

"725

l\)

LO

TABLE 4.I

Table

O

of Means and Standard Deviations for

the Total

Number

of

Words

I

(dic

X

Mazes

Nonconserver

Conserver
Mode

in

S. D.

X

S.D"

Maroinal

2.58

7

.44

3.09

5

"77

2.83

2"00

2"83

2.09

2

"51

2"04

3 (tell)

39.83

28.92

40.36

45.48

40"09

4 (retel I )

44.16

34"90

35.73

30. 45

40.13

Margi naì

22"15

)

2( ind
wrtg

)

20.32

21.27

(,
O

TABLE 4. I I

Analysìs of Variance by Developmental Level and Story Mode for

the Total

Source

of Varìation

Dev

Error

Mode

MD

Error

df

SS

685.38

I 891

.77

228.45

47.49
I 758"

40

Number

of

Dependent Clauses

685 " 38

21

90.08

J

76.15

3

63

F

Tai I
Prob.

.61

0.0.l

2.73

0.051

0.078

0

0.638

0. 569

MS

.l5.83

7

"57

GreenhouseGeisser Prob

2

27.91

CÐ
J

TABLE

4.I2

Table of Means and Standard Dev'iations for

the Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses

Nonconserver

Conserver
x

J"ù.

Maroi nal

x

_s"q.

13 "25

8.87

B"B2

7

6.4?

6"53

2.73

2.65

4"65

3 (tell)

13"75

8"42

6.64

?.35

10.35

4 (retel I )

lt.l7

8.08

4.55

3. 56

8. 00

Marg i na ì

ll.l5

Mode

I

(d'ic

)

2 (ìnd
wrtg

"12

ll.l3

)

5"68

8. 53

(/)
l\)

TABLI 4.13

Anaìys.is

of variance by Developmental Level

and story

Mode

for the Mean Dependent Clauses per ll-un'it
Source

of Varìation

SS

df

Mode

0.23

3

MD

0"03

3

Error

4.17

63

Geisser Prob.

1

"17

0.338

0"320

0.01

0.15

0.929

0"859

0".l4

2

Greenhouse

0"08

21

Error

Taì I
Prob.

0.022

0.83

0 83

F

6. 07

I

Dev

"87

MS

0.07

(,
(¡)
J

TABLE 4"I 4

Table

of Means and Standard Devìations for
Mean Dependent Clauses Per

Y

T-unit

Nonconserver

Conserver
.Mode

the

S. D.

X

S. D.

Marq i na

0. 63

0.42

0.41

0.27

0.53

0.43

0"34

0.27

0.27

0.36

3 (tell)

0.45

0"28

0"31

0.1 4

0.38

4 (retel I )

0. 44

0.33

0

0.13

0"33

Margi na'l

0.49

I

(dìc)

2( ind
wrtg

l

)

"21

0.30

0.40

J

(^)

Þ
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language output (Tota'l Number

unìt Length, Totaì

Number

of T-unìts, Total

of Mazes and Total

Number

Number

of

of

[,]ordsr Mean T-

Words

in

Mazes)

varìed wìthìn the four modes (story generation, retellìng, dictatjon

writing) at a statistically significant

for

comparjson
I

level.

of the modes (4= .01) the following

There \^,ere more T-unìts used 'in

)

Using mult'iple
r^ras

t

and

tests

found:

story generatìon than retell-

ing and in story retelling and dìctatjon than writ'ing.

?)

There were more words used

and di ctati on than writ'i

3)

The Mean

in story generat'iono retelì'ing

ng .

T-unjt Length was greater ín djctatjon than in story

generatìon, retelling and wrìting.

4)
of tellìng

The

and

Total

Number

of

l^Jords used

in

mazes was

greater in the

modes

retell'ing than jn those of story dictatjon and"wrìting.

of Mazes was greater jn the modes of story
generation and retel'l'ing than jn the modes of story dìctatjon and wrìtìng.

5)

The Total l,lumber

General Question

2

Are children cjassified as conservers able to provide more spec'ific
macrostructures
and

wr j

t'i

ng

in the four modes (story generation, retelìing dictatjon

) than nonconservers?

The

results of the two-way analysis of varjance

showed

that

con-

servers used Initiatjng Event and Reaction macrostructure categories at

a statistically s'iqnificant level in
with nonconservers. Furthermore,
and the

four

when developmenta'l

modes were consjdered,

gory was statistjcally

all four modes combined as compared
level

was collapsed

the Consequence macrostructure cate-

sìgníficant. Examinat'ion

between the modes of

the incjdence of this macrostructure category found that the jncidence of
the

Consequence macrostructure categor.y was

greater jn story generation

136

and

retelling than in story dictation

and

writjng for both

deve'lopmental

groups combined.
Hypothesis

2.1

:

There is no statistically significant difference between
conservers and nonconservers in the number of macrostructures (Setting, Initiating Evento Reactìon, Actìon
and Consequence) used in the four modes (story generation, retelIing, dìctatjon and writing).

to this hypothesis was derived from a two-way ana'lysis
of varjance of the five macrostructures (Setting, Initiating Event, ReacThe answer

tion, Action, and Consequence) wh'ich were submitted ind'ividual ly for
analysjs. Alpha was set at "0.|. The results of the analyses are reported
in Tables 4.15 to 4.24"
The two-way analysis of variance for the fjrst macrostructure
measure,

Setting (Tables 4"15 and 4.16) indicated that there was no sta-

tistically significant effect due to Developmenta'l level (F(l '21) = .87,
p ( "EOl ), nor was there a statistìcal ly s'ign'if icant interactìon between
Developmental level and Mode (F(3,63) = 3"27 , p ( .0Zl).
Initiating Event (Tables 4.17
and 4"lB) when submitted to a two-way analysjs of variance indicated that
there was a statistically s'ignificant effect due to Developmental level
(F(1,21) = 7.82, R(.OOO¡, but there was als0 a statìstically significant
The second macrostructure measure,

interaction

between Developmental

level

and Mode (F(3,63) =

To probe the jnteraction between Developmenta'l
comparìson

level

6,49, P (.OOS).

and Mode, mult'ipìe

t tests (d=.01) of the modes were performed for each Develop-

mental level (conservers and nonconservers). The result

of

these

for conservers, story generation had
a statistìcally significant incidence of the Initiating Event macrostructure as compared to story di.ctation (t(l,ll ) = 30.74, p (.000) and

analyses (Tabl e 4.25) ìndicated that,

137

story writing

(t(l,ll)

= 36.63, p ( .000) while story retelling had

statistical'ly s'ignificant incidence of the Injtiating
ture when

compared

story writing

Event macrostruc-

to story dictation (t(l,ll) = 17"65,

(t(l,ll ) = 22.90, p(.000).

a

Þ

(.00'l)

and

For nonconservers there

was

a statistìcally significant incidence of the Initiating Event macrostruc-

ture ìn the story generat'ion

mode compared

tation (t(1,10) = 16.09, p(.002)
p ( .ooo)

with the

and story

modes

of story dic'

wrìting (t(1,10) = 25.46,

"

third macrostructure measure, Reactìon (Tables 4..l9 and 4.20)
analyzed by a two-way anaìysis of variance found that there was a statjsThe

tical]y signìfìcant effect due to Developmental level (F(1,21) = 8.80,
p (.007). Since there r,las no statistically significant interaction
between Developmental

level

and Mode (F(3,63) =

of Means and Standard Deviations

(Tabl

0.94, p<.417), the Table

e 4.20) was examined to determine

statistically significant. This examjnation indicated that the incidence of the Reaction macrostructure was
greater for conservers than nonconservers"

which Developmental level was

The

fourth macrostructure measure, Action (Tab'les 4.2.l

ana'lyzed by a two-way ana'ìysis

of

statistjca'ì'ly s'ignificant effects

varìance, ìndicated
due

that there

and 4,22)
þ,ere no

to Developmental level (F(l,21)

=

1.82, p(.193), nor was there a statistjcally significant interaction
between Developmenta'l
The

fifth

level

and Mode (F(3,63) =

0.60, p (.SOZ).

macrostructure measure, Consequence (Tables 4.23

4.24) when analyzed ìn a two-way analysìs of variance was found to

and
show

statistically significant effect due to Developmental level (F(1,21) =
5.94, p{"024), nor was there a statistica'ì1y significant interactjon

no

l38
between Developmental

level and Mode (F(3,63) = 0..l0, n (.eOZ¡'

Therefore the nul'l hypothesis was reiected since two macrostruc-

ture measures, Initiating Event (F(1,21) = 7.82, p (.011) and Reactjon
(F(1,2.l ) = 8.80, p (.OOZ) were found to show a statjstical]y s'ign'ifìcant difference between conservers and nonconservers in

all four modes

combi ned.

between
¡Vpplhe56_¿"3_: There ìs no statistìcal ìy s'ignif icant diff erence
dictation
the four modes (story generation, rete'lling,

writing) in the number of specifìc macrostructures
(Setting, Inìtiating Event, Reaction, Action and

and

Consequence ) "

The answer

to this

hypothesis was derìved from a two-way analys'is

of variance of fl've macrostructure measures (Setting, Initiating

Event,

Reaction, Act'ion, and Consequence) which were submitted indivjdually for

analysis. Alpha was set at .01.
reported jn Tables 4".l5 to 4.24.
The

first

The

results of the analysis

were

macrostructure measure, Setting (Tables 4..l5 and 4.16)

analyzed by a two-way analysjs

of

variance,showed

statist'ical ly signjf icant effect due to

Mode

that there

v\'as no

(F(3,63) = 3.30, p( "026).

Injtjating Event (Tables 4"17
and 4.18),when submitted to a two.way anaìysis of variance,ìndicated
that there was no statistically sìgnificant effect due to Mode (F(3'63) =
The second macrostructure measure,

4.43,p(.OZS).

third macrostructure measure, Reactjon (Tables 4.19 and 4"20)
ana'lyzed by a two-Way analys'is of variance, showed that there was no
The

statjstical'ly s'ignif icant effect
The

due

to

Mode

(F(3,63) = .|.54, p (.ZZO).

fourth macrostructure measure, Action (Tables 4.21

and 4.22)

TABLE 4. I

5

Anaìysis of Variance by Deve'lopmental Level
Story Mode

Source

of Variatìon

Dev

SS

df

34.26

and

for the Setting Category

MS

34.26

F

Taìl

Greenhouse-

Prob

Geisser Prob"

"

0. 87

0.361

Error

823 "20

Mode

31

4.80

3

104"93

3.30

0.026

0.054

MD

311 "77

3

103"92

3

0.027

0.056

Error

2003 " 64

21

63

39. 20

"27

31.80

(,
(o
J

TABLE

Table

4.I6

of Means and Standard Deviations

for the Settjng CategorY
Nonconserver

Conserver
X

Mode

I

(dic)

2( ind
wrtg

S. D.

Y

9.09

s. D.

Marq i na I

5.89

8.83

6.08

9.6.l

8.58

4

9.08

4.60

23. 50

9.38

15"9.|

3.1B

19"87

9.08

4. 60

10.18

6"08

9.61

"34

.l0"18

)

3 (tell)
4 (retel I )
Marginal

12.56

I I .34

ll

"98

J

Þ
c

TABLE

Anal¡rsis

of Variance by Developmental Level

Story Mode

Source

of Variation

4.I7

for the Initiating

and

Event Cateqory

Tail
df

SS

1

F

MS

Prob.

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

7

"82

0.01 I

5l "30

4

"43

0"007

0.023

J

75 "22

6

"49

0"001

0.005

63

11.59

Dev

204"27

Error

548"47

21

26"12

Mode

I 53.

9l

J

MD

225 "67

Error

730"11

204 "27

Þ

TABLE

4.I8

Table of Means and Standard Deviations for

the Initjating Event CategorY
Nonconserver

Conserver
X

.Mode

I

(dic)

2 (ind
wrtg

S"D.

5.00

1

"76

3

1

"44

"67

X

S. D.

Marq i na I

4. 9l

3.lB

4

3

2"53

3"70

"73

"96

)

3 (tell)

I

3.25

5.14

8.73

2.57

ll

4 (retel I )

I

3.83

7"15

6.45

3

I

l'4arg i na'l

8.94

5"95

"72

"09

0.30
7.51

J

Þ
l\)

TABLE 4. I 9

Analysis of Variance by Developmental Level
Story Mode

Source

of Variation

Dev

Error

and

for the Reaction Category
Tail

SS

54.29

df

1

MS

54.29

F

Prob.

8. B0

0.007

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

I 29. 58

21

6.17

Mode

25. 55

3

I "52

I "54

0.214

0.220

MD

I 5.6.|

3

5.20

0.94

0.427

0.4r

348 " 95

63

5"54

Error

7

J

Þ
(/)

TABLE 4.20

Table

of Means and Standard

Dev'ìations

for the Reaction CategorY
Nonconserver

Conserver
S. D.

V

S"D"

Marq i na1

3.08

2"07

2.82

2"56

2"96

2.78

2.73

2.05

3.43

4. 08

X

Mode

I

(d'ic

2

(ìnd
wrtg

)

)

3 (tell)

.83

2.92

I "64

1.12

2.78

3

4 (retel I )

3.33

3. 3l

r .00

r .10

2.22

Marg'inal

3"58

2.05

2

.85

J

Þ
Þ

TABLE 4.2I

Analysìs of Variance by Developmental Level

Story Mode

Source

of Variation

Dev

Error

Mode

MD

Error

df

SS

for the Act'ion

MS

ll82.l9

I

r 182.1 9

13714.7 4

21

653.08

and

Category

F

Tai I
Prob.

I "82

0.193

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

4672.82

3

I 557.61

5"56

0"002

0.015

501.65

3

167 "22

0.60

0.619

0. 507

17 634

"37

63

279.91

Þ
(¡

TABLE 4"22

Table

of Means and Standard

for the Action

Deviations

Categor.v

Conserver
S"D.

Mode

I

Nonconserver

(dic)

S. D"

Maroinal

.42

29 "60

4r.09

36"74

41

25.42

15"05

12.27

ll

"83

19"13

3 (tell)

36"75

13.44

27.64

3.91

32.39

4 (retel I )

29 "67

I 2.00

23. 55

7

.71

26.7 4

Margì nal

33.31

41

2 (ind
wrtg

.26

)

26 "14

29.88

è

TABLE 4.23

Analysis of Variance by Developmental Level
Story Mode

Source

for the Consequence Category
Taì I

of Variation

SS

df

MS

Dev

I

9l .00

I

191.00

Emor

647 .91

21

32 "14

Mode

575.34

3

3"83

3

1"28

798.43

63

12.67

MD

Error

and

I

9l .78

Prob.

F

5"94

0

GreenhouseGeisser Prob.

"024

r5.13

0.000

0.000

l0

0"959

0.902

0"

¿

è
-{

TABLI 4.24

of Means and Standard Deviations for

Table

the

Consequence Category

Nonconserver

Conserver
Mode

I

X

S. D.

X

S.D

Marq i na I

"64

3.96

6.13

4.19

3.00

2.72

4"61

14 "17

3.49

10"82

4.21

12.57

4 (retel I )

13"33

4. 89

5"38

22.26

Marg'ina1

10.27

(d'ic

)

2 (ind
wrtg

)

3 (tell

)

7. 50

4

6.08

"12

4

.l.l.09

7

"39

8"89

Þ
co

TABLE 4"25
Mean

Dìfference Between Developmental Level and Mode
Conserver
{?

Mode Comparison

land2

1.76

3.67

1

5.00

1.76

land3

I 3.25

land4

1"76

13"83

7.15

"67

1.44

I3.25

5..l 4

3

2and4

3

I

3and4

"67

3.83

3

"32

30.74*

.l7"65*

36 " 63*

22.90x

1"44
7

"15

13.25

5"14

13.83

7

S.D

X

l4

5.00

2and3

t

"44

5.

Category

Event

Noncon server (¡l=l I )

N=l 2

S" D.

5.00

for Initiating

"23

.15

4.91

3"18

3.73

2.53

4. 9l

3.1B

8.73

2.57

4"9.l

3"lB

6"45

3.72

3.73

2"53

8.73

2.57

3"73

2"53

6.45

3

"72

B

2

"57

3

"7?

"73
6"45

t
1"22

I 6. 09*

1

.36

25.46*

3.65

5.67

J

Modes

: I

= di ctat'ion

*sìgnìficant level =

.01

2 = indepenclent wri tì

ng

3=telling

4=retelling

Þ
LO
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analyzed by a two-way anal¡rsis

of variance jndicated that there

statisticalìy significant effect
The

fífth

due

was no

to Mode (F(3,63) = 5.56, p (.015)"

macrostructure measure, Consequence (fables 4.23

and

4.24) submitted to a two-way anaìysis of variance, indicated that there
.l5.13,

a statistically significant effect due to Mode (F(3,63) =
p (.Ooo) which when probed by multiple comparìson t tests (4--

was

found

that the incidence of the

Consequence macrostructure was

.0.l ),

statis-

tical'ly sìgnificant ìn the story generat'ion mode as compared to the modes
of dictation (t(.|,22) = 5.51, p(.ooo) and writing (t(1,22) = 7"91,
n

(.OOO¡. The Ìncidence of the Consequence macrostructure

tìstically s'ignìficant in the retelling
of dictation (t(1,22) = 4.83, p (,OOo)
p

(

mode

and

was

also sta-

as compared with the

writ'ing (t(1,22) =

modes

6"81 ,

.000 ).

The
showed

nulì hypothesis

was rejected as the Consequence macrostructure

a statistically sign'ificant effect due to

Mode

(F(3,63) = 'l5.15,

"OOO)" Multip'ìe comparison t test anaìysis of the four modes ind'icated
that the modes of story generation and retel'ling had a statistically s'ig-

p(

nifìcant ìncìdence of the macrostructure

Consequence when compared to

the modes of story dictation and writing"
General

est i on

Is there a statistical'ly sìgnìficant relationship

between language

output and story structure qua'lity ìn the dictated storjes of conservers

or

nonconservers?

Using a B"M.D.P. 2R" Stepwise Regression computer program,seven

predictor variables of language output (Total
Number

of

Words, Mean

T-unit Lenqth, Total

Number

Number

of T-unjts,

Total

of Mazes, Total Number

l5l

of

Words

Number

in

of

of

Mazes, Tota'l Number

Dependent Clauses per.

Dependent Clauses, and the

Mean

T-unit) were related to five crìterion

variables of story macrostructure (Setting, Inìtiating Event, React'ion,
Action and Consequence)" The alpha level was set
acceptable tolerance
accounted

at .01.

The mjnjmum

level was .01, which meant that any variable

for less than one pèr cent of the difference

which

between predictor

criterion varjables did not enter the equation. The results for
conservers ìndicated that the Total Number of Words (Table 4.26) accounted

and

for 22 per cent of the varìance in the macrostructure category of Initiatìng Event, 53 per cent of the varjance ìn the macrostructure category
Reaction and BB per cent of the varìance in the macrostructure category
Actjon, while the Total
the Total

Number

of

Number

of T-unjts,

l^lords accounted

for

Tab'le 4.26, when combined wjth

63 per cent

of the variance

in

the Initiat'ing Event macrostructure category in the dictated stories
of conservers. However, the Total t{umber of T-units, Tabl e 4.27, accounted

for
for

of the variance in the Action macrostructure category
nonconservers ìn dictated stories.
99 per cent

Hypothesis 3..|

There is no statistically signifìcant relationshin between
language output (Tota'l Number of T-unìtso Total Number
Totaì Number of Mazes,
of Words, Mean T-unit Length,
Total Number of l^lords 'in Mazes, Tota'l Number of Dependent Clauses and Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per Tunìt) and story structure quality (Settìng, Injtiating
Event, Reaction, Action and Consequence) for con-

servers in dictation.

In the dictated stories of conserversrfor the
Settìng
Number

(Tabl

e 4.26) there

r,,,as

a

1ow

of T-unìts (0.24) and Total

first criterion variable,

pos'itjve correlatjon

I'lumber

of

Words (0.21

for the Total

),

and a negative

correlation for the other fjve measures, Mean T-unit Length (-0"24),
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(-.21), Total

Total

Number

of

Mazes

Total

Number

of

Dependent clauses

T-unìt

(-0

"24).

Since the

Number

(-0..l2)

of

Words

in

Mazes

(-0'35)'

and Mean Dependent clauses per

criterion variable Setting

accounted

for

less

of the varìabilìty it did not enter the equat'ion'
The second criterjon variab]e, Initiating Event (Table 4'26)
from the conserver's djctated stories anaìyzed by means of a Stepwìse

than one per cent

Regression

correlation indicated that there

was a moderate posjt'ive cor-

of T-units (0"63) and Total Number of l^lords (0.53)
which, when combined,accounted for 62 per cent of the va¡iab'ility of
relatìon w.ith rotal

Number

the Inìtìating tvent.macrostructure category.

The

other predìctor vari-

ables had a moderate to low negative correlat'ion with the Initiatìng tvent

criterion variable, l'lean T-unìt Length (-0.54), Total Number of Mazes
(-0.07), Total Number of l^lords ìn Mazes (-0.15), Total Number of Dependent Clauses (-0.13) and Mean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-unìt
(-0.55)"

third criterion variable, Reaction (Tabl e 4"26), 'in the dictations of conservers was found to have a moderately positive correlation
wjth the predictor varìables of Total Number of T-units (0"7.l) and Total
The

(0.73), a low positive correlatjon with the Total Number
of Dependent Clauses (O"Zg) and a low negat'ive correlation wjth the
remaining four predìctor variables, Mean T-unit Length (-0'05), Total
Number

of

l^lords

Number

of

Mazes

(-0.14), Total Number of

Dependent clauses per
Number

of

T-unit (-0.009)"

l,lords accounted

for

l,lords

The

53 per cent

in

Mazes

(-0.15) and Mean

predictor variable Total

of the variability in

the

of conservers' djctated storjes'
The fourth crìterjon variable, Action (Tabl e 4.26) in tne djctated

Reactìon macrostructure category
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presto¡ies of conservers correlated at a high positive level with the
dictor variables, Total Number of T-un'its (0.93) and Total llumber of

(0.94). In fact, the Total Number of Words accounted for BB per
cent of the variability in the Actjon macrostructure category of conServers' dìctated stories. There was a moderately posìtive correlation

Words

wjth the Total

Number

(0.37) and Total

of I'lazes (0"37), Total Number of

Number

of

Dependent Clauses

in

Mazes

(0.51), and a low negatìve

correlation with the Mean T-unit Length (-0"24)
Dependent Clauses per T-unit (-0.30)'
The

l^Jords

and Mean Number of

fìfth criterion varìable, Consequence (fanle 4.26) in the

dìctated stonies of conservers was found to have a low posìtìve correla(0".42) and
t.ion with the predictor variables, Total Number of T-units

Total

Number

of l,lords (O.g¡) and a low negat'ive correlation wjth

other five predìctor varjables,

of

Mazes

(-0.24), Total

Number

Mean

of

the

T-unit Length (-0.35), Total

tr^lords

'in Mazes (-0.36), Total

Number

Number

of Dependent clauses (-0.26) and Mean Number of Dependent clauses per Tunit (-0.34). None of the predìctor variables were of sufficìent magn'itude to account for one per cent of the variance ìn the criterion vaniable, consequence, so they dìd not enter the stepwìse Regression Equatìon'
Therefore th'is hypothes'is was rejected. The stepwise Regression
found

of

for the predictor varìables (Total

Words, Mean

T-unit Length, Total

Number

Number

of

of T-units, Total l,lumber

Mazes, Tota'ì Number of

of Dependent clauses and Mean Dependent
clauses per T-unit)--that the criterion variable of Initìatjng Event
and
accounted for 39 per cent of variance in the Total Number of T*units,
Total
22 per cent of varjance jn the Total l{umber of ì¡lords" combjned, the

l,Jords

ìn

Mazes, Total Number
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ts and the Total Number of Words accounted for 62 per cent
of the variance in the Initiating Event category. The criterion variNumber

of

T-uni

able Reaction was predicted by the Total

l'{umber

of

l^lords which accounted

of its varìance" The predictor variable of Total Number
of Inlords accounted for BB per cent of the criterion variable, Action
macrostructure category. The other criterion variables of Setting and
for

53 per cent

Consequence

did not enter the equat'ion as their variance accounted for

less than one per cent of the variability.
Hypothesis 3"2

The

:

is

no statistically signifiç¿¡l re'lationship
between language output (lotal Number of T-units, Total
Number of ì¡'Jords, Mean T-unjt Length, Total Number of
Mazes, Tota'l Number of l,lords in Mazes, Total Number of
Dependent Clauses and Mean Number of Dependent Clauses
per T-unìt) and story structure quality (Sett'ing,
Initiat'ing Event, Reaction, Action and Consequence)
for nonconservers in dictation.
There

fjrst criterjon variable,setting

stories of nonconservers

when

(Table 4.27

) in the djctated

correlated with the seven pred'ictor varj-

of language output,was found to have a low positive correlation
with six of the varjables, Totaì Number of T-units (0"34), Totaì Number
of Words (0.34), Total Number of Mazes (0"30), Totaì Number of ï^lords in
ables

Mazes

(0.24), Total

Number

Dependent Clauses per

for

Mean

of

Dependent Clauses (0.47) and Mean Number of

T-unit (0.06). A low negatìve correlat'ion

T-unÍt Length (-0.32)"

None

of the predictor variables

was found

were of

sufficient magnitude to enter the Stepwise Regression Equation.
The second criterion variablen Initiating Event (Tabl e 4.27) in
the story dictations of

nonconservêFSrwas found

to

have

a low posit'ive

correlatjon with six of the predictor variables (Totaì Number of T-units
(0"25), Total

Number

of

þJords

(0.27), Totaì Number of

Mazes

(0.53), Total
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of I'lords in

Number

and Mean Number

of

Mazes

(0.44), Total

Number

Dependent Clauses per

of

Dependent Clauses (0.25)

T-unit (0.21))

and a low nega-

tive correlation with one pred'ictor variable (Mean T-unit Length (-0"12))'
The variance in the predictor variables lVas not of sufficjent magnitude
to account for one per cent of the variability in the criterion variable,
Injtiating Event, therefore they did not enter the Stepw'ise

Regression

Equati on.

The

third crìterìon variable in the dictated stories of

noncon-

servers, Reactìon (Table 4.27) had a low positive correlation with four

predictor variables (Total

Number

of T-units (0.3.l), Total Number of

of Mazes (0.31)

Total

of

Words jn

Words

(0.22), Total

Mazes

(0.37)) and a low negative correlation with the remainingthree pre-

djctor variables

Number

(Mean

of sufficient
The

Number

T-unit Length (-0"12) and l4ean Number of

ent Clauses per T-unìt (-0.39)).
were

and

magn'itude

None

Depend-

of the seven predìctor varjables

to enter the

Stepwise Regressìon Equation.

fourth criterion variable Ín the dictated stories of

noncon-

servers, Action (Table 4.27) was found to have a high pos'itive correla-

tíon with three predìctor variables (Totaì
Number

of

Ì^lords

(0.88) and Total

Number

of

Number

of T-units (O.gS), Tota'l

Dependent Clauses (0"61

), a

low posìtive correlation wjth two predictor variables (Total Number of
Mazes

(0.25) and Total

Number

of

l^lords

in

Mazes (O.gg)) and

correlatjon with the remainìng two predictor varìables
Length (-0.62) and Mean Number
The predìctor varjable

90 per cent

Total

of

(Mean

Dependent Clauses per

Number

of T-units

a negative
T-unjt

T-unit (-0.33)).

was found

to account for

of the variability'in the criterion variable Action in

dictated stories of nonconservers.

the
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The

fifth criterion variable,

Consequence (Table 4.27

) in the

positive cordictated stories of nonconservers was found to have a low
(0'10)'
relation with four predictor variables (Total Number of T-un'its

of l,Jords (0. l3 ), Total Number of Dependent cl auses (0.3.l ) ,
(0.30)) and a low negaand l,lean Number of Dependent Clauses per T-unìt
tjve correlatjon wìth three pred'ictor varjables (Mean T-unit Length

Total

Number

(-0..|8), Total Number of

Mazes

(-0.17) and Total

Number

of

Dependent

of the predictor variables accounted for one per
cent of the variance in the criterjon variable Action and,therefore,did
Cjauses

(-0"22)).

None

not enter the Stepwise Regressjon Equat'ion'
Thjs hypothesis was reiected. The crjterion varjable, Actjon
Total
macrostructure category was predicted by the predictor variable

of T-units which accounted for 90 per cent of the variance in
Action macrostructure category. The other four criterion variables'
Number

the

Sett.ing, Inìtìating Event, Reaction and consequence,indiv'ìdual1y accounted
for less than one per cent of the variance and were therefore,not subin
mjtted to the stepwise Regression Equation" This may be observed
Tabl

e

4.27

0f addjtìonal ìnterest

was

the relationship observed between the

T-unìt Length (a measure of. I'inguìstic complexity) and measures of
ìinguistjc quantity (Total Number of T-units, Total Number of words, Total
rhetorical quafity (SetNumber of Mazes, etc.) and the five measures of

Mean

ting, Inìtiating

Event, Reaction, Action, and consequence). Table 4'28

presents the correlation coefficients

for the relationship of

these varj-

both conservers and nonconservers. The correlation for the
f inguistic
conservers between the Mean T-unit Length and measures of

ables

for
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quantity was low but pos'itive for five of the measures (Mean T-un1t
Length (1.0000), Total Number of Mazes (0.0032), Tota'l Number of Words ìn
Mazes (O.OASZ),

Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses (O.ZOZ}) and l4ean Depend-

ent clauses per T-unit (0.7130)). Two of the linguistjc quantìty measures
(Total Number of T-units (-0.¡ogs) and Total Number of InJords (-0.1999))
a negative relationshjÞ, âs did the five measures of rhetorical
quaìity (Setting (-0.2408), Inìtjat'ing Event (-0.5360), Reaction (-0.0472)'
showed

Action (-0.2408) and

Consequence

(-0.3546)) with the

Mean

(a measure of l'inguìst'ic complexjt,v). Sìnce both Total
and

Total

that is,

Number

of

Words

Number

Length

of

T-un'its

are the units of measure of rhetorical quaì'ity'

each story macrostructure category

therefore words,

T-un'it

ìt is possible to consider

is composed of T-units
the Total

Number

and

of T-units

of llords as measures of rhetorical quality. Therefore ìt may be suggested that a measure of linguist'ic complexity (Mean
T-unit Length) was measuring variables which were opposite to those of

and the

Total

Number

rhetorìcal qualìty (fìve-story macrostructures), while measuring comparable varìables to those variables measured by linguistic quantity (five

of the seven'ìanguage output varìab'les). Though thjs relationsh'ip was
observed for conservers,ìt was not observed for nonconservers who had a
negatìve relationshìp between measures of linguìst'ic complexity and
measures of lingu'ist'ic quantìty and rhetorical quality" F'ive of the seven
measures showed a moderate and negat'ive

correlation

between Mean T-units

of linguìst'ic quantity (Total Ìrlumber of T-units (-0.6601 )'
Total Number of Words (-O.SOl8), Total Number of Mazes (-O.ZSlS) and
Total Number of Dependent Clauses (-0.4301)). If the first two variables,
Total Number of T-units and Total Number of Words'were accepted as
and measures
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Correlatjon of Language Measures with Story Structure in Nonconservers'Dìctated Stories
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TABLE 4.28

T-unit Length (tjnguistìc Complexìty)
Measures of Linguistic Quantity and Rhetorical Qua'lity

Correlation of

Linquistìc Ouantìty
Total Number of T-units
Total Number of Words
Mean T-unit Length
Total Number of Mazes
Total Number of Words in Mazes
Total Number of Dependent Clauses
li{ean Dependent Clauses per T-un'it
Rhetori ca'l

Setti

Qua

ìi

Mean

and

Conservèr

Nonconserver

-0.3693

-0.660.l

-0. I 999

-0.

*

561 8

1.0000

1.0000

0.0032

-0"r959

0. 0BB7

-0.2575
-0.430r

0

"2623

0"7'l30*

0.

541

I

ty
-0. 2408

-0"3198

-0.

5360

-0.1229
-0 " 4695

Act ì on

-0 "0472
-0 "2416

Consequence

-0 " 3546

-0.081 0

ng

Initiating

Event

Reacti on

-0.

61

99*

* critical

value = "5760
sìgnificant level = "01
J

O)

O
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of rhetorical quality due to the fact that the-v also form the
basic unit of measure for each story macrostructure category and their
sum would be equivalent to the sum of the story, then,as wjth the con-

measures

server group,there was a negative relationship between 'l'inguistic

pìexity

rhetorical qua'lity. 0n the other hand,the relationship
'linguistic complexity and linguistic quantity was not as clear

and

between

for

com-

nonconservers as

for

conservers since the measures

of Total Number

of Dependent Clauses
were negative and not positive as they had been for conservers. Thereof T-units, Total Number of
fore there

\^¡as

and quantity

l,lords and Total Number

not a posìtive relatìonship between'l'inguistic complexjty

for

nonconservers while there appeared

to be such a rela-

to jndjcate that
measures of linguistic complexity and rhetorical quality were in fact
measuring dìfferent variables ìn the dictated stories.
tionship for conservers. Moreover,both groups

General Question
tlJhat

seemed

4

'is the statist'ical relationship among an hol'istjc evaluation

of the dìctated story of a conserver, trans'itional conserver and non'language
output?
conserver and measures of
Usìng a one-way ana'lysis of variance (B.M.D.P. 2V)' it was found
that there

was

a statistically signifìcant difference between conservers,

transitional conservers

and nonconservers

in the overall ratings they

received on five measures (General Impressìon Mark, Organìzatjon
Sequence, Theme, Ideas, and Sentence

Sample

Structure) of the holistic evaluation

4.30). Analysis of the d'ifcomputer program (g.l'4.0.p.3D) for 0ne-Sample and Two

of their dictated stories
ferences using

and

(Tables 4.29 and

t tests found that conservers had statistjcal'ly signifìcant scores
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at Á = .01 as compared to

nonconservers on

four of the five holistic

evaluation measures (General Impress'ion Marko Theme, Ideas, and Sentence

Structure).

The

statistjcalìy nonsignificant

measure between conservers

and nonconservers was Sequence and Organization. The

transitional

servers were statistìcally superior to the nonconservers on

con-

all five

of the holjstic evaluation measures (General Impress'ion Mark, 0rganìzation and Sequence, Theme, Ideas and Sentence Structure) which indicated
a statistjcally signìficant djfference at the Developmental level.
Comparing the crjterion variable, General Impression Mark wjth
the predìctor variables (Total Number of T-uníts, Total Number of Words,
Mean T-unìt Length, Total Number of Mazes, Total Number of Words in
Mazes,

Total

Number

of

Dependent Clauses and l{ean Number

of

Dependent

T-unìt),it was found that the l4ean T-un'it Length accounted
for 33 per cent of the variance in the General Impression Mark of the
nonconservers' dictated stories (Table 4.31). For conservers and transiClauses per

tional conservers,there
between

was no

the criterion variable General Impression l4ark and the

predictor varìables (Table
Hyoothesìs 4"1

seven

4.31 ).

no statistically sign'ificant difference
transitional conservers and nonconservers,
between
overall ratings on an holistic
in
their
conservers
(General
Impression Mark, Organization and
evaluation
Theme, Ideas, Detail and ElaboraChoice,
Sequence, Word
Structure)
of their djctated stories.
tjon, and Sentence

There

ìs

A one-way analysìs

tjc

statistically sìgnificant correlatjon

of variance (B.M.D.P. 2V) of the first holjs-

measure, General Impression Mark (Table 4.29 and 4.30) indicated that

statistically signjficant effect due to Developmentai level
(F(2,32) = 6.98, p("OO¡). Probed by means of 0ne-Sample and Two-Sample

there was a
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t tests (B.M.D.P. 3D) with alpha set at .0l,it

was found

that there was

a statistjcally significant difference between conservers and

noncon-

servers (t(.|,21) = 3.23, p (.OO+) and transitjonal conservers and nonconservers (t(1,21) = 3.93, p(.001) but not between conservers

trans'itíonal conservers (t( 1,22) =
The one-way ana'lysis

0.91

and

2, p( .g12)

of variance of the second holistjc evaluation

measure, Qrganization and Sequence (Tables 4.29 and 4.30), indicated that

there

v\,as

a statistically significant effect due to Developmental level

(F(2,32) = 5.190 p (.Oll
and Two-Sample

).

Probing

t tests ( Á = .01 ), it

tical]y signifjcant difference

thìs effect by means of
rlilas

between

found

One-Sample

that there was a statjs-

transitjonal conservers

and non-

conservers (t(1,2.]) = 3.14, p (.005), but not between conservers and nonconservers (t(l,21

) = 2.65, p(.0.l5) nor conservers

servers (t(1,22) = -0.41,

P

and

transjtjonal

con-

(.689).

of variance for the thjrd holistic evaluation
measure,l,lord Cho'ice (Tabl e 4.29 and 4.30), indjcated that there was no
statìstical'ly sìgnìfjcant effect due to Developmental level (F(2,32) =
4.78, n (.ots¡.
The one-way analysis

of variance of the fourth measure of holistjc
evaluation, Theme (fantes 4.29 and 4.30) indjcated that there was a statisticaìly significant effect due to Developmental level (t(2,32) = 5.42,
The one-way analysis

p(.OOg).

Probed by Qne-Samp'le and Two-Sample

t tests (4 = .0.¡), it

was

found that there was a stat'istically s'ignificant difference between conservers and nonconservers (t(1,21) = 3.'l7, p (.005) and transitional conservens and nonconservers
conservers and

(t(1,21) = 3"08, p ( .OOO) but not

between

transjtional conservers (t(1,22) = 0.24, p(.812).
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A one-way ana'lysjs

of variance of the fifth

measure

of holistic

eva'luation, Ideas (fanles 4.29 and 4"30)' indjcated that there was a
statistjcally sjgn'ificant effect due to Developmental level (F(2'32)

=

6.62, p( .00a). Thìs effect was probed with a 0ne-Sample and Two-Sampìe

t test (4 =.0'l) whìch found a statjstically sìgnificant difference
between conservers and nonconservers

(t(1,21) = 3.87, n(.OOt) but
conservers and transitional conservers (t(1,22) = -0..|6,

sitjonal conservers
between
p

(t(1,21) = 3.'l5, p (.OOO) and tran-

and nonconservers

not

(.ezo).
A one-way analysìs

of variance of the sixth measure of holistic

evaluatìon, Choìce of Detail and Elaboration (faUles 4.29 and 4.30)'
jndicated that there was no statisticaì]y significant effect due to

level (F(2,32) = 4.24, p(.OZS).
A one-way analysis of variance of the seventh

Developmenta'l

measure

of holjstic

evaluation Sentence Structure (Tables 4"29 and 4.30) ìndicated that there

a statist'ica'lly signìficant effect due to Developmental level
(F(2"32) = 7.21 , n (.OOS1, Probed by One-Samp'le and Two-sample t tests

was

(o4

=.01),a statìstjcally signifìcant d'ifference

(t

was found between con-

3.46, p(.OOZ) and transjtional
"21) =
conservers and nonconservers (t(1,21) = 3.27, p (.OO+), but not between
servers and nonconservers

(l

transitional conservers (t(1 r22) = 0"10, p (.923).
Therefore the null hypothesis was reiected" There !ùas a statis-

conservers and

tically s'ignìficant difference between conservers and nonconservers
(t(lrZl) = 3.23, p(.004), transìtional conservers and nonconservers
(t(1,21) = 3.93, p (.OOl), but not between conservers
conservers (t( 1 ,22) = 0.91 2, p ( .912).

and transitjonal
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Hvpothesis 4.2

ìs no statistically significant relationsh'ip
between conservers, transitional conservers and nonconservers in thejr General Impression Mark as
related to measures of language output (Total Number

¡

There

of T-units, Total Number of l^Jords, Mean T-unit Length'
Total Number of Mazes, Total Number of l^lords in Mazes,
Total Number of Dependent Clauseso and Mean Number
of Dependent Clauses per T-unit) of theìr djctated
stor'ìes

.

A Stepwise Regress'ion Correlation (g.N.0.p" 2R) compared the

crì-

terjon variable General Impressìon Mark with the seven predìctor variables (Tota1 Number of T-units, Total Number of Words, Mean T-unjt Length,
Total

Number

of Mazes, Total

l,lumber

Dependent clauses, and Mean Number

each Developmenta'l

of

of

lnlords

in

Mazes,

Total

Dependent clauses per

of

Number

T-unit) for

level (conservers, transit'ional conservers

and non-

conservers ).

For conservers,correlation
Impression Mark (fanle 4.31

of the criterìon variable General

) with the seven predictor variables indicated

that,in the dictated stories,there

tltas

a

'low

positive correlatjon wjth

the crjterìon va¡iable General Impression Mark and three pred'ictor variables (Tota1 Number of T-units (0.23), Total Number of ì^Jords (0"23) and
Mean

T-un.it Length (0.03)) and a low negative correlation

ing four pred'ictor variables (Total

of words in

Mazes

(-0"48), Total

Number

Number

of

for the remain-

of Mazes (-0.49), Total
Dependent clauses

T-unit (-0"47))"

Number

(-0"33)

and

of the predictor varì¡lbles were of sufficient magnìtude to account for one per cent
of the variance in the General Impression Mark of conservers'dictated

Mean Number

of

Dependent Clauses per

None

stories and,therefore,did not enter the Stepwìse Regression Equat'ion"
Correlatjon of the criterjon variable General Impressìon [tlark for

transitjonal conservers'djctated stories (Table 4.31) wjth the

seven
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predictor variables indicated that there was a low positive correlatìon
for six of the measures (total Number of T-units (0.40), Total Number of
I^lords

(0.48),

(0.15), Total

Mean T-un
Number

jt

of

Dependent Clauses per

Length (O.Zq), Total Number

of

Words

in

Mazes

Dependent Clauses (O.gS) and Mean Number of

T-unìt (0.25))

and

a low negat'ive correlation with

of Mazes (-0.07))" The predictor variables
were not of sufficient magnitude to account for one per cent of the
variab1lìty in the General Impressìon Mark of the transjtional conservers'
one measure

(total

Number

dictated stories and,therefore,did not enter the Stepwise Regression
Equati on.

Correlation (g.t'4.0.p. 2R) of the criterion variable General
Impression Mark for nonconservers' dictated stories (Table 4.3.l) with the
seven

varìables jndjcated that there was a low posìt'ive correlatìon for

measures

(Total

(0.34), Total

Number

fìve

(0.18) and Total

of T-units (0.3'l), Total Number of Words
of Mazes (0"26), Total Number of l'Jords in Mazes
Number

Number

of

Dependent Clauses

(0.33)) and a negat'ive cor-

relation with two measures (Mean T-unìt Length (-0.58)

of

Dependent Clauses per

T-unìt (-0.13)).

and ltlean Number

The pred'ictor

varjable,

Mean

T-unjt Length was of suffìcjent magnitude to enter the Stepwìse Regressjon
Equation. It accounted for. 33 per cent of the variatíon in the General

of the dictated stories of nonconservers.
Therefore the null hypothesis was rejected. There

Impression Mark

was

a statjs-

t'ical.¡y sign'ificant difference between nonconservers and conservers

transitional conservers as 33 per cent of the General
d'ictated storìes

unit

Length.

for

nonconservers can be accounted

and

Impression Mark

for

by the Mean T-

for

TABLE 4.29

for Components of an
Holistic Evaluation of Dictated Stories

Anaìysis of Varjance

Source of
Vari ati on

Component

Genera I Impress'ion
Mark

SS

df

Tail
MS

F

Prob

"

Dev.

85.72

2

42"86

6"98

0. 003

Sequence

Dev.

7l "65

2

35. 83

5.19

0.0.l1

Word Choice

Dev

"

44"83

2

22.41

4

0.01

Theme

Dev

"

56

"32

2

28.16

5.42

0.009

Ideas

Dev.

71.35

2

35.67

6.62

0"004

Detaì I

Dev

56.06

2

28.03

4

"24

0

Sentence Structure

Dev.

60 "27

2

30.14

7

"21

0.003

Organìzation

and

"

"78

5

.023

J

Oì

!

TABLE 4"30

Table

of Means and Standard Devìations for the Holìstic Evaluation of the Dictated Stories
Transitional

Conserver

Conserver

Nonconserver

V

S"D.

X

S. D.

Mark

11"25

3.r6

ll"l3

2"22

7.82

1.81

6"98*

Orqani zat'ion and
Sequence

10"92

2"81

11.38

2

"72

8"09

2.29

5"19*

Word Choice

10.42

?.54

10"46

?.14

8"00

1

4.78

Theme

ll"l7

2.65

10.92

2"42

8.32

I .57

5

"42*

Ideas

10.63

2"85

I

0.79

2.30

7

1

.57

6

"62*

9.67

3.13

10"17

2.48

7.23

I .90

4

"24

10.46

2.04

10"38

2.14

7

.59

r .93

7.21*

General Impression

Choice of Detail
and Elaboration
Sentence Structure

*sìgnificant level =

X

"64

S. D.

"67

F

.01
J

Ot

TABLE

4"3I
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Summar

The

specific statistical procedures which were used to

analyze

the data in testing the various hypotheses and the results of these
hypotheses have been described

earlier in the chapter.

General Findinqs
The

overall analyses of variance (fanles 4,1 to 4,24) indicated

that there were statist'ically signìficant djfferences between conservers
and nonconservêrs with regard to two measures of linguistic quantìty and

of rhetorìcal quality in the four modes (story generation,
retellìngn dictation and writing) combined. The linguist'ic quantìty
measures were the Total Number of tlords and the Total Number of Dependent Clauses whìle the rhetorical qualìty measures were Injtjating Event
two measures

and Reactìon macrostructure

categorìes.

Furthermore,

it

was found that

of the Inìt'iating
Event macrostructure category (Tabl e 4.25) in the modes of story generation and retelling as compared wjth those of story dictat'ion and wrìting
while nonconservers showed a statìstìcal'ly significant difference for the
conservers had a

statjstically s'ign'ificant

inc'idence

in the mode of story generation as compared to modes of story dictation and writing. Anaìysìs by
Stepwise Regress'ion (Tables 4"26 and 4.27) of the measures of linguistic
Initiatìng

Event macrostructure category only

quantity and rhetorìcal quality indicated that the Total

Number

of T-units

statìstjcal sìgnificance,for 39 per cent of the varìance
in the macrostructure category of Injtiating Event for the conservers
and 99 per cent of the varjance in the macrostructure category of Actjon

accounted,wìth

for the nonconservers in dictated stories. For the conservers,the Total
Number of l,lords was the next most statjstically signìficant predjctor
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varìable for the macrostructure categories of Inìtiatìng Event,
tion and Action found in dictated stories. The Total Number of

ReacWords

for 22 per cent of the varìance in the initiating Event macrostructure category, 53 per cent of the variance in the Reaction macrostructure category and 88 per cent of the variance in the Action macro-

accounted

structure category of conservers' dictated stories.
Another measure

of rhetorjcal quality, holistic

evaluation

ratings for the dictated stories (Table 4,29), indicated that there was a
statjstjcall_v significant dìfference between the three developmenta'l

levels) conservers, transitional conservers

and nonconservers on

fjve of

the seven aspects measured" The two statistically nons'ignificant measures were l,lord Chojce and Choice of Detaìl and Elaboration. The fìve
measures wh'ich were

statistjcally sìgnìfìcant,

Sequence and QrganìzatiOn, Theme,

General Impression Mark,

Ideas, and Sentence Structure

were

further by One-sample and Two-Sample t tests whjch showed that
there was no statist'ical'ly sìgn'if icant d jfference between conservers and
transjtjonal conservers on the fjve measures though both qroups were
statistjcally different from nonconservers" The conservers were statjs-

probed

tically different

from nonconservers on four

of the five

General Impression Mark, Theme, Ideas and Sentence

measures'

Structure while

the

transit'ional conservers !úere statistical'ly dìfferent from nonconservers

in the prevìously

mentioned

four

measures p'lus the

fjfth

measure of

Sequence and 0rganization"

The

criterion variable Generai

rheto¡ical quaiity

when compared

of Iinguìstic quantity (total

Impression Mark, a measure of

wjth seven pred'ictor varjables'

Number

of T-units, Totaì Number of

measures
!'Jords'
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of Mazes, Total Number of l'lords in
Mazes, Total l,lumber of Dependent Clauses and Mean Number of Dependent
Clauses per T-unit) for the three Developmental levels (Table 4.31)
T-unit Length, Total

Mean

indicated that,
accounted

of

for

Number

for the nonconservers'

one measure, l4ean

33 percentof the variance

nonconservers' d'ictated

stories.

in the General

T-unit

Length

Irnpression llark

For both conservers and transi-

tional conservers the seven nredictor variables accounted for less than
one per cent of the variance in the criterion varjable General Imnression
Mark

"

Chapter 4 presented the analysis and fjndings

tabular and discussìon format. Chapter 5 will

its

of the study in

summarìze

the study

conclusions, discuss the educatjonal ìmp1ìcations and propose

future research.

and

CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose

of thjs

research was to address the theory

'in
that cognitive level (preoperational or concrete operatjonal) young
children jnfluences thejr abj'l'ity to recall the 1ogìca1 sequence found
jn stories (Pìaget and Inhelder, .¡969). Thjs diffjculty with logìcal
generate, retell,
sequence was analyzed through the child's abi'l'ity to

dictate and write stories.
The secondary purpose was

itative

to

examine

the quant'itatjve and qual-

of the language generated in the four modes" This was
by measuring story mjcrostructure through the use of the

aspects

accompljshed

T-unit and dependent clause (Loban' 1963,1976; Hunt, 1965) and story
macrostructure through the use of Rumelhart's (lgZS) story qrammar"
The dual purpose

for

whjch answers were

l)

set for this study generated four questions

sought.

These questions are:

Are chjldren classified as conservers able to provjde

more

in the four modes (story generation, retel'ìing, djctation
and ìndependent writing) than nonconservers?
2) Are children classifjed as conservers able to provide a
language output

greater number of specific macrostructures in the four modes (story generation, retel'ììng, dictation and ìndependent wrjtìng) than nonconservers?

3) Is there a stat'istical'ly signìficant relatìonship
ìanguage output and

conservers

4)

or

between

story structure quality in the djctated storjes of

nonconservers?

l,lhat

is the statistjcal

relationship

among an hol

jst jc
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evaluatjon of the dictated story of a conserver, transitional conserver

of

and nonconserver and measures
Summar

language output?

of the Desi

n

in thìs study were 35 grade 2 children from four
jndjvìdual classrooms in one suburban ld'innipeg school. Throuqh prìor
testing of a sampling of 5l of the 92 grade 2 chjldren with the GoldThe subiects

schmjd-Bentler Concept Assessment Kit-Conservation

ll

-

Form

A,

it

was pos-

l2 transitional conservers and l2
conservers required for this study. The o"jterion for each classificatjon was based on the number of points a child scored on the test out of
sible to classìfy the

nonconserversr

a possible l2 points. Nonconservers scored

between

0 and 6 poìnts'

transjtjonal conservers obtained from 7 to l0 points'inclusive,
servers scored ll to 12 points (Þlurray, 1972)"
Each

of the conservers

and nonconservers provided

story-'language samp'les while the

and con-

a total of l2

transitional conservers provided 6

story-language samples. The four modes of language, story generat'ion,

retellìng, dictat'ion
tjve weeks.
story

The

based upon

and

writing

were collected week'ly

for three

story generation task required each child to
a logically

sequenced

consecu-

tell

a

set of l5 black and white p'ictures

of three textless p'icture books by Fernando Krahn. The taperecorded story was later transcribed. The story retelf ing task was the
chjld's recollection of the story composed with the aid of the picture
sequence. Thìs story was retold without the aid of pictures to a second
adult who had not been present at the child's first story tellìng. The
story retelling was tape-recorded for later transcription. The story
from one
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djctation task

was

the child's opportunity to

compose

a story as the

it while the wrjting task enabled the chjld to
were produced
compose and transcribe a story. As a result, two storjes
researcher transcribed

in

an

oral context whìle two other stories

were developed under the con-

straints of transcrjptjon. Moreover there were four storjes collected
per week from each child classjfied as a conserver or nonconserver under
four djfferent circumstances'and two stories per

week were gathered from

ch-ildren classified as trans'itìonal conservers through story dictation
and urrit'ing

.

of the storìes was analyzed according to seven measures of
ts Total
I ì nguì st'ic quant'ity or l anguage output: Total Number of T-uni
'
Total Number
Number of l.lordso Mean T-unìt Length, TOtal Number of Mazes,
Each

of

r¡Jords

in

Mazes, Total Number

of

Dependent clauses, and Mean Dependent

clauses per T-unìt (Loban, 1963, 1976 and Hunt, 1965); and

torical quality

measures

five

rhe-

of story macrostructure: Setting, In'itjatìng

Event, Reactjon, Act'ion and consequence (Rumeìhart,1975). In addition
to thjs twofold ana]ysis, the djctated stories were evaluated on an

holistjc scale by four grade 2 teachers teach'ing withìn the same school
djvjsjon in which the study was performed. The seven measures of the
hol.istic eval uat'ion (Cooper , 1977 ) of the dictated story were General
Impression Mark, Organ'ization and Sequence, blord Chojce, Theme, IdeaS'

choice

of Detail

and Elaborat'ion and sentence structure"
Summarv

of

Findin s and Conclusions

The find.ings and conclusions are summarjzed

four General 0uest'ions as fol

I ows:

jn relat'ion to

the
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stio

'l

classified as conservers able to prooutput in the four modes (story generation, reteìlinQ,

.

vide more'ìanguage

Are children

dictation and writing) than

nonconservers?

Children who were classified as conservers were fotrnd to use at

a

statisticalìy siqnificant leveì, a greater Total Number of ì^lords and Total
Number of Dependent Clauses than did chjldren classìfied as nonconservers
ìn the four story-'lancuage
levels were

combined and

modes combjned" When

the four story-language

the two developmental
modes lvere compared,there

statjstical'ly sìgnìfìcant findings. F'irst, the Total Number of
T-un'its were used more in story generat'ion than retelling and more in stor.v
retel l'ing and dictation than writ'ing. Second, the Total l'lumber of Words

were f.ive

used

jn stor-v generation, retel I ing and d'ictation

used

jn writ'ing. Third, the

Mean

T-unìt Length

was greater than those

was

greater jn story d'ic-

tatjon than'in the other three modes. Fourth and fifth, the Total Number
of Ì,lords jn Mazes and the Total Number of lrlazes were greatelin story
generation and retelling than ìn story dìctation and wrjtjng.

results of the two-way analysis of varjance (g.N.n.p. 2U,
lg12) revealed that there were statjstjcally signìficant differThe

Djxon

,

ences (p <.01

)

between conservers and nonconservers

with regard to

two

of 'language outputo the Total Number of lnJords and the Total
Number of Dependent Clauses ìn the four modes (story generat'ion, retell-

measures

writing) combìnecl. Kìng and Rentel (l9Bl) de'ìineated
three steps jn the young child's journey from oral to written languaqe.
The fìrst of the three steps related well to the Total Number of Words
ing, djctation

and

jn the four contexts. Kìng and Rentel (1979) stated, "The first
step 'is the chi I d' s ab'iì i ty to sustai n an utterance unsupported by

used

promptìng, questjons and feedback" (Kino and Rentel, 1979:252). Moreover,
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if

chìldren who are classjfjed as conservers, concrete operational

thìnkers are able to express utterances of statistjcalìy siqnifjcant
length in comparìson to those utterances expressed by nonconservers'

in the four modes of story generatjono retelljng;
djctatjon and wrìting, then it would seem that thjs verbosÌty is of
assistance to the conserver in all four story language tasks and
preoperational thinkers

exempì.ifies the

first

stage referred to by K'ing and Rentel (.l979).

statistjcally signifÍcant djfference between conservers and
nonconservers in the Total Number of Dependent Clauses used in the four
The

modes

of story generati

be consjdered an

on

,

retel

I i ng

,

d

j

ctat'ion and wri tì ng comb'ined may

jndirect indicat'ion of increased linguistic maturity.

that the mean T-unit length was an index of linjn subordjnate
gu'istìc maturity wh'ich grew jn lenqth due to an'increase
clauses. It js noted that depenclent clauses (subordinate clauses) are
Hunt (1965) concluded

with a statistically s'iqnificant djfference by conservers when
jndjcate that concompared to nonconservers, ä situatjon which may
produced

servers are begìnnìng

to

be able

to consoljdate

more thought

jnto

longer

units, for as Hunt stated:
unless \¡le suppose that there ìs less thought per word
ìn the writing of older students then we must suppose
that as studeñts mature they learn to incorporate a
larger and larger body of thouqht-jnto a sjngle
relåied organiiatjon.- (Hunt, ig65:143-144)
The reason

that jt js

suggested

that conservers

consoljdate more thought into longer un'its
accomplished

were beg'inning to

is that,should

this task in a statistically sign'ificant

they

manner,

have

there should

also be a statistìcally sìgnificant difference between the two deve'lopmental groups wìth regard to the measure of the Mean T-unit Length whjch
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not the

vüas

case

Additìonal analysis (mu'ltipìe comparison t-tests) of the

mean

dif-

ferences between the four modes of story generatìon, retel'l'ing, d'ictat'ion

writing for the two developmental levels

and

five statistìcal1y significant

were

the Total

Number

of T-units

was

combined revealed

that

there

d'ifferences between the modes" Fjrst'

significantly different in story genera-

tion than retel'ling and story retel'ling and dictation than writing. Second,
the Total Number of l,lords used was siqnìficantìy different ìn story generation, retellìng and dìctation when compared to story writìng' Thjrd,
T-unit Length was statistìcal'ly oreater in the mode of story
djctation than the modes of story generatìon, retelling and writing'
the

Mean

Fourth, the Total

Number

of

l.lords used

in

Mazes was

statistical'ly greater

in the modes of story generation and retellinq than those of dictation and
writing" Fifth, the Total Number of l4azes was greater in the modes of
story qeneration and retel'l'ing than'in the modes of story djctation and
wri

ti

ng

"

In consìdering possible explanations for the five prevìous'ly mentjoned findìngs, ìt may be that the first, the Total Number of T-unìts which
was stati st'ica'l ]y greater i n story retel l ì ng and di ctati on than writi ng ,
and the second finding that the Total Number of LJords which was statistical'ly greater in the three

modes

of story generatìon, retelling

and djcta-

djfficulty children have in
transcribìng their ideas. This was a difficulty Petty (1977) recogn'ized
for he suggested research be initiated to study "the struggle children
undergo in their transition from oral to written language" (petty,1977:76).
tìon as

The

compared

to writing,

thìrd fìndìng, the

Mean

underscored the

T-unit Length, a measure of linguist'ic

comp'lex-

statjstically greater in the mode of story dictatjon than in story
generat'ion, retelljnq and writjng which appears to indicate that the

ity

was
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chjldren ìn thjs study were capable of composìng stories using
language.

When

the children were allowed to use theìr

own

complex

experientjal

jn story djctation rather than bejng t'ied to picture stimuli
as in the story generation task or a recollection of picture stimulj as in
the story retelling task, the Mean T-unit Lenqth was statìstically ìonger.
A factor which may have decreased the Mean T-unit Length, the dìfficulty
ìnherent in transcrìptìon,was absent in the dìctation task. The value of
resources as

story d'ictation as
who found

pared

compared

to story writjng

was studied by Howell (1955)

dictated stories to be statistìcally s'iqnjficant

to written stories in

measures

of the Total

Number

when com-

of l''lords, the

Vocabulary, and the Total Number of ßeneralizations (common elements,
values and cause and effect relat'ionships). 0n the other hand, the find-

ings of the oresent study regarding the superiorìty of story dictation to

story generatìon and retell'inq appear to contradict the fjndjngs of
paopas (l9Bl ) tfrat story retel'lìng was superior to story d'ictatjon.
may

not be'legitimate to

make

It

a direct comparison with the Papnas (l9Bl)

of ljnquistjc quantit.y
(Loban, 1963, 1976 and Hunt, 1965) and rhetorical quality (Rumelhart,
lgi5), while the Pappas (198.l) study used a combjned measure of'linguistjc

study since the present research used measures

quantìty and rhetorical quaìity, the Cohesive Harmony Index (defined by
Pappas (1981 ) 'in consultation wjth R. Hasan (1980)).

In consjderation of the fourth
relate to

Mazes,

first'ly,

and

fifth

findings mentioned

whjch

there were statistjcally more Words in Mazes in

story generatìon and retel'ling than the other two modes. Secondly, there
wenestatistically more Mazes 'in story qeneratjon and retelling than
story djctatìon
the Maze found

and

wrjting.

Loban (1976) who jdent'ified and labelled

in the 13 year study that a low incjdence of Mazes

lB0

coupled wìth the Mean T-unit Length was a good indicator

oral

and

wrjtten language.

Those

of facifity in

children who had a shorter

to

Length and more llazes were observed

be unaware

of their

Mean

T-unit

audience

as

ìn the tone, orqanjzatjon and content of what they sajd or
wrote. Perhaps the findings of the present study could be interpreted
as bejng ìndicatìve of the gradual development of oral skill and sense
observed

of

aud'ience

in the grade 2 children

Question

2.

Are children classjfied as conservers able to pro-

vide more specific macrostructures

retellìng, d'ictation

studjed.

and

in the four modes (story

writing) than

The ch'ildren who were

generat'ion,

nonconservers?

classìfjed as conservers used,at a statis-

tically signìficant level the stor-v macrostructure cateqories of Injtjating Event and Reaction in the four story language modes (story generatjon,
retel'lìng, dìctatjon

and

wrjting)

combined as compared

to chjldren clas-

sified as nonconservers. Furthermorê, conservers used the inìtìatìng
Event macrostructure catecory more frequently at a statistìcal'ly signifìcant level jn the recall task (story retelljng) as compared wjth
ejther the story djctation or wrjting tasks. Nonconservers, on the other
hand, showed no statìsticall-v sìgnìfìcant difference between their use

of

any

of the story macrostructure categories ìn theìr story retellings

as compared with the storìes they dictated or wrote.
A two-way ana]ys'is

of variance (g.N.o.p. 2v, Dixon, 1982) jndj-

cated that two macrostructure categorìes,
were

statistically sìgnìficant for

jn the four modes combìned.

Initiatìng

Event and Reaction,

conservers as compared

Comparing these

to

nonconservers

findings wìth those of

Stein and Glenn (1978),'it'is noted that the Injt'iatinq Event macrostructure

l8l
category was the thìrd most readily recalled category' while the Reaction

js

like Stejn and
Glenn's Internal Response category' Was the fourth most lìkely to be

macrostructure category, which

remembered

in this

category, ancl one lvhich

case

fìfth

more

graders recalled sìgnìfìcantly

in the present study conservers tended to make statistically sìgnificant use of these two macrostructure cateqorjes jn all four modes as compared wjth nonconservers'
(p(.05)

more

often than

first graders.

Since,

of the two macrostructures may be indjcatjve of a
more advanced level of functionjnq' more comparable to that of grade 5
conservers' usage

chìldren than to the grade

I

children studjed by Stein and Glenn (1978).

Since the macrostructure category

Initiatinq Event, when sub-

mitted to a two-way analysis of variance, indjcated that there was a
statisticalìy sìgnifìcant effect due to Developmental level and that

'

there was also a statistica'lìy sìqnificant interaction between Developmental level and Mode, the jnteract'ion ì¡ras probed by means of mult'iple

t tests.

The

result of these anaì-vses indìcated that,for conservers,the

story generatìon and retelling tasks had a statìstically signìfìcant
.incjdence

of the Injtiatìng

Event macrostructure as compared

tasks of story dictation and

writing

wh'ile,

for

to

nonconservers,

the

the jnci-

of the Initiatjng Event macrostructure was statistically s'ionìficant in the story generation task as compared to the tasks of story
dictation and wrìting. In other words, with the use of pictures (story

dence

generat'ion) both Developmental level s utìl ized the Inìtiatìnq Event
macrostructure, but when the pictures Were no longer present (stor.y

retellìng) the conservers alone demonstrated a use of the Initjatjnq
Event macrostructure. This finding seems to support the suqgestjon by
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pìaget and Inhelder (lgOg) tfrat preoperatjonal thinkers (nonconservers)
are st'imulus bound, that ìs, when the vjsual stimuli were present in the

story ç¡eneratìon task,the nonconservers were able to ident'ify and utilize the Inìtiatjng Event macrostructure category, but when the stìmulj

ìn the story retellìng' the nonconservers were
unable to utjlize this macrostructure category. 0n the other hand,the
concrete operat'ional thìnkers (conservers) were able to produce the

were no longer vìsìble,as

Injtiatìng

Event macrostructure when the stimulus was present

generat.ion and when

it

was absent

in story retelling.

in story

Brown (1975)

that recognìt'ìon of a story through reviewing pjctures \¡\las an
easjer task for kìndergarten chjldren who, it would be presumed'were

observed

preoperatìonal thinkers than free recall 'in the absence
Grade 2

children were able to recall from

of the p'ictures.

memory equall,v as

we'ìl as they

to reconstruct or recognize a story throuqh use of pìctures.
Furthermore,ìt should be noted that use of visual stimuli made a
jatìng
statistical'ly s'ign'if ìcant difference in the jncidence of the Init

were able

Event macrostructure

for both Developmental levels as the two story

tasks (dìctatjon and writinq) which did not use such stimuli were shown
to have a statjst jcal'ly 'less sìgnìf ìcant incidence of the Initiat'ing

to the task (story generation) usinct
picture stimuli. This observatjon seems to stress the value of us'ing
visual stimulj to develop young chìldren'S recognjtion and use of
narrative structure which has been observed by Poulsen et al. (1979)'
Event macrostructure when compared

Brown (1975) and Smith and Bean (.l983).
By means

of multìpìe

differences between the four

t

testso

modes

'it was poss'ìble to probe the mean

for the incjdence of the Consequence
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macrostructure category.

It

structure category in the

modes

greater than

was found

that the jncidence of this

of story generation

in the modes of story dictation

and

and

macro-

retellìng was

wrìtìng.

Compar'ìng

thjs fjndìng with those of Mancller and Johnson (1977) who ana'lyzed memory
for orally told stories, jt is noted that Mandler and Johnson found the
Consequence or Ending, as they named th'is macrostructure category, to be
the least remembered macrostructure by both chjldren and adults. Perhaps
wjth the pìcture stjmulì present, the children in the present study

had

to state the Consequence macrostructure category in their generated storjes and in the jmmediate recollections of the retellìnc task,
the Consequence macrostructure category was reta'ined, whereas jn the
reason

story dìctation and writjng tasks there

\^ras

no orompt

or stimulj for

the

Consequence macrostructure category.

Questìon

3. Is there a statjstjcal'ly

between language output and

stories of conservers or

s'ignif icant relationsh jn

story structure quaììty in the dìctated

nonconservers?

In the djctated stories of children classjfjed as conservers, the
Total Number of l,Jords used predicted at a stat'ist'ical ìy signìf icant level
the use of three story macrostructure categories, Initiatìng Event,
Reaction, and
l{umber

of

presence

T-un

Actjon.
jts,

pred

An addìtional language output rneasure, the Total

jcted at a statistìcal l.y s'ignìf ìcant level the

of the Initiat'ing

Event macrostrucutre categor¡r

storìes of conservers. The only language output

measure

in the dictated
to predìct at

a

statjstically sìgnìfìcant level the presence of a macrostructure category
in the djctated stories of nonconservers t¡las the Total Number of T-unjts,
which predicted the presence of the Actjon macrostructure cateqory.
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Using a Stepw'ise Regress'ion (B.M.D.P. 2R, Dìxon, l982) for
repeated measures,
l¡Jords

it

was found

that the measure of the Total

Number

predicted the presence of the macrostructure categorìes

of

of Initiat-

ing Evento React'ion and Actìon for conservers, while the Total

Number

of

T-units predicted the Initjatjng Event macrostructure category for conservers and the Actjon macrostructure category
conservers used a

for

nonconservers. Since

statjstìcal1y s'iqnif jcant Total ttlumber of

the macrostructure categories

of Injtiating

lnJorcls and

Event and Reaction as compared

in the four modes comb'ined, it should loqica'l1y fol low
that the Total Number of Words would be pred'ictive for conservers of
the two macrostructure categories of Inìtiat'ing Event and Reaction. An
to

nonconservers

additional way to consjder the relatjonship between the Total
l^Jords

and the macrostructure categories

of Initiating

Number

of

Event and Reaction

is to recall that the Total Number of l^lords and the Total

Number

of

T-unìts were measures of rhetor'ìcal quality as welì as Iinguìstìc quant-

ity.

Since the story macrostructure categorìes were represented

units,the whole story

jn

T-

is the sum of the Total Number of T-units which

of the Total Number of blords. Therefore the Total Number
of l,lords, the story as a whole for conservers, predicted the presence
of three macrostructure categories, Inìtiatinq Event, Reaction and
Action. Furthermore, when the Total Number of T-unjts, a measure of the
whole story, was combined with the Total Number of Ìnlords, also a measure
was composed

of the whole stor-v, the combined measures were predictìve of the
Initiating Event macrostructure category for conservers. For nonconservers, the Total Number of T-units alone \^/as predictive of the Action
macrostructure category.

lB5

Another observatjon was the relationship
(seven language output measures) and

structures)

comnared by means

of f inguìstic

rhetorjcal qual'ity (fìve

quantit-v

macro-

of their correlation wjth the l4ean T-unit

of 1ìnguìstjc complexity. The correlatìon coeffjcients for the f'lean T-unìt Length for lìnguìstic quantity were posìtìve
Values for conservers as compared to the negative values for the fjve

Length, a measure

rhetorìcal

qual

ity

measures. The

were posìtive values and

fact that I'inguìst'ic quant'ity

rhetorìcal quality

values would seem to suggest that a measure
\,,Jas

measuring comparable varìables

to those

measures

measures were negat'ive

of ljnguìst'ic complexity
measured by

the ljnqu'ist'ic

quantìty measures, but dissimìlar to vaniables measured by rhetorical
qua1.ity. In other words, linguìst'ic complexity and rhetorical qualìty
were not equivaìent values

sented between

for conservers.

The relat'ionship

iust

nre-

lìnguìstic quantìty and rhetorical qualit-v measures for

conservers was not as clear when the same variables were considered

for nonconservers. The seven lìnguistìc quantity measures'when comoared
to ljnguìstìc compìexity (Mean T-unit Length), were not all posjtjve
values as they had been for conservers. The rhetorical qualìty measures
wjth lìngu'istic complexity were negative as they had been for
conservers. It may be said that the lingu'istic complexity measure
compared

(llean T-unit Length) was quantifying a

different set of variables

as

wjth those variables quantifìed by the rhetorical quality
meaSures, an ObSerVâtjon made for cOnservers and noncOnservers aljke'
compared

similarity between the relationshjp between rhetorìcal qual'ity'
'lìnguistic quantity and linguist'ic complex'ity for conservers and non-

The

conservers ended when the

lingu'istic complexity measure (Mean T-unjt

lB6
'l
) was compared to the ì nguì sti c qual 'i ty measures (Total Number of
T-units, etc.). The pattern observed for conservers did not apnly to

Length

nonconservers.
Research by crowhurst (1980, 1983a, l9B3b) jndicated

that

a

of I jnguìstic comp'lexìt-v, the lvlean T-unìt Length, was not indicatìve of rhetorìcal quality in narratjve dìscourse. Therefore to observe

measure

that the rhetorjcal qualjty

measures vrere negative when compared

wìth the

T-unit Length further supoorted the Crowhurst (lggO, 1983a, l9B3b)
observatjon. The relatìonshìp between rhetorical qualìty and 1ìnguistic

Mean

for conservers. For nonconservers' the pattern between the two measures of rhetorìcal quality and 1ìnguìstic

quantìty was clearly defined

quantìty was not as sharp'l¡r
Questjon

4.

l^Jhat

clef ined.

ìs the statjstìcal relat'ionship

holjstjc evaluatjon of the dictated

stor-v

among an

of a conserver, transjtional

of language output?
A definite distinction at a statjstical'ly sìgnìficant level was
made by teachers between the dìctated stories of nonconservers and the
conserver and nonconserver and measures

dìctated stories of conservers and transitional conservers. The teachers
rated the dictated stories of preoperational thinkers at a statist'ically
lower level than the djctated stories of ejther the concrete operational

th'inkers or the transitional group. Furthermore, the General Impression
Mark which djstìnguished between nonconservers on

the one hand, and con-

servers and transìtìonal conservers on the other hand,was predicted at

a

statjstically signìficant level by the language output measure, the Mean
T-unit Length 'in the djctated storjes of nonconservers. Therefore the
Mean T-unjt Lenqth pred'icted the General Impressìon Mark for nonconservers.
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of a gne-way Analysjs of Variance (9.¡4.0.p. 2V) revealed that
of the seven measures of holjstjc evaluationo fìve measures, General
Use

ImpressÌon Mark, Theme, Ideas, sentence Structure and 0rganìzation and
Sequence were

stätjstically sìgn'ificant

when

the three cognìtìve groups,

conserversr transitional conservers and nonconservers were compared.

The

two statist'ica'lly nons'ignìf ìcant measures were l^lord Cho'ice and Choice of

Detajl and Elaboratjon.
compared on

When

mean

djfferences of the grouÞs were

the fjve measures, us'ing Qne-Sampìe and

(g.Ì'4.0.p. 3D),

ìt

became

servers were similar on

al'ly sign'if ìcant
conservers on

Sjnce the

it

t

tests
con-

all fjve measures. Both groups \n,ere statistic-

when compared

all fjve

Two-Sampìe

clear that conservers and transjtìonal

to the nonconservers, the transitional

measures and

exceptÍon being the measure

2 teachers,

the

of

the conservers on four measures, the

Sequence and Qrganìzatjon.

holjstjc evaluatjon was performed by experìenced

was

jnterestjng that

grade

the-v confìrmed a d'ifference between

conservers and nonconservers which had been suggested by measures of

lìnguìstic quant'ity and rhetorìcal qualìty. Furthermore' the fact that
the grade 2 teachers performìng the holjstic evaluation noted a statis-

ticalìy sìgnìficant difference

between conservers and nonconservers jn

the General Impressjon Mark was noteworthy in ljght of the Stewart and
Grobe (1g7g) research. Reviewjng the New Brunswìck provincjal wrìting
evaluat'ion, Stewart and Grobe found for grades 5, B and

ll that the

teachers' quafity ratìngs vJere correlated with the number of words wrjtten
and the'low frequency

of spe'ììing errors,

though not wìth the syntactic

of words per T-unìt, words per c'ìause or clauses per T-unìt.
In fact, in the Stewart and Grobe study,25 ner cent of the quality ratìnq

measures

lBB

could be accounted

for

by the lenqth of the composìtion and the absence

of spellìng errors. since the storjes jn thjs study were dìctated, the
spe11Ìng errors, ìf presentrvJould be those of the researcher, not the
ch1ld dictating the stor.y, so that this variable did not o'lay a role in
the ratjng difference. 0n the other hand, the length of compositìon may
have played a signìficant role in the evaluatjon of the dictated stories
since conservers used a statistically sìgnificant

Number

of

l¡lords

in all

to nonconservers. l,Jhile the conservers
and nonconservers differed statistically on the Total Number of l^lords
used, there was no statistìca1ly signìficant difference in thejr lt4ean

four

modes combjned as compared

T-un.it Length. The fact that teachers found a stat j stica1l-v signìf icant

difference between conservers and nonconservers when such statistìcal
sìgnìficance did not exjst

for syntactic

Stewart and Grobe (1979) fjndjng

measures seemed

to support the

that teachers'qualìty ratings

were not

correlated with the syntactic measures of words Der T-unjt or clauses
per T-un'it.
Another Source

of support that there is a lack of

agreement

syntactic comp'lexìty measures and rhetorjcal quality was found
by Crowhurst (1980). In a study of discourse ìn the narrative mode as
between

compared

to dìscourse in the argumentative mode,Crowhurst (.l980)

found

that the measure of syntactic complexìty, Mean T-unjt Lenqtho was not
necessarjly tìed to evaluation of the rhetorjcal qual'ity of stories.

In

the present study, there was not a statjstjcally siqnificant difference
between conservers and nonconservers on the measure Mean T-unit Length'
though there was a

statistically significant djfference jn the holistjc
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evaluat'iOn conservers recejved as cOmpared

to nonconservers' It

was

for 33
found that,for the nonconservers, the Mean T-unit Length accounted
per cent of the variance in the General Impression Mark' For conservers
and

transitìonal conservers,the

Mean

T-unit Length had no affect

upon

the General ImPressìon Mark"
Furthermore,

in this study the holistic

measures

of

Theme, Ideas,

being stasentence structure and Organizat'ion and Sequence were rated as
s'ignjficant when the three groups were compared' In the

tìstìcally

Harris ('|977) stu¿y,

it

was found

that teachers as a rule believed that

they gave more weight to content and Organjzatjon than sentence Strucpreture and l{echanìcs and Usage when, in realjty, the-v did not' In the
sent study,the elements of Mechanjcs and Usage were removed due to the

of story djctatjon; therefore, Mechanjcs and Usage were not
factors in the evaluation while Sentence structure remained as a factor'
The fact that the teachers found the four measures of Theme, Ideas'
0rganization and Sequence and Sentence Structure statistical'ìy s'ignjfjcant between the groups of chìldren would ind'icate that, compared to the
teachers ìn the Harrjs (1977) stu¿yo the teachers in thjs study djd disnature

crimjnate between the chìldren on variables of content and Organization
as wel I as those

of

Sentence Structure
Discussion

findings of the present research pìaced wjthin the context of
the revjew of the ljterature of Chapter 2 suggest that the dìfference
The

between preoperational

thinkers (nonconservers) and concrete operational

thjnkers (conservers) as measured by the Goldschmjd-Bentler

Concept
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Assessment Kjt-Conservatjon

dicted.

-

Form A was

the djfference which was pre-

The controversy over the preoperational

remembering

ch'ild's difficulty with

the sequentìal order of a story (Piaget and Inhelder'

1969;

Ste'in and Glenn, 1978; Brown, 1975) was suggested by Brown (1975) to

a problem of the prreoperatìonal child's

memoryo

Ue

not an understandjng of

order. Therefore Brown (1975) used pictures in both the
story tell'ing and story retellinc phases of her exoeriments to overcome
the chìld's diffjculty with memory tasks. The present experìment sought
to verify the valjdity of the assertion that preoperatjonal thinkìng
chìldren have diffìculty remembering a sequential'ly ordered story by
removìng the picture stìmulì which were present in the story generation

sequential

task when the child was asked to remember the story and
another person

tell it

to

in the retelling phase. There was a statistically

ficant difference

between

sign'i-

the two cognitive deve'lopmental levels jn the

storìes as measured by story structure (rhetorical quaìity) wjth the use
of picture stìmul'i in story generation and without the use of picture
St'imul

j in storJ/ retel'ling. For conseFVeFSr

the incidence of the Initiat-

ìng Event macrostructure category was stat'isticalìy signifìcant in the
tasks of story generation and retellìng as compared to story dictation
and

w¡iting.

For the nonconservers, the incidence of the Init'iat'ing Event

statisticalìy s'ignifìcant i'n the one task of
story generation as compared to story djctation and writing" Therefore,

macrostructure category was

when

pictures were present,both Developmental levels produced a statjs-

ticalìy signìficant
but

when

incidence

of the Inìtiatìng

Event macrostructure,

the pictures were no'longer present as in stor-v retel'ling, only

the conservers were able to produce a statistically significant

l9l
ìncjdence of the

Initiating

Event macrostructure

category. Therefore

the present study added support to Brown's (1975) assertìon that preoperat'ìonal thjnkers have djffjculty with memory tasks such as remember-

ìng the sequential order of a story or the necessary parts of a stor-v.
The

distinction

betureen

the two groups, preoperational

(noncon-

server) and concrete operational (conserver) was noteworthy 'in reoard to

of I'inguistic quant'ity, rhetorical quality and teacher evaluation.
In consjderation of the lingu'istic quantity measure of Total Number of
Dependent Clauses wh jch was found to be statjstical ly s'ign'if icant for con-

measures

servers as compared to nonconservers'
usage

of

Dependent Clauses tntas an

ìt

may be suç¡gested

that this

indjcatjon of the concrete operatjonal

thinker's increasing abilìt-v to subordinate jdeas. The second stat'istjcalìy signjficant fjnding wíth regard to lìngujstic quantity measures
was

that conservers

retel'lìng, djctation
Number

of

used more words

and

wrjting

in the four rnodes of stor'y Qeneration'

comb'ined than nonconservers. The Total

!,lords used may be considered as a measure

jty and rhetorical quaìity

as stor.y macrostructures were measured in

T-units which were composed of words. The Total
the

sum

of 'linguìstjc quant-

total of the story.

Number

of

Therefore the Total Number of

l^lords was
T^lords

indi-

cated that there was a quantifìable difference between the stories
produced by conservers and nonconservers
modes on

jn the four story-ìanguage

the basis of linguistic and rhetorjcal measures. Further-

of the relationshjp between ljnqujstic quantity
and rhetorical qualìty found that the Total Number of t{ords pred'icted

more analysìs

for

conservers the presence

Event, Reaction and

of the three macrostructures, Initiat'inq

Action. Finding that the Total

Number

of
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Words

predìcted the varìance ìn a giVen macrostructure category was indi-

cative of sa-vìng that a whole story of a given

ìike'ly

have the macrostructure categories

number

of words would

of Injtiating Event' Reactìon

of the story could be predicated by'its
length. An alternative \'üay of perceiving the relat'ionship of story length
to completeness was to realìze that the sjze of each of the macrostructure

and Action,

or the

wholeness

for a compìete story was dependent upon the Total
Number of Words used to tell the story"
Another measure of linguìstìc quantìty, the Total Number of Tunitsr WâS predictive of the macrostructure category of Action for nonprevìously
conservers and Initìating Event for conservers. As has been

catego¡ieS necessary

noted, both the Total

Number

of

Words and

the Total

Number

of"T-units

rhetorical qualìty so that,
'l'inguistjc quantìty measures whjch
in the final analysis,there were no
predìcted the rhetorjcal qualìty measures of g'iven story macrostructure
categorìes. If the Mean T-unìt Length, Total Dependent clauses or Mean

were dual measures

of ljnguistìc quantity

Dependent Clauses per

T-unit,

measures

and

of f ingu'istic

complex'ity had

been

predìctìve of the rhetorjcal qua'l'ity measures (Sett'ing, In'itiating Event'
etc.) the prevìous statement could not have been made. The present
observation supported the research findings

of

Crowhurst (1980, l9B3a'

that the 1ìnguistic quant'ity measure, the Mean T-unit
Length, was not a measure of rhetorical qualìty for narrative djscourse
and that syntactic fluency measured by the Mean T-unìt Length was not

l9B3b) who found

correlated with evaluation of writìng

qualìty. It

may,therefore,be con-

cluded that l'inguistic quantity and rhetorjcal qualìty were distjnct
varjables requìring separate measures. A disparìty was found between
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1ìnguìstic fluency and rhetorical qua'lity

when measures such

used by Crowhurst (1980,1983a, l9B3b) l'lean

T-unit

as those

Length and

holistic

evaluatìon (used also ìn this stud-v wjth the add'ition of variables of

story macrostructure) were utilized ìn the evaluation of narratìve dis-

(l9Bl), using a combjned measure of
linguistic fluency and rhetorical quafity in the form of the Cohesive
Harmony Index, did not fjnd the d'isparity'indicated by Crowhurst (1980,
.|983b)
and the present study. Therefore the prec'ise relat'ionsh'ip
l9B3a,

course. 0n the other hand,

between

Pappas

lìnguistic fluency and rhetorjcal quality

was not

clear; yet,

of both appeared to discrjminate between children who were classified accord'ing to their cognitive development as conservers and non-

measures

conservers, preoperational and concrete operational thjnkers.
An add'itional

factor which was detected by measures of ljnguìs-

of stor-v development.
to be greater in the modes of story

tic

fluency and rhetorical quality was the

The

Total

t'lumber

of

ldords was found

generat'ion, rete'l1ing ancl dictation than
was

mode

writing.

The Mean

T-unjt

greater ìn dìctated stories than the stories developed in the

Lenqth

modes

of story generat'ion, retelljnq and writing. The two measures of Total
Number of l,lords in Mazes and Total Number of Mazes were statistìca'l'ly
more sìgnìfìcant in the modes of story generat'ion and retellìng than
story d'ictation and writing.
the

Measures

of rhetorical quality found that

Consequence macrostructure category occurred

wìth greater incidence

in the story generation and retelling modes than the modes of story d'ictatìon and wniting. Review of these observations did not indicate a
definitive relationship between the four story-language modes. l,Jhjle the
Pappas (l9Bl) study found a linear relationship of story retellinq being
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su0statistically supe¡ior to story dictatjon, whìch was statjstically
such a clear
erior to story writing; the present study dìd not find
mode
relationship. l.lhat appeared to be obvious was that the wrìt'ìng
story-language modes regardìess
was the least well developed of the four
jn the writjng
of the measure. Observation of the lack of development
generation, retelfing and
mode as compared to the oral modes of story

to be expected as wr.itjng had'less practice than oral
modes' the
language. bJìth regard to the other three story-language
used to analyze
seemed to be pred'icated upon the measure

djctation

was

relatjonshìp

modes of story
them. In conclusìon, althouoh the four stor.y-ìanguage
show a defìnìtive
generat.ion, retell'ing, dictat'ion and writing d'id not

which was
linear relat'ionshiP, wjth the except'ion of the wrjt'ing mode
existìng
the least well developed of the four modes, the relatìonsh'ip
or
the remaìning three modes was predicated upon the linguìst'ic
between

rhetorì cal measure used

for

ana'lysi

Impl i cati ons

for

s

'

Educati onal Practice

who
Since there are measurable differences between children
thinkers) and conwere classìfied as nonconservers (preoperational
and rhetorical
Servers (concrete operationaì thjnkers) on f inguistic

of narrative discourse jn the four modes of story generation'
seem
retelìing, dictation and writing, the follow'ing implicat'ions would

aspects

to

be

aPPl

ìcabl e:

of the measurable differences
thejr level of cogn'it'ive
between chìldren at the grade 2level due to
of jnstructional methods
development to accommodate differences by means
1

)

Teachers need

to

be cogn'izant

195

usìng picture stimuli
modes

for

development

of narrative structure in the four

of story generation, retel'ling, djctation

Z)

and

wrjtjng:

Story macrostructure categorìes provide a framework with

to analyze the child's story to determine whether all the necessary parts of the narrative are present and to what degree each part ìs

which

represented" Such analysis indicates the child's level of story comprehensjon and provides information as to those structures of the story in

is requ'ired.
3) The T-unit js a useful method of quant'ify'ing the mjcrostructure of narrative djscourse. It is a simple unit of measurement which

which instruction

to analyze the structure of the narrative and deterjndivjdual
mine the overall structural or lingu'istic complexity of the
enables the teacher

chjld's oral

and

written story'ìanguage

other cl ass members. It
and large group growth
Impl

l)

As there

ì s,

and compare

ìt wjth thosè of

therefore, possi bl e to chart indivjdual

in linguìstìc facif ity and rhetorjcal
ications for Future

is very little

quaf

ity.

Research

research on the relationshjp between

the two cognitive levels of development (preoperational and concrete
operatìonal thinking) as specified by testjng on a standardjzed test
and measures

it

of linguistic

would be worthwhìle

with chjldren of the

Z) It
exjsts

between

and

rhetorical fluency jn narrative discourse'

to rep]icate this study in other school settings

same age and grade.

would be useful

to

know whether

a similar relationship

children of the two specified cognjtive developmental

levels as measured by the Goldschmjd-Bentler

Concept Assessment

Kit

-
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Conservation
measures

-

Form A

at the grade I

of Iinguistic fluency

and

and grade 3 levels

with regards to

rhetorjcal qua'lity of narrative

dìscourse.

of utterance (the Total Number of l¡Jords)
cateplayed a sìgnjficant role in determjnation of the macrostructure
to identify
gor.ies present within the narratjve, it would be helpful
all
there ìs an optimal length jn naffatjve discourse for

3)

Since the length

whether

determine whether
macrostructure categories to be present to thereby

ìnguistjc
instruction should focus upon increasìng the quantity of I
quality through ìnstrucoutput or concentrate on teachìng rhetorical

tion in storY structure.
4) Measures of the Total Number of T-unìts and Mean T-un'it
between
Length dìd not differentjate with statistical s'ignificance
preoperational and concrete operational thinkers in thejr l'ingujstic
facility 'in narratjve djscourse whìle the Total Number of Dependent
Clauses

dìd.

Therefore

it

would be advantageous

to determjne wh'ich

of l,lords, Totaì Number of T-units or l'lean T-unjt
clauses are a
Length) combined with the Total Number of Dependent
of story generation,
measure of I.inguist'ic fìuency ìn the four modes

measures (Total Ì{umber

retellìng,dìctatjonandwritingforgradesland2children.

5)

As there

as measured by

is a relationshjp

linguistìc

and

betleen oral and written discourse

rhetorical fluency,

it

would be he]pful

for
to deljneate the jndìvidual and paralle'l stages of development
dictated and written stories'
6) S'ince there are d'istinct differences between measures of

lingu'istic fluenc-v (T-units,

mazes and dependent clauses

-

Loban' 1963'

197

facjlity (five macrostructure categories - Rumelhart, 1975) jt would be worthwhile to compur. th.r. ioint
1976; Hunt, 1965) and

rhetorjcal

of narratjve with a combìned measure (cohes'ive Harmony Index pappas, l98l) to determine rvhether a joìnt or combined measure is more
useful in determìn'ing linguistic and rhetorical facif ity in narrative

measures

di scourse.
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APPENDTX
TELLING/RETTLLING

A

PROCEDURES

APPENDIX A

TELLiNG/RETELLING

I.

SETTING
t

PROCEDURES

UP

pìan to
-l . All listener/researchers and reader/researchers Should
the
before
m'inutes
twenty
arrjve at the school apnroximately
fol'ìowing:
the
check
to
begìn
to
ãutu ðollection'is scheduled

a) that the rooms which have been scheduled for the
tel I ing/retel 1 ing sessÍon are avail able;

b)' that each noom has been arranged for. the telljng/retellìng
session, i.e., a table to sit at with an outlet close by
for the tape iecorder and two chairs oppqsite each other:
one for ljitener/researcher and another for the chjld'
sìtuated as to mÍnjmize the temptat'ion to tamper wìth the
tape-recorder and maximize the quality of the recordìng.

2"

READER/RESEARCHER TASKS

2-1

.

The reader/re searcher takes the chjld to the story te'ìììng
session which shall be conducted outside.the classroom to prevent j nterrup tjons during the telling. As the reader/
researcher ta kes her plaðe, she immediately picks up the book
to be used for storY generating"

(story introduction)

i

HAVE

I¡JORDS

A

PICTURE STORY BOOK TO SHARE I^]ITH YOU TODAY" THERE ARE

iN THIS

BOOK TO

TELL THE STORY.

I'D

LIKE

NO

YOU TO LOOK AT THE

PICTURES ONE BY ONI FROM THE BEGINNTNG TO THE END OF THE STORY.
THEN WE'LL RETURN TO

TIIE BEGTNNING AND

STORY THAT THE PICTURES

TELL.

IÂ]HEN

bIE

I'D

LIKE

FINISH

YOU TO TELL ME THE

I'LL

YOUR STORY TO ANOTHIR PERSON, l^lHO ENJOYS HEARING

READY TO LOOK

PICTURTS TELL.

AT THIS PICTURE

BOOK AND

ASK YOU TO TELL

STOR]ES.

THINK OF THE STORY

GET

THE

212

2-2.

Returning to the first page
recorder and say:

(chjld's name)

NOI^I

YOU'VE SEEN THE PICTURES,

TELL ME THE STORY THAT THEY
RECORDER, SO

I

of the book, turn

TELL" I'M

on the tape-

I'D LIKE YOU T0

GOING TO TURN ON THE TAPE-

CAN LISTEN AGATN LATER.

has finjshed telling the story using the
pictures the reader/researcher will take the chìld
to the listener/researcher wjth whom she is working"

2-3. After the child
sequenced

Introductjon to the lìstener/researcher:

(child's name)
SHE'S

SOMEONE

THIS

',.IHO

IS

IS

(listener/researcher's

INTERESTED

STORY THAT YOU HAVE JUST TOLD

name).

IN STORIES. SHE'S

ME, AND SHT

!^IOULD

NOT HEARD THE

LIKE TO HEAR YOU

TELL THAT STORY.

3"

LISTENER/RTSEARCHER TASKS

3-1.

The listener/researcher takes the child jnto the listening room
and once the child and the listener are seated, again explaìns

the task to the child.

IN STORIES" I KNOW THAT
(reader/researcher's name) ¡USf HEARD YoU TELL A STORY THAT

(child's name), I'M

INTERESTED

MADE UP FROM PICTURE B00K I,JITH0UT l^lORDS.
PLEASE

TELL TT TO

l^lITH PEOPLT

I,.IHO

-

ARE JUST AS INTERISTED

full

name

-

THAT STORY.

STORIES AS

NAME. (PuSh pIaY And TeCOTd -

then push stop button.)

LET!S GO BACK AND SEE TF THE TAPE

(Rewind

KN0ì,J

I AM. BUT
TS I^JORKING. AFTER I PUSH

IN

SAY YOUR FIRST AND LAST

allow the child to say his

O.K"

DON'T

ME. I'M GOING TO TAPE-RECORD YOUR STORY TO SHARE

FTRST, LET.S MAKT SURE THE TAPE-RECORDER
THESE BUTTONS

I

YOU

RECORDER

IS

I^IORKING.

the tape and p'lay the tape so that the child can hear his/her

name, then stop

tape,)

ALL RIGHT, hlE'RE READY. TELL ME

N0l^1. (Press play and record buttons.

)

YQUR ST0RY
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3-2.

followìng problems may arjse during the_course of the
..t.11ìng seðsion. Listeä with each possib'le.problem are
suggesteã neutral responses for the listener/researcher.
ónüiously it js impossible to predict al'l problems which may
ã.is. Auiing the rätelling session" However, the following
examptÀi próvide a framewõrk from which the listener/researcher
can draw in dealing wltñ prob'lems which may arise. (These
problems may also ãrjse during the story generat'ion' so
l¡éi.-Jrggóitioni may ápply tó çre readêr/researcher. )

The

a.

An obvious

brief part'ial retel I'ing

CAN YOU TELL ME ANY MORE

0F THE STORY? or

IS THTRT ANY MORE YOU CAN TILL

ME ABOUT THE STORY?

of these questions is that they are
questions which require "yes" or "no" answers.
Éowever", these probe quest'ìons are neutral in nature'

The djsadvantage

and do not

set up an

'rand then" response.

b. If, in addit.ion to a brÌef partial retellìng, the chjld
asks you if he can leave"
0f course you as the interviewer must decide on the
specifjcs óf that child and that particular situatìon,
but two optjons are avaìlable to you:

l.)

Encourage

the chjld to

make another attempt:

I'D LIKE YOU TO TRY AND TELL ME MORE OF THE STORY.
Z.) Allow the ch'ild to return to the room with a sìmp1e
THANK YOU.

wjth thjs
the preferred way of deali!9
jf
child
the
be
used
may
sìtuation, but the second option
ing
session.
seems upset about the retelf

fìrst optìon'is

The

AN OCCURRENCE OF THIS NATURE SHOULD BE REFERRED TO THE
READER/ RESEARCHER.

c

Long pauses and it ìs obvious that the chìld is unsure about
a part.
cont'i nu ì ng because he apparently has forgotten
'is
necessary
positive
response
A neutral but Parti a1'ly
in this case. SaYì ng ì'tel I me what happened next" or part
"go on to the next part" implies that there is a next
whìch may or may no t be the chi I d' s i ntent'ions . Theref ore

a non-Verbal gestur e of interest or approval is preferred"
Shou'ld the child as k you ìf he should continue' s'imply respond:
YES

"
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e.

child's voice begins fadjng and you're not sure if
his voice is be'ing picked up on the tape-recorder.

The

In the beginning of the retel'ling sess'ion' you should
be able to tell jf this is going to be a problem when
you "test" the tape-recorder. (See sectìon 3-1. )
But, if during the course of the retelling you find that

this

f

becomes

a problem, say:

(childrs

name), couto Yc)u

CAN HEAR

ALL OF YOUR

SPEAK

L0uDtR PLEAST s0

l,Jt

STORY?

chi'ld goes off on some tangent which is obvìously
not part of the story.

The

Should thjs sjtuation arise, try not to encourage or discourage these types of responses. A neutral question is
suggested:

IS TH]S

PART OF THE STORY?

OT

JS THIS PART OF THI STORY THAT YOU TOLD

(reader/researcher's name)

ABOUT THE PICTURE B00K?

Thìs type of reaction on the part of the listener/researcher
should minimjze the extraneous comments jn a completeìy
neutral ized fash'ion.
g

The

chì'ld begins to tamper or p'ìay with the tape-recorder"

Hopefulìy, careful setting-up (see section l-1") will
eliminate or at least minìmize the probabìlity of thìs
occurrence. Should thìs happen though' again a neutral
response

is

needed:

I CAN'T LET YOU DO THAT TO THE TAPT.RECORDTR.
If the problem continues, you may find it necessary to
hold the tape-recorder yourself to prevent the child from
tampering with ìt.
h"

child wants to hear himself/herself on the taperecorder (the whole story)

The

Allowing the child to h ear himself/herself on the taÞêrecorder initjally wí1.l satìsfy many of the chjldren
(See section 3-1. ) But for the occasional child who
wants to hear the whole story, an appropriate response is:

215
I^]E DON'T HAVE

TIME TO HEAR ALL OF TT, BUT I,JE CAN

REI,IIND

THE TAPE SOME Sc) YOU CAN HEAR PART OF IT.

have to use your judgment as to the approxìmate
l ength of repl ay to use whi ch wi I I sat'isfy the chi I d.

You'll

for additional details
after the child has indicated that he is finished. A s'imp'ìe:

3-3 Ending:

Make no

effort to

probe

ANYTHING ELSE?

This questjon will el icit any additional information from the
chìld which he feels ìs i mportant to the story which he maY
have omjtted" Then, toc lose the session:
THANK YOU VERY MUCH,

3-4

(chìld's

name)

child back to his/her class and pick up the next
child on the lìst, taking him/her to the reader/researcher.

Take the

APPENDIX

An

B

Holìstic Evaluation Scale:

An Adaptation

of the Manitoba Department of
1982

l¡lritìng

Education

Assessment Scale

APPENDIX

B

GENERAL IMPRESSION MARKTNG SCALE

( GIM )

The General Impression Markjng is a judgment about the
overall quality of a student's dìscourse given the purpose of the
discourse and the audience to which jt fs addressed (in this study
the audience jn every case is the researcher)" The discourse
should be read quickly for a general reaction" No marks should
be put on the paper at thìs time. After a group of papers have
been read quickly, they should be ordered genera'lly from the best
p aper to the poorest p aper and scores should then be assigned

6-High,tol-Low

Descri pt'ions of the genera'ì ìmpression
)
gìven
s hould keep in mind that the evaluaThe
below.
teacher
are
qua'lity of the paper such as
general,
is,
one
no
that
tion is
should constìtute the whole score"
structure
organization or sentence
qua'litìes
are
covered in the ana'lytic scales"
Judgments about those
(

ìs a qu'ick,'impressìonistic score" Evaluation of
specific attributes of the writing shouid be left to the ana'lyt'ic
The GIM

marking scales.

(5 or 6): The oaper evidences thinking on the part of the
author that is above what would normally be expected at this grade
level. The quality of thought reflects a developmentally mature
po'int of view. The paper is not overly egocentrìc or narrow jn
perspectìve. A broad non-egocentric point of view would describe
and take into account the actions and feelinqs of all the characters
relating a description of what is hapoenìng beyond the immediate
context of the author. The paper is Þresented in an effective
fashion and follows an organìzatjon such that the reader has no dìfficulty in followìng the sequence of ideas. The style 'is appropriate
to the level of thought, and word choice and usage reflect a grasp
of ìanguage that is above average. The paper fulfils ìts purpose,
that is, it tel'ls a story,
HIGH

thinking on the part of the
grade
level of the child. The
author that is approprìate to the
quality of thought reflects what would be expected at this age.
Although the paper is essentÌal'ly egocentric in perspectìve, this
perspective does not interfere wìth the overall movement and organization of the paper" Though the paper may ref'lect the point of
view of only one character or the author, it does take into account
the actions and feelings of all the characters. The ideas are gengenerally
eraily sequenced jn a mean'ingful manner in that the events'language
grasp
of
follow one another. The word chojce reflects a
that would be expected at this grade leve1 " Basical'ly the paper

MIDDLE

(3 or

4):

tells a story.

Tl're paper evidences

2tB

(l or 2): The paper evidences thinkfng on the part of the
author that is obviously immature. The quality of thought
reflects a point of view substantially below what would be.
expected at this grade level. The poìnt of view is essentialìy
egbcentrìc to the point that it jnterferes wjth the relating
LohJ

iãeas. A narrow' egocentric point of view reflects only the
feelings and reactións of the author and does not describe the
feelinls and actions of all of the characters" The organization
of the paper is difficult to follow" Ideas do not]ogìcally or
sequent'iai ly tol I ow each other. l^lord choì ce i s uncl ear, ì'nappropriate, and distractÍng. The paper does not tell a story.
ANALYTIC SCALES

ìt

After the djscourse has been read and scored for the
should be reread and marked on the following six quaìities:

.
2.
3.
4"
5.
6.
I

of the

GIM,

0rgani zat'ion and Sequence

!'lord Choice
Theme

Ideas

Choìce

of Details

and Elaboration

of

Ideas

Sentence Structure

A score

of I to

6.should be assigned each paper for each

above categories.

the descrjpt'ion of each scale before scoring papers'
necessary refer to them as the papers are being marked to
Read

and

if

I.

ORGANIZATION AND SEQUENCE

insure consistency in marking.

In story writingn the author should ìntroduce effective]y
the setting and the characters and bujld from this introductjÓn.
The introduction and conclusion should aid the reader jn thìnk'ing
about and understanding the series of events.

6):

The author has an effective opening_that-catches
the interest of the reader. The organization clear'ly follows a
sequence of events wjthout wandering. The closing is effective in
that jt leads the reader to feel that the story js over and has come
to an understandable conclusion.
HIGH

(5 or

219

(3 or 4): The author generally introduces the story, but
Oóéi noi catch'the interest oi the reader, or begi.ns-without
p..riäiñg-ttté reader w'!th the necessary background oI. the story'
and
ã.ñ.rãili, each of the events ls appropriatelyordescribed
the
leave
may
ending
a
weak
paper
have
may
iðqù.n..ä. r¡.
closure.
of
sense
reader with little or no

MIDDLE

(1 or 2): The author has not attempted to catch the interest
õi tÈ. iea¿ár jn the opening. Necessary background information
in the stgry
ruy Uã lackìng in the þaper. f¡e sequence.of_events
js
little or
w'ith
left
reader
ili b. .oñirsíng or leît'out. The
paper.
the
of
end
at
the
nô"fã.1ìng of ciosure or completeness
LOhl

2.

I^JORD CHOICE

refers to the choìce of vocabulary the author
the story and how words are strung togetherinto
makes in tel'ìing
"l^lord choiðe ref I ects both preci si on and maturity'
tñòuént uni ts "
l^lord choiee

and the manner in whjch they are strung together should
be cl early understandable.

f¡ã wor¿i

(5 or 6): The words chosen by the.author are precise and
exact wìth ciear reference. The style is engaging. _The words
rr.lp ila reader clearìy "see" and understand the series of events.
HIGH

The words chosen by the-author seem to focus on
of a story. Though
ih. .oni.nt rather than on the communicat'ion
genera'l
for the type
,ié¿ .orrectly the vocabu'lary may be too

MIDDLE

(3 or

4):

of story told.

rases that do not aid
the reader in understanding the storY. The words tend to be
co'l ourl ess , n on-engaging and uninterestìng"
LOl^l

(l or 2 ):

3.

THEME

The author uses words and

Ph

jn
The author chooses details because they are important
paper
the
telling the story. The child has a story to relate and
iñAi.ài.s this fäct in that there is a central theme holding the

story together.

The purpose of the paper-is clearly di scerni bl e.
HIGH (5 or
The author presents only information, opìn'ions,. and detai I s that
relate to the central theme of the story" At the e nd of the story

6):
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the reader feels that the events have been covered without
reference to unjmportant or irrelevant material.

undue

(3 or 4): The theme of the story.ìs not.always clear, as
iñã ãrtÈor interiects unrelated jnformatjon, opinions, or detaì1s'
These jntrusions-, howevero do not interfere wjth the story. At
the conclusion the reader feels as if the story has been told but
that its flow has been interrupted along the way by unnecessary

I\,IIDDLE

el ements .

(l or 2): The elements wìthin the story seem unrelated to any
cential theme. Information, oPìnjons and details seem to be
added wfth little concern as to how they relate to the flow of
the
LOI^I

events jn the Story. The reader concludes by wonderjng what
majn point of the storY was.

4.

ÏDEAS

in the paper reflect a sense of creaof topìc' tl'g choìce of point
selection
tivity of think'ing,
details are all involved
shaping
and
òf uiäw, and the ielection
9f
ideas"
of
development
ìn the presentation and
The ideas presented
'The

HIGH

(5 or

6):

The author has selected an

interestìng toP'ic,

and

approprìate deta'ils with which to tell t he story. Humour and
figures of speech may be used or attempt ed in telling the storY.
An interest'ing po'int of view may have be en sel ected.

(3 or 4): Though the ideas presented-jn the story are
gãñã"utiy sounáo they ão not reflect a creative po'int of view.

MIDDLE

attemit has been made to employ humour or figures of speech in
order to'make the story more interestìng.
Ñó

('l or 2): The ideas presented do not reflect sound or creatìve
thinÈing. Íhe story is lìfeless, reflecting_a lack of 1ogìcal or
creativé tfrtnking and fails to create a complete story.
LOIJ
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5.

CHOICE OF DETAIL AND ELABORATION

chosen by the author, how a particul.ar, idea
and how real and vivid the
within. påpãr-ñã; been elaborátednbetween
a listless lifeless
itó.v is,'cän rrf.ã lñ* differencè
paper'
papei and an exciting engagÌng

details

The

details chosen by the author are approp¡iatetoto
in such a manner as
Ïñ. t.iling ót tfiä-siory and are elaborated
gettìng.
carried awav' Th'
uô-iñi.r.siing tö-tñã räader without
in such
words, phrases, iriöã.V, ãn¿ figuresõtspeeðh are_presented
reader'
the
to
alive
a mannèr as to make"thä events ánd description
(5 or

HTGH

6):

The

detajls chosen seem approprìate to the story
Uul ut iim.t tfre story seems to lack life. The elaboration may
may
ñói àilow the."uãÀ. io visualize the events adequateìy.and
story
the
descrìbed
not be clear to ihé reader. Though adequatelygive it.
ily i;.k i¡. iit. ti,ut vivid exprássion could

MIDDLE

(3 or

4):

The

details chosen by the author do not seem approThe author
oriate to the prrpoiã-ot t¡. paper nor to the audience.
is
lifestorv
The
ñii-.ãt"ãpõrópliulãiv elaboraieb the events"
colourless
be
to
tends
L0l,l

(l or 2):

The

less as the exprãiiión-used by the author

and borì ng.

6.

SENTENCE STRUCTURE

fast rules can be set down for sentence strucstructures is approprìate
ture" At times,-a-viriàty of sentence
'interest"
Sometimes repet'itìve patto create and maiñtuin teäd.t
choppy senterns can create á desired effect. Sometimes, short
other t'imes,
at
tences are approp.iãt. to the top'ic and discourse;
No hard and

long, elegant structures are approprìate'

A positìve effect is created by the author in the use
of sentence struclures. The author seems to have control of struciu.ái and emp'loys them effectively'in commun'icating"
HIGH

5 or

6):

Although the author seems to have control of a
ambiguous
of sentence strUctures' at timeS the structures areopportun9f
är ãiu*.V,tói tf'ã-author may ñot have taken advantage
ities to create ã posìtive i:ffect Ín varying or repeat'ing sentence
structures "

MIDDLT
number

(3 or

4):

The sentence structures are little more than simple senpaper
[ãn.òr;-a small number of structures are repeated throughout the
to
so tha[ the paper becomes boring or" pred'i9!ub'!9. The author seems
sentences.
constructed
présenting
effectively
in
ñãvð iÀrious'¿ifficultjes
LQI^J

(l or 2):

